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U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE:
OPERATIONS AND FISCAL YEAR 2003 BUDGET
THURSDAY, APRIL 11, 2002
HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES,
SUBCOMMITTEE ON COURTS, THE INTERNET,
AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY,
COMMITTEE ON THE JUDICIARY,

Washington, DC.
The Subcommittee met, pursuant to call, at 10:02 a.m., in Room
2141, Rayburn House Office Building, Hon. Howard Coble [Chairman of the Subcommittee] presiding.
Mr. COBLE. [Presiding.] Good morning, ladies and gentlemen.
Welcome to 2141 again. The Subcommittee will come to order.
Today we will review the operations of the Patent and Trademark Office in light of the Administration's budget submission for
fiscal year 2003.
As I have- stated before, specifically at our last hearing, our last
oversight hearing on PTO, it pains me that we must continue to
address the ongoing issue of diversion of agency funds to other government programs. Our witnesses understand how this harms PTO
operations and ultimately how it can harm that sector of our economy which is obviously dependent on the creativity of inventors
and trademark owners.
Once more, I pledge that our Subcommittee will work i a bipartisan manner with those in the intellectual property comm ity to
do whatever is viable and necessary to reverse this trend.
That said, I am a realist. And realistically speaking, I do no believe that the appropriators will generously cede their authority to
control PTO funding in the near future. We can no longer affor
to chant the same mantra of more money.
To my mind, the agency will be better positioned to acquire
greater appropriations if it can do a better job of demonstrating
how it is using available resources to meet clearly defined objec
tives, which ultimately means improving quality ard reducing isting pendency rates and backlogs.
/
And speaking of money, the Congress cannot blindly endorse a
request by the Administration to raise patent and trademark fees
as a stopgap or even a long-term solution to this problem.
Anyone who has reviewed the fiscal year 2003 budget req est for
PTO is aware that it contains a recommendation that ongress
apply new. 1-year surcharges to existing fees. That is 19 p cent in
the case of patents, 10 percent in the case of trademarks.
I will be most interested to learn whether the user co munity
endorses this request. Will implementing this change reall reduce
(1)

pendency and backlogs, or will it merely subsidize other government programs?
I emphasize that I retain the highest confidence in Director
Rogan to help us solve these problems.
Jim, I think you may well be the person best suited to lead the
PTO into the 21st century. It's good to have you back on the Hill.
I look forward to the testimony of the witnesses here this mornlnfhe prepared statement of Mr. Coble follows in the Appendix]
Mr. CHABOT. And I am now pleased to recognize my good friend,
the Ranking Member from California, Mr. Berman.
Mr. BERMAN. Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman. I'm happy to
join you for our annual hearing on the Patent and Trademark Office.
And I welcome our former colleague-he knows some Members
of this panel well-the distinguished PTO Director, Undersecretary
of Commerce, in his first appearance before this Subcommittee.
The man actually gave up a lucrative private practice to take on
this office. And we'll talk to him later on about his judgment.
[Laughter.]
I want to welcome our other witnesses as well. Many of them are
quite familiar to this Subcommittee.
And I think we have cause this year for a muted celebration. It
appears that our collective efforts over the past few years to secure
adequate funding for the PTO have had measured success. Based
on the pressure applied by relevant stakeholders, including the
ones testifying today, the PTO itself, and many Members of Congress, the President has submitted a fiscal year 2003 budget, that
recommends that the PTO have use of all its projected fees. This
request indicates that our message has finally gotten through.
Without adequate funding, the PTO cannot carry on its critical
role in stimulating innovation, technological advancement, and
business growth.
Unfortunately, this forward movement comes with a price. The
Administration has not repealed the innovation tax; it has simply
renamed it a surcharge.
The Bush administration's fiscal year 2003 budget request proposes a surcharge on patent and trademark fees. This surcharge,
which will generate $162 million to be used for non-PTO purposes,
would be almost 20 percent on patent fees and over 10 percent on
trademark fees.
In other words, the Bush administration doesn't end the fee diversion or innovation tax of which we have long complained. It simply raises -the fees in order to have its cake and eat it, too.
I do not intend to place the blame entirely at the feet of the Bush
administration, because there's no reason to believe our appropriators will the end the practice on their own initiative. Indeed, we
need to remain vigilant less they attempt to divert more.
To be sure, the surcharge approach to diversion is an improvement over the previous situation, but it's still not the preferred
course. Ideally, there would be no innovation tax, regardless of
whether it was called a carry-forward, a diversion, or a surcharge.
I believe the surcharge approach-I want to make clear, I'm not
against redistribution, but I just don't think this is redistribution

based on ability to pay. This is not-this is what gives redistribution a bad name.
I believe the surcharge approach is not an adequate solution because it will not solve the pendency, quality, staff retention, and
technology problems facing the PTO. Even assuming that the PTO
has use of all its projected fee income through 2006, the fiscal year
2002 corporate plan of the Department of Commerce still predicted
that patent pendency would increase to 38.6 months by fiscal year
2006.
I want to repeat that: Even if the PTO can keep all its projected
fees, patent pendency increases from about 24 months to nearly 39
months.
Whether 24 or 39 months, such patent pendencies are too long.
Such pendencies hamstring the ability of inventors to commercialize their innovations and, when combined with increased fees,
may even persuade inventors to rely on trade secret protection
rather than patenting their inventions. This result will be the
worst outcome as it would deny the public, other innovators, and
research the benefits of public disclosure of innovations.
For these reasons among others, Chairman Coble and I have insisted that the PTO complete a 5-year strategic plan. This strategic
plan, as proposed in H.R. 2047, would set a course of the PTO to
achieve its critical mission by improving patent quality, reducing
pendencies to reasonable levels, and increasing PTO efficiency.
We look forward to receipt of the strategic plan and look upon
it as a key to demonstrating that patent and trademark fees bear
a direct relationship to achievement of the PTO mission.
In conclusion, Mr. Chairman, I believe the President's fiscal year
2003 budget request doesn't keep a bad situation from getting
worse. It just keeps it from getting a lot worse.
I do not believe that the surcharges are an adequate permanent
solution to the challenges the PTO faces.
Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Berman follows in the Appendix]
Mr. COBLE. I thank the gentleman.
We're pleased as well to have Ms. Lofgren, the gentlelady from
California, join us this morning.
Now, what I'm about to say really has nothing directly to do with
today's hearing, and pardon my immodesty for sharing this with
you. Someone came to me the other day, and he said, "I appreciate
very much the way you and Howard Berman have worked together
on this Subcommittee."
And I want to, at this time, express my thanks to Howard. I
think we have worked pretty well together. And in no small reason,
that's because of the cooperation that we have enjoyed from many
people, some of whom are in this hearing room today.
We will continue to try to hammer out the problems as they continue to surface and plague us. But with your help, we'll try to
keep plowing through this thing and hopefully come up with a solution.
Some folks have criticized me for my lengthy introductions of
witnesses. Now oftentimes, many people in the audience don't
know the background of some of the witnesses, and I think if you're

uninformed, you need to be informed. So that's why I may give
these extended biographies. So you all bear with me.
Our first witness does not fall in that category. I think we all
know him: Jim Rogan, the Undersecretary_ of Commerce for Intellectual Property and Director of the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office. He was nominated by President George Bush on May 25,
2001, and confirmed by the U.S. Senate on November 30, 2001. We
all remeihber him as a valued colleague who served on our Subcommittee from 1997 through 2001.
Judge Rogan has a distinguished career in public service. He was
a gang murder prosecutor in the Los Angeles County District Attorney's Office, and became California's youngest sitting State
judge since 1990 before his election to the California State Assembly in 1994.
Judge Rogan earned a B.A. degree from the University of California at Berkeley in 1979 and his J.D. from the UCLA School of
Law in 1983, where he served as a member of the UCLA Law Review.
Our next witness is an old friend-strike that. Our next witness
is a friend.
"Old" has a bad ring to it, Mike. [Laughter.]
Mike Kirk serves as the executive director of the American Intellectual Property Law Association. Prior to AIPLA, he served as
Deputy Assistant Secretary of Commerce and Deputy Commissioner of Patent and Trademarks from May 1994 through March
1995. In 1993, Mike Kirk also served as the Acting Assistant Secretary of Commerce and Acting Commissioner of Patents and
Trademarks.
Mr. Kirk earned his bachelor of science in electrical engineering
at the Citadel in 1959, his juris doctor in 1965 from the Georgetown University Law Center, and his master's of public administration in 1969 from Indiana University.
Our next witness is Colleen Kelley, who is President of the National Treasury Employees Union, NTEU, the Nation's largest
independent Federal sector union. As the union's top elected official
and as spokesperson for the union, Ms. Kelley represents NTEU in
the media and testifies before Congress on issues of importance to
NTEU members and Federal employees.
An NTEU member since 1974, Ms. Kelley was an IRS revenue
agent for 14 years. She served in various NTEU chapter leadership
positions, including chief steward, vice president, and president of
NTEU Chapter 34 in Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania.
In August 1999, delegates to NTEU's 47th national convention
elected Ms. Kelley as national president.
Ms. Kelley received a bachelor's degree in accounting from Drexel
University and earned a master's degree from the University of
Pittsburgh. She is a certified public account.
Our final witness this morning is John K. Williamson, who is
president of the Intellectual Property Owners and is a past president of the Pittsburgh Intellectual Property Law Association. He
has worked exclusively in the area of intellectual property law for
25 years in both corporate and private practice.

Prior to joining PPG in 1996, he had been the chief patent counsel for Westinghouse Electric Corporation and for Allegheny International.
Mr. Williamson is an adjunct professor of law at Duquesne University and has written and lectured extensively on intellectual
property issues.
He received a B.S. in mechanical engineering, a juris doctor from
the University of Missouri. He is admitted to practice before the
U.S. Patent and Trademark Office.
Good to have all of you with us. We have written statements
from each of the witnesses, and I ask unanimous consent to submit
into the record in their entirety.
So if you witnesses will come forward and, as we ha e previously
requested, if you could confine your oral testimony within the confines of our 5-minute rule, we will be appreciative.
And the 5-minute rule will be invading your area when you see
the red light appear in front of you.
Why don't we start, Judge Rogan, with you?
And before you do that, let me welcome furthermore the gentleman from Florida and the gentleman from Tennessee. And with
unanimous consent, the gentleman from Texas, although he does
not sit on the Subcommittee, he has asked if he can sit in. We will
not permit you to ask questions, Lamar. But without objection,
we'll invite Lamar Smith to join us as well.
Judge Rogan, you'i'e on.
STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE JAMES ROGAN, UNDERSECRETARY OF COMMERCE FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
AND DIRECTOR OF THE U.S. PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE
Mr. ROGAN. Mr. Chairman, first, I want to thank you and the
Members of the SubcommitteeMr. COBLE. Jim, put that mike a little closer to you, if you will.
Mr. ROGAN. Mr. Chairman, I wanted to thank you and Members
of the Subcommittee not only for the kind introductory remarks but
also for the invitation to testify here today.
You have allowed me now to keep a promise I made just before
the election of 2000. I told you all I would be back. I am here.
[Laughter.]
This is not exactly what I had in mind, but a promise- is a promise. [Laughter.]
Mr. Chairman, thank you. and also, Congressman Berman,
thank you, as well as the Members of the Subcommittee, for your
continued strong support for our agency and for intellectual property generally.
As a former Member of this Subcommittee, I know firsthand of
your commitment to ensuring that the U.S. intellectual property
system remains the very best in the world. Let. me assure you that
I will do all I can to bolster American intellectual property during
my tenure at the U.S. PTO.
President Bush has set forth two primary goals for his Administration: homeland security and economic security. While our intellectual property system certainly affects homeland security by en-

couraging innovative ways to protect our country, it has a direct,
vital link to our Nation's economic security.
As the Subcommittee is well-aware, intellectual property has become increasingly vital to our Nation's economy. By some estimates, IP industries represent the largest single sector of the
American economy, almost 5 percent of GDP, and' employ over 4
-million Americans.
The increasing volume and complexity of our workload poses serious issues for the U.S. PTO. Some might even use the word "Crisis." In 1981, a U.S. News & World Report article highlighted the
serious backlog of patent applications at our agency. At that time,
pendency was 22 months and the backlog was 81,000.
By the time I was sworn in a few months ago, pendency was over
24 months and the backlog stood at something like a third of a million applications.
Current projections for pendency to remain in excess of 2 years
and much longer in certain critical technologies should be deemed
unacceptable. Our customers deserve-and the reality of our hightech economy demands-that we provide the highest quality patent
in the shortest feasible timeframe.
Issuing a quality patent is our primary goal. Issuing it in a timely manner is essential. Balancing the goals is our challenge.
Before I assumed office last year, the U.S. PTO developed a 5year business plan as part of the Administration's 2003 budget submission. That business plan presented a traditional way to stem
the dangerous tide of rising pendency.
While I consider this business plan to be an important step forward, I believe the U.S. PTO, the Administration, the Congress,
and our user community can and should do much more.
With that in mind, I have begun an aggressive review of the U.S.
PTO to identify new and possibly nontraditional ways to improve
quality and reduce pendency. This process includes a thorough topto-bottom review to ensure that resources are fully devoted to mission-critical tasks.
I am committed to shifting available resources to the frontline
examination process to the maximum extent possible.
I also am conducting a comprehensive analysis of how we conduct our business. I believe fundamental changes in the way we do
business may be required.
Some of these reforms may require the approval of the Administration, and some will require the approval of Congress. Others will
involve greater cooperation with other nations, to share workload
problems.
I intend to report back to this Subcommittee on what additional
information we have found and will seek your support and guidance as we attempt to implement those changes.
Despite the daunting challenges facing the U.S. PTO, I'm optimistic. I view this as a time filled with opportunity. It's a chance
to look at our system, determine how it should be structured, and
then make it happen.
The Administration's budget request lays the groundwork for
these efforts. It would give us the largest increase in our funding
history and enable us to hire 950 patent examiners.

I am hopeful that the continued support of the Members of this
-Subcommittee, coupled with the President and Secretary Evans'
firm commitment to our agency, will enable the PTO to meet the
challenges that lie ahead.
Mr. Chairman, I look forward to working closely with you, with
Ranking Member Berman, and the Members of this Subcommittee,
to that end.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Rogan follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF JAMES E. ROGAN

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:
Thank you for this opportunity to appear before you to discuss the operations and
funding of the United States Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO). It is a pleasure
to be here in my first appearance before the Subcommittee as Under Secretary for
Intellectual Property.
Let me begin, Mr. Chairman, by thanking you, Ranking Member Berman, and the
members of the Subcommittee for your continued strong support for our agency and
for intellectual property generally. As a former member of this Subcommittee, I
know first-hand of your commitment to ensuring that the U.S. intellectual property
system remains the very best in the world. Let me assure you that I intend to do
all I can to bolster the American intellectual property system during my tenure as
Under Secretary for Intellectual Property and Director of the USPTO.
President Bush has set forth two primary goals for his Administration: homeland
security and economic security. While our intellectual property system certainly affects homeland security by encouraging innovative ways to protect our country, it
has a direct vital link to our nation's economic security. As the Subcommittee is well
aware, intellectual property (IP) has become increasingly vital to our nation's economic competitiveness, our standard of living, and our global security. In fact, according to the International Intellectual Property Alliance, IP industries represent
the largest single sector of the American economy-almost 5% of Gross Domestic
Product (GDP)-and employ over 4 million Americans. Copyright industries, for example, are creating jobs at three times the rate of the rest of the U.S. economy.
As the importance of IP assets-patents, trademarks, and copyrights-has increased, so too has the USPTO's workload. Since 1996, patent filings are up over
70 percent and these levels of growth are expected to continue. In addition, the complexity of the technology and the number of claims in these applications is growing
rapidly. On the Trademark front, filings in FY 2001, while down 21 percent, follow
two consecutive years of 27 percent increases.
The difficulties the USPTO faces today do have historical precedent. For example,
after reaching an all-time high of 35 months in 1964, patent pendency was reduced
to 18 months in 1977. By 1980, however, pendency had climbed to 23 months and
was projected to reach 48 months by the end of the decade if bold measures were
not taken. Consequently, in 1982 legislation was signed into law to substantially
raise USPTO fees. Under the able leadership of Commissioner Gerry Mossinghoff,
the USPTO used these resources to reduce pendency to 18 months by the end of
the 1980s. Average pendency stayed between 18.2-19.5 months until the end of
1995.
However, from 1996 through 2000, annual application growth rates of more than
10 percent and a crippling attrition rate, caused by more experienced examiners
going to higher paying private sector jobs, began to take their toll, and pendency
grew dramatically. Average pendency surpassed 24 months in 1999, and we expect
it to average 26.5 months thi year.
The increasing volume and complexity of our workload poses serious issues for the
USPTO. Some might even use the word "crisis." Let me give one historical representation of how serious these challenges are. I mentioned that the patent system faced
significant problems in the 1980s-this situation was highlighted in a 1981 U.S.
News & World Report article entitled "Patent System a Drag on Innovation." What
had led to such a dramatic pronouncement? In 1980, average patent pendency was
22.6 months. In FY 2001 it was 24.7 months, and absent a new course, it is projected to grow beyond three years. In 1980, the backlog of applications was about
81,000. By the time I was sworn in a few months ago, the backlog of applications
stood at more than 330,000. 1 believe the challenges the USPTO faces today, while
similar to the situations in the mid-1960s and early 1980s, are on a much larger
scale.

The current projections-where patent pendency remains in excess of two years
because of backlogs (and much longer in certain critical technologies) should be
deemed unacceptable. Our customers deserve-and the reality of our high-tech economy demands-that we provide the highest quality patent in the shortest feasible
timeframe. Issuing a quality patent is our primary goal. Issuing it in a timely manner is essential. Balancing those goals is our challenge.
To chart a course to lower endency and higher quality, last year the USPTO developed a five-year Business Plan as part of the Administration's FY 2003 budget
submission. That Business Plan, which was developed before I assumed office last
December, presented a traditional response to attack increasing pendency and proposes a way to stem the dangerous tide of rising pendency. Under the Business
Plan, the projected patent pen enc rate in FY 2006 would not rise to the projected
38 months but instead would be herd to 26 months.
While I consider the Business Plan to be an important step toward a long-range
strategy to refocusing the agency's priorities on improving quality and timeliness,
I firmly believe that the USPTO, the Administration, the Congress and our user
community can-and must--go even further. With that in mind, I have begun an
aggressive review of the USPTO to identify new and possibly nontraditional ways
to improve quality and reduce pendency. This process includes a thorough top-tobottom review of the USPTO to ensure that resources are fully devoted to mission
critical tasks. I have made clear that I expect to see -a compelling justification for
every non-examination operation in the agency, and I am committed to shifting
available resources to the frontline examination process to the maximum extent possible.
I also am conducting a comprehensive analysis of how the USPTO and its applicants conduct business. Fundamental changes in the way we do business may be
required in order to meet the demands of today's high-tech world. Therefore, in the
coming weeks I will be examining all options, including the restructuring of our fee
system and workforce, in order to maximize our operations.
I intend to evaluate every way that the USPTO can improve internally, including
looking at productivity. I want to seek ways that the system can be improved only
with the cooperation and approval of the Administration and the Congress. Finally,
I want to identify possible ways to improve cooperation with other nations and possibly share workload problems. I fully expect to report back to you what additional
information we have found and will seek your support to implement the appropriate
changes.
Despite the many significant and daunting challenges facing the USPTO at this
time, I am optimistic. I view this as a time filled with opportunity. Because the
issues facing our system are so significant, we do not have the luxury to nibble at
the edges. We have before us an opportunity to look at our system, determine how
it should be structured, and then make it happen. In fact, I believe we have more
than just an opportunity-we have a responsibility to do just that. I am reminded
of the phrase, you can be a part of the problem or a part of the solution." I am
confident that all of us here today can and will be a part of the solution.
The Administration's 2003 budget request for the USPTO lays the groundwork for
these efforts.
It would give the USPTO the largest increase in its funding history.
The President's budget request would allow us to spend $1.365 billion of the fee
revenues we expect to generate, an increase of $237 million or 21.2% over the FY
2002 enacted level. Of the $1.527 billion in revenues we expect to collect next year,
$1.265 billion will be available to us in FY 2003. In addition, we will have access
to $100 million carried forward from FY 2002.
In effect, the President's budget provides the USPTO with the equivalent of 100
percent of our traditional fees, plus an additional $45 million. This additional funding will enable us to: (1) hire 950 patent examiners; (2) transform trademarks to
a fully electronic operation by 2004; and (3) implement the President's management
agenda, including e-government, outsourcing, and workforce restructuring.
In order to, fund the USPTO's and the President's priorities, the budget request
includes a one-time surcharge on both patent and trademark fees that will generate
an additional $207 million in FY 2003. A 19.3 percent surcharge will apply to all
patent statutory fees, including the filing, issue, maintenance, extension, appeal and
revival fees. Discounted fee rates for independent inventors and small businesses
will remain in effect. For trademarks, a 10.3 percent surcharge will apply to the initial filing and post registration fees.
Let me now slightly shift focus and highlight some of the noteworthy developments in the agency since the Subcommittee's oversight hearing last year.
In keeping with our goal to minimize patent and trademark processing time and
enhance the quality of our products and services, the USPTO has undertaken a
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number of initiatives over the last year to manage our growing workload. For example, we continue to be a leader in providing user-friendly e-government services to
our customers. Approximately 30 percent of our Trademark applications are now received electronically through our award-winning Trademark Electronic Applications
System (TEAS). In addition, we are in the second year of our patent Electronic Filing System (EFS). EFS currently has over 560 unique users and has received over
3,000 filings.
Our website (www.uspto.gov), which receives over 36 million visits each month,
also continues to expand the array of services it offers. In addition to TEAS and
EFS, visitors to our website can find everything from procedural updates and notices to the Patent and Trademark Manuals of Examination Procedure. Our customers also can search U.S. patents, published pre-grant patent applications, and
trademarks.
Attracting and retaining top quality employees is also integral to managing our
workload, and we have undertaken a number of important initiatives in this area.
For example, the USPTO is a leader in government telecommuting. In fact, we have
recently received awards from the International Telework Association and the Metropolitan Washington Council of Government for our achievements in this area.
Currently, 122 trademark examiners and paralegals (of 295 eligible) are telecommuting three to four days a week. This represents more than 40% of the eligible
workforce. Our Patents operation has also started a telecommuting pilot program
one day a week for over 300 patent employees.
Lastly, I am pleased to report that the development of our new consolidated facility in Alexandria, Virginia is on track. The consolidation project took a significant
step ^orward on December 19, 2001, when the developer, LCOR, Inc., secured financing for the project. As a result, the construction phase is officially underway.
We are hopeful that we can begin the move at the end of calendar year 2003 with
completion in 2005.
PATENTS

In 2001, the USPTO received 326,081 utility, plant, and reissue patent applications (UPRs), an increase of 11.2 percent over the previous year. Some of the largest
increases in patent filings are occurring in the electrical technologies, which have
experienced 19 percent increases in each of the last two years.
Last year we granted a record number of patent documents, including 169,576
utility, 563 plant, and 504 reissue patents as well as 17,179 design patents. Total
Office disposals for FY 2001 were 239,493. Annual grants of UPR patents increased
by 3.1 percent over the previous year. In 2001, the share of all UPR and design patents that were issued to U.S.-resident inventors was 54.1 percent, down from 55.2
percent in 2000. 18,843 patents were granted to U.S. independent inventors in
2001--or 19.1 percent of all patents issued.
So far in FY 2002, patent filings are running about equal to last year's level. The
mail interruptions caused by the discovery of anthrax in a Washington, D.C., postal
facility in October 2001 caused a decrease in our filings for about two months. However, we have recently experiences filing levels above those from 2001 and we expect
to receive over 350,000 patent filings by the end of the year.
To handle the increase in our patent workload, the USPTO hired 414 patent examiners in 2001.
With 263 attritions, our end-of-year total examining staff was 3,061. With respect
to attritions, I am pleased to report that our examiner attrition rate fell from 13.8
percent in FY 2000 to 8.2 percent in FY 2001. This encouraging trend is continuing
this fiscal year with our projected attrition rate currently at 6.9 percent, which
would be the lowest level since 1995.
Pursuant to the American Inventor Protection Act of 1999 (AIPA), the Patents operation is managing to the "14-4-4-4-36" timeliness standard. These benchmarks
rovide commensurate restoration of a patent term to diligent applicants when the
allowing requirements are not met by the USPTO: (1) issue a first Office action on
the merits within 14 months from the filing date; (2) respond to an applicant's rply
to a rejection or appeal within four months of receipt by the Office; (3) act on an
application within tour months of a decision by the Board of Patent Appeals and
Interferences or the federal courts; (4) issue a patent within four months from the
payment of the issue fee; and (5) issue a patent within 36 months from the filing
date.
In FY 2001, 74.3 percent of applications received a first Office action within 14
months of filing and 87.2 percent of patents were granted within 36 months from
the filing date. Of the patents that qualified for additional patent term, the extra
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term averaged 32 days. End-of-year pendency to first. Office action averaged 14.4
months and total pendency averaged 24.7 months.
With regard to computer-implemented business method patents, an area that is
of interest to many on the Subcommittee, business methods filings increased from
1,300 in FY 1998 to 8,200 in FY 2001. At the same time, the allowance rate for business method patents (Class 705) has decreased from 55 percent in FY 2000 to 45
percent in FY 2001. The number of examiners in Class 705 has expanded from 17
in 1997 to 120 today, and I hope to increase that number to 130 examiners by the
end of this year.
As part of our on-going Business Methods Patent Initiative, since August 2000 we
have tripled the number of customer partnerships (from 10 to 31) with the patent
community and the software, Internet and electronic commerce industries. As part
of these partnerships, we are soliciting input from our customers on additional
sources of prior art that our examiners can utilize. For example, in June 2001 we
published a Federal Register Notice identifying the current core databases for Class
705 to help our customers and partnership organizations understand and comment
on the searching requirements in business methods. Included in the notice is a detailed description of the required mandatory search for all applications in Class 705.
I believe that these initiatives are working well, but I want to assure the Subcommittee that I will closely monitor developments in the business methods area
in the event that additional administrative measures are needed.
TRADEMARKS

As I mentioned earlier, unlike the workload increases in patents, the Trademark
side of our operations has experienced a decline in filings as a result of the downturn in the economy. In FY 2001, we received 296,388 tradema-k application classes, a decrease of 21 percent over FY 2000, and registered 124,502 classes. So far
this year, application filings are about 20 percent less than a year ago.
At the end of FY 2001, pendency to first Office action was 2.7 months, the lowest
level in thirteen years. Our objective is to sustain a level of 3.0 months to first Office action in FY 2002. Total pendency currently stands at 17.4 months.
To ensure that we make our operations as efficient and user-friendly as possible,
Trademarks continues to aggressively move to e-government services. Reducing or
eliminating the number of processing activities in the production process, with endto-end electronic processing of trademark applications, offers the greatest potential
for performance improvement. Our goal is to transform the Trademark examining
operation from a paper-based process to a fully electronic operation by 2004.
The filing of trademark applications via the Internet-a key part of this initiative-increased to 24 percent at the end of FY 2001. Currently, 30 percent of trademark applications are filed electronically. Our goal is to achieve 50 percent electronic filing by the end of this year and 80 percent electronic filing in 2003. In addition to filing electronically, customers are able to search the status of pending and
registered trademarks, conduct a preliminary search prior to filing an application,
access examination manuals and regulations, and obtain weekly information on
marks published, registered and renewed.
We intend to make greater use of electronic communications by taking steps to
eliminate preferences for filing trademark applications in paper. In response to comments we received from a notice published in the Federal Register last August, we
are considering two options to that end. The first is a phased approach requiring
all trademark application forms to be filed electronically within 18 months of a final
rule, with exceptions provided for those who do not have access to the Internet or
for those filing under treaties where filing requirements have been previously established. The second option is establishing a processing fee for those who would choose
to file in paper when an electronic alternative is available.
INTERNATIONAL

Let me discuss our efforts in the international arena, an essential but less wellknow part of our mission. In addition to the examination and issuance of patents
and trademarks, USPTO works to promote protection of the intellectual property of
American innovators on both the domestic and international levels. Under the APA
(P.L. 106-113), USPTO is directed to advise the President, through the Secretary
of Commerce, and all Federal agencies, on national and international intellectual
.property policy issues including intellectual property protection in other countries.
USPTO is also authorized by the AIPA to provide guidance, conduct programs and
studies and otherwise interact with foreign intellectual property offices and international intergovernmental organizations on matters involving the protection of intellectual property.
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In keeping with this directive, the USPTO continues to be active in a number of
different venues to streamline and strengthen protection for patents, trademarks,
and copyrights abroad. Through our Office of Legislative and International Affairs,
we: (1) negotiate and implement international IP treaties; (2) provide technical assistance to foreign governments that are looking to 'develop or improve their IP laws
and systems; (3) train foreign IP officials on IP enforcement; (4) draft/review IP sections in bilateral investment treaties and trade agreements; and (5) work with both
the Office of the U.S. Trade Representative (USTR) and industry on the annual review of IP protection and enforcement under Section 301 of the Trade Act of 1974.
The USPTO also serves as co-chair of the National Intellectual Property Law Enforcement Coordination Council (NIPLECC), which coordinates domestic and international IP law enforcement among federal and foreign entities.
The goal in the international arena is to move toward greater consistency in intellectual property protection around the world. Just as the Framers of the Constitution created standard intellectual property rules for the nation, we are working to
develop consistent rules for the rest of the world.
In the patents area, we seek uniform treatment of patent applications and patent
grants worldwide, which will reduce costs for American patent owners in obtaining
and preserving their IP rights abroad. Today, the cost to U.S. companies and inventors of applying for and obtaining separate patents in individual countries is prohibitive. Therefore, USPTO is leading the effort to reform the Patent Cooperation Treaty, which implements the concept of a single international patent application. To
help cut procedural red tape, we will soon submit implementation and ratification
legislation for the recently negotiated Patent Law Treaty. We also are in the early
states of discussions at the World Intellectual Property Organization regardin possibilities for a more harmonized worldwide patent system. In the Trademark and
copyright areas, we are working to implement international IP treaties, such as the
Madrid Protocol and the WIPO Copyright Treaties.
As part of our international efforts, the USPTO focuses significant attention on
the enforcement of IP abroad and combating IP piracy. Today the illegal duplication
of software, music, DVDs, and other digitized information takes a toll on our economy. Last year the U.S. copyright industry reported losses of nearly $22 billion due
to piracy oversees. According to the Business Software Alliance, software piracy
alone cost the U.S. economy over 118,000 jobs and $5.7 billion in wage losses in the
year 2000. By 2008, those numbers will rise to 175,000 lost jobs, $7.3 billion in lost
wages and $1.6 billion in lost tax revenues.
Let me briefly highlight just a few of the enforcement activities we have recently
undertakenIn October 2001, USPTO attorneys conducted a one-week IP enforcement program
to train IP enforcement officials from Nigeria, Ethiopia, Egypt, and various Central
American countries on how best to develop an enforcement system that is compliant
with the WTO Agreement on the Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property
(TRIPs). In November 2001, we conducted two technical assistance programs in
Hanoi and Ho Chi Minh City, Vietnam, on the enforcement of IP rights. The program, cosponsored with the Vietnam National Office of Industrial Property, focused
on compliance with the enforcement provisions of the Bilateral Trade Agreement
and the TRIPs Agreement. In December 2001, USPTO developed and-conducted a
technical assistance program for 16 Russian government officials on specific problems in implementing the enforcement obligations in TRIPs. Later this month, we
will conduct an IP enforcement program in China geared towards prosecutors and
customs officials. The programs will be held in two "second tier" cities where rampant counterfeiting and piracy problems are developing.
As the effective protection of intellectual property rights becomes an increasing
focus of worldwide trade, Mr. Chairman, the demands for our Office's expertise and
resources in this area are growing significantly.
CONCLUSION

Mr. Chairman, as you know, President Bush and Secretary Evans are firmly committed to ensuring that the USPTO continues to lead the world in producing the
most timely and reliable intellectual property rights protection for American
innovators. Their FY 2003 budget proposal or e USPTO is a powerful testament
to that commitment.
I am hopeful that the continued support of the members of this Subcommittee,
coupled with the Administration's dedication to our agency, will enable the USPTO
to meet the challenges that lie ahead. Mr. Chairman, I look forward to working
closely with you, Ranking Member Berman, and the other members of the Subcommittee to that end.
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Mr. COBLE. You even beat the red light, Judge. You're very-the
pressure is on you now, Mike.
Mr. Kirk, good to hear from you.
STATEMENT OF MICHAEL K. KIRK, EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
AMERICAN INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY LAW ASSOCIATION
Mr. KIRK. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
The vitality of our Nation's patent and trademark systems has
steadily eroded during the last decade. Companies are increasingly
being -qubjected to litigation on the basis of questionable patents.
Pendency is 25 months and rising. First opinions on patentability
in some rapidly growing areas are not received by applicants for
more than 40 months after filing.
While the office has made significant strides in creating electronic databases in both the patent and trademark operations, the
internal electronic processing capabilities of the office fall woefully
short of the goal of a paperless office announced 20 years ago.
Mr. Berman mentioned in his opening remarks H.R. 2047 which
we strongly support. How has the Office reacted to that? The Office
published its business plan in February, as Undersecretary Rogan
noted. We find nothing in the plan that reveals a true appreciation
of the patent quality issue, and a willingness to take meaningful
steps to address it.
While we appreciate the plan's promise 'to hire 950 new examiners each year, the plan acknowledges that the current situation
will worsen.
Finally, the plan falls far short of offering any real hope that patent operations will be processing applications electronically by FY
2006.
Turning to trademarks, it is difficult for us to evaluate the promised comprehensive internal quality review program without details. On the positive side, however, the pendency goals for trademarks are commendable and should certainly be achievable.
We are also heartened by the plan's goals to complete the transition to a fully electronic trademark operation during 2004. We are
very pleased that the President has requested $1.365 billion for the
office in 2003. Unfortunately, as has been noted, the request includes a proposal to place a surcharge on patent and trademark
fees with only $45 of the $207 million that would be raised targeted for the PTO.
Thus, the user community is being asked to accept a fee increase
to generate additional revenues, only 25 percent of which are targeted for the PTO, with no guarantee that even that amount will
reach the PTO to implement a plan which has serious shortcomings.
We wish to make it perfectly clear that our critique of the plan
is not directed at the nw management team in the U.S. PTO nor
at career employees, Undersecretary Rogan had essentially no opportunity to shape the 2003 PTO budget. In addition, the lack of
an appointed political leader made it very difficult for the career
employees to be heard in terms of submitting an effective plan.
We are very encouraged by what Undersecretary Rogan is doing
and by his characterization of the business plan published in February as "first step business plan."

On the budget request, no one will be surprised that AIPLA
strongly opposes any diversion of fees, irrespective of how it is
clothed.
We also oppose any fee increase by means of a surcharge inserted in an appropriations act, as proposed by the President. This
procedure denies the user community any opportunity to participate effectively in the evaluation of the increase or the purposes to
which it will be put. It also undercuts the role of this Subcommittee in its oversight function of the PTO.
We wish to be very clear on one point: If the current level of
funding from user fees is inadequate to allow the office to achieve
our desired quality, timeliness, and electronic processing goals, we
are prepared to consider the fee increases needed. We would support a reasonable statutory fee increase to implement a 5-year plan
that would achieve the goals that Congress and AIPLA seek.
In the long term, we believe that the perennial problem of underfunding of the PTO will be solved only by transforming it into a
wholly owned government corporation. As this Subcommittee
knows well, previous bills that would have corporatized the office
met with strong opposition, due in large part to other features that
those bills contained. We believe it is time to try once again to
achive this change, but this time with the authorities needed to effectively manage the PTO. The earlier bills, for the most part,
never solved the funding problem. They never gave the managers
the authority they needed to set competitive salaries to attract and
retain the skilled men and women needed to provide the quality
services the public desires, and they never effectively overcame the
cultural constraints that placed the policy and management authority in one position. These and many other details need to be
discussed and debated to develop an appropriate legislative remedy
for the problems facing the PTO. If we do not pursue this or some
other permanent fix, we will return here next year at this time for
our annual hand-wringing exercise.
Thank you for the opportunity to be heard.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Kirk follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF MICHAEL K. KIRK

Mr. Chairman:
I am pleased to have the opportunity to present the views of the American Intellectual Property Law Association (AIPLA) at this oversight hearing on "The U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office: Operations and Fiscal Year 2003 Budget."
The AIPLA is a national bar association of more than 13,000 members engaged
in private and corporate practice, in government service, and in the academic com-

munity. The AIPLA represents a wide ind diverse spectrum of individuals, compa-

nies and institutions involved directly or indirectly in the practice of patent, trademark, copyright, and unfair competition law, as well as other fields of law affecting
intellectual property. Our members represent both owners and users of intellectual

property.

AIPLA'S VISION FOR THE USPTO

The AIPLA believes that a strong and effective Patent and Trademark Office is
critical to maintenance of a robust economy. However, AIPLA believes that achiev-

ing that end result will require focus on three critical objectives: quait,,tirneiness
and improved electronic filing and processing capabilities. AIPLA also believes that
these critical objectives, of necessity, will only be achieved through the joint efforts
and renewed commitment of Congress, the USPTO and the USPTO user commu-

nity.
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Quality. Quality of the patents and trademark registrations
anted by the
USPTO must be at the forefront of efforts to strengthen and improv the operation
of the Patent and Trademark Office. Granting patents or trademar registrations
that cannot withstand the rigors of a court challenge does not serJ the interests
of the USPTO user community. It is costly and wasteful of valuable resources that
could be put to better use in other endeavors. Moreover, the exis nce of patents
and trademark registrations that grant unwarranted rights of exclus vity may deter
otherwise lawful activity by others in technical and marketing endeavors. On the
other hand, the ability to protect investment in research through the grant of strong
patent rights, and the ability to protect investment and development in the marketing of products under strong trademark rights, is equally critical. The AIPLA believes that efforts to strengthen and improve USPTO operations sholId theref-re be
governed in every instance by a concern, first and foremost, for im roving quality
of the ultimate rights granted under patents and trademark registrations.
Timeliness. Timeliness in granting strong, enforceable patent 4nd trademark
rights is also of critical importance. Long delays in granting patent , even if they
are strong and enforceable, are not in the best interests of patent o ers and their
competitors alike. Such delays place the technology in which invest ent has been
made at risk for undue periods of time in the face of encroachment by others. In
addition, these delays subject competitors to uncertainty and stifle Wfforts to lawfully invent around such patent rights. Likewise, prompt indic tions of the
registerability of trademarks are essential for businesses to plan mar eting strategies to launch new products and to enable competitors to avoid infringe ment of others' marks. While admittedly quality on the one hand, and timeliness on the other,
will at times create tension as to whether certain efforts will or will n t ultimately
serve to strengthen and improve USPTO operations, the AIPLA belie es that both
of these objectives must be met.
Electronic Filing and Processing. The United States transacts its dai commerce
electronically through the Internet. Efforts to make electronic filing an processing
of patent and trademark applications the norm, rather than the except n, must be
redoubled. AIPLA believes that in so doing, both quality and timelines of the patent and trademark rights granted by the USPTO will be well served.
BACKGROUND

-

The AIPLA believes that its vision for the USPTO is more critical thn ever to
the continued viability of our nation's patent and trademark -system. In fact, that
viability has been steadily eroded during the last decade. As this Subco mittee is
well aware, the Executive Branch and the Congress have participated in diverting
fee revenues from the United States Patent and Trademark Office (US 0) since
1992. To date, approximately $700,000,000 in patent and trademark fee paid by
USPTO users have been diverted from, rescinded, or made unavailabl to the
USPTO. The result is that longer delays in obtaining protection for valu ble new
technologies and marketing efforts are increasing the uncertainty in the arketplace, and are diminishing the value of the rights ultimately obtained. An while
the USPTO has and continues to make efforts to stem these increasing del s notwithstanding the budgetary strictures imposed upon it, the reality is that quality
has suffered.
Large and small companies are increasingly being subjected to litigation or its
threat) on the basis of questionable patents. This undermines the confide ce of
USPTO users and the public in general, and threatens ultimately to undermi le the
position of the U.S. as a world leader ifi encouraging and capitalizing on the development of new technologies.
Former Federal Trade Commission Chairman, Robert Pitofsky, asked last yea
"Does the patent office have the resources to conduct a rigorous review of patent
applications?; and
'Are patent grants justified in terms of utility, novelty and invention, or is he
scope of patents that are granted unnecessarily broad?"
These are serious questions which we fear are not being properly addressed.
s
After an average total pendency for patents of between 18 and 19 months
achieved in 1989 through 1991, patent pendency has risen to 24.7 months. Tod I
first opinions on patentability (first actions) in some rapidly growing fields are n t
received by applicants for more than 40 months after filing. While the tradema k
goals of three months to a first opinion on registerability and an average total-pen ency--of-1-3-month-s-we-r-e-lso chieve-d in 19W,-these times have generalI rise.
through the last decade until last year. The sharp decrease in filings relatedto th
downturn in the economy permitted the Office to turn the corner on the rising spend
ency to first action last fiscal year and overall pendency this fiscal year.

BEST AVAILABLE COPY

The electronic processing capabilities of the- Office also fall woefully short of the

Soal of "a paperless office by 1990" announced twenty years ago. To be fair, the Ofcefhas made significant strides in creating electronic databases in both the patent
and trademark operations. Examiners now have the ability to search electronically
every U.S. patent from 1790 to date, along with the applications published under
the American Inventors Protection Act, the patents of many foreign countries, and
much of the world's non-patent technical literature. We are on the threshold of seeing the paper search files, which are still stored in the same manner as in Thomas
Jefferson's day, finally give way to complete, accurate and robust electronic search
tools. Similarly, in the trademark operation, examining attorneys have long had access to an electronic search of all federally-registered and abandoned trademarks
and have moved away from using the paper files several years ago.
The trademark operation has also developed and implemented a user friendly and
effective electronic trademark application filing system. Currently, nearly one quarter of all trademark applications are filed electronically, which speeds the process
and reduces errors.
Unfortunately, the same cannot be said for the filing of patent applications. While
the USPTO has made an electronic patent application filing system (EFS) available
to applicants and has worked with applicants to instruct them in its use, the vast
majority of patent applicants find the system very user-unfriendly. So few applicants have been able to master the EFS that, following the recent Anthrax problems
at the Brentwood Postal Facility, the Office was forced to request patent communications to be filed by express mail, by facsimile, and by hand (in addition to electronically).
Moreover, once the twenty-five percent of trademark applications filed electronically and the very small percent of patent applications filed electronically reach the
Office, the Office converts them all into paper for processing through the Office in
the same manner as it always has. Communications to applicants are sent by mail
and replies by applicants return the same way. If the Office receives the 368,000
patent applications and 300,000 trademark applications it has forecast for this fiscal
year, on top of the existing backlogs, the Office must store, manage, and keep track
of well over one million paper files. It is not hard to understand the burdens under
which the Office struggles with this mountain of paper.
A NEW APPROACH

While not abandoning our strong opposition to the diversion of patent fees, we
have been working with this Subcommittee to try a new approach to address the
comments of the appropriators. The House appropriators observed last year in the
report accompanying the appropriation bill, H.R.2500, that:
'PTO and the patent user community have continually criticized the Congress
and the Administration for not allowing full access to their fees in the year they
are received, yet the PTO has been unsuccessful in proving that increased funding will decrease the amount of time it takes an applicant to receive a patent.
PTO bases its budget submission on anticipated fee income, which is derived
from an estimation of its anticipated workload. However, there is no indication
that the existing level of fees was developed based on any direct relationship
to the actual costs of doing business."
(House Report No. 107-139)
Accordingly, Chairman Coble together with Mr. Conyers and Mr. Berman introduced H.R. 2047, the "Patent and Trademark Office Authorization Act of 2002" on
June 7, 2001, calling for the Office to make the type of showing requested. This legislation calls for the Director, working with the Patent and the Trademark Public
Advisory Committees, to develop a five-year strategic plan that would"(1) enhance patent and trademark quality;
(2) reduce patent and trademark pendency; and
(3) develop and implement an effective electronic system for use by the Patent
and Trademark Office and the public for all aspects of the patent and
trademark processes . .
The strategic plan is to include milestones and objective and meaningful criteria for
evaluating the progress and successful achievement of the plan.
. Ai6thrs6t _riof fHR.2047-called for ah--a6celer-aited effort -t0deVeIp6P-n elctronic system for the filing and processing of patent and trademark applications
that is user friendly and includes the necessary infrastructure (A) to allow examiners and applicants to send all communications electronically; and (B) to allow the
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Office to process, maintain, and search electronically the contents and history of
each application.
The House Appropriations Committee called for similar information in its report
on H.R. 2500:
".the Committee directs the United States Patent and Trademark Office,
in consultation with the Department of Commerce, to develop a requirements-based budget structure. This revised budget structure proposal
should include the number of actual trademark examiners required to perform the examinations, the number of examiners the PTO would be able
to hire and train during the fiscal year, the number of patent applications
to be processed while maintaining accuracy, and a timeline and incremental
budget plan for technological requirements to assist the processing of applications.
The Senate Appropriations Committee also called for the development of such a
plan in its report on H.R. 1215, Senate Report No. 107-42.
USPTO BUSINESS PLAN

The USPTO published a Business Plan in February of this year to accompany the
FY 2003 Budget submission of the President. In the critical areas of quality, pendency, and electronic processing, the Plan states that the Office will:
In patents:
Improve quality by 55% by FY 2006 by reducing the "error rate" from 6.6 to 3%
Reduce total pendency to 26 months by FY 2006 by hiring 950 examiners
Initiate the TEAM* project to prepare for electronic processing of applications
*"Tools for Electronic Application Management"
In trademarks:
Improve quality by 50% by reducing the "error rate" from 6 to 3%
Reduce total pendency to 12 months by FY 2004
Complete its transition to fully electronic operation during FY 2004
The goals of the Plan need to be evaluated in terms of whether they truly meet
the critical objectives toward which they are aimed. In the patent quality context,
it is difficult to have confidence in a program that is in part dependent on the agreement of the judged. Before a patent application can be re-opened to prosecution on
the basis of a finding of an "error" by the Quality Review Office, the relevant Group
Director must agree. If a Group Director does not agree (and they do not in nearly
20% of the cases), no "error" is counted. We need the quality of the patents granted
by the USPTO to convince critics such as former FTC Chairman Pitofsky that they
are "justified in terms of utility, novelty and invention," and that their scope is commensurate with the patentable contribution of the inventor.
Let me hasten to add that we fully recognize that it is easy to criticize the "quality" of patents; it is far more difficult to identify how patent "quality" can be measured, and to offer constructive suggestions to enhance quality. For this reason,
AIPLA has created a special Task Force to work with the USPTO to develop some
practical and effective proposals on how the Office can enhance patent quality.
We appreciate the Plan's promise "to hire 950 new examiners each year," but this
statement must be considered in the context of the President's Budget which calls
for adding only 250 FTE patent examiner positions. We also note that, even with
this promised increase, the goal in the Business Plan is to reach an average total
pendency of 26 months by FY 2006, essentially making no inroads on the current
situation. We would like to see more progress on this front; however, the effort to
reduce pendency should not be permitted to overshadow the more important objective of patent quality. Thus, the goal of reducing pendency through increased hiring
needs to be tempered by realistic measures for improving and strengthening examiner training and supervisory capacity, not simply increasing the sheer number of
examiners.
Finally, we note that the stated goal of "initiating" a project "to prepare for electronic processing" of applications, absent more, falls far short of offering real hope
that the patent operations will be fully electronically processing applications, from
initial filing through examination and prosecution, by the end of the five-year period
covered by the Plan.
T -urning to-the trademark side of the Office, we applaud the plans to develop "a
comprehensive internal quality review program focused on improving examination
quality to complement the corporate quality review program already in place," but,
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without details, it is difficult to evaluate the planned effort. The pendency goals in
he trademark operation of 2 months to first action by FY 2004 (down from 3
months for FY 2002 as reported in the Plan), and total pendency of 12 months by
FY 2006 (down from 15.5 months for FY 2002 as reported in the Plan) are both commendable and appear to be achievable in light of the respite in the number of trademark applications currently being filed. Finally, we have previously applauded the
advancements made by the USPTO in implenlenting electronic filing oftrademark
applications. We are heartened to see the goals of increasing the number of new
trademark applications filed electronically to 80% in FY 2003 and to complete the
transition to a fully electronic trademark operation during FY 2004.
THE PRESIDENT'S BUDGET

The proposed budget would fund the Office at a level of $1.365 billion. This would
come from three different sources:
(1) $1.220 billion from existing statutory fees
(2) $0.100 billion from the nearly $0.500 billion in fees classified as "unavailable" in the year they were received
(3) $0.045 billion from a new "one time" surcharge (which will raise $0.207 billion, with $0.162 billion being used for non-USPTO programs)
A major problem with the President's Budget Proposal is that there is no guarantee that the Congressional appropriators will use the revenues as proposed. They
may well agree to impose a surcharge, but then use the revenues generated elsewhere. Similarly, there is no guarantee that they will make available any of the
monies previously withheld.
Thus, the user community is being asked to accept a fee increase to generate additional revenues, only 25% of which is targeted for the USPTO (and there is no guarantee that even that amount will reach the USPTO), to implement a USPTO plan
which has serious shortcomings.
USPTO MANAGEMENT

We wish to make it perfectly clear at this juncture that our observations are not
directed at the new management team in the USPTO or at the career employees.
Under Secretary Rogan did not officially assume the duties of office until December
10 of last year.It is our understanding that on his second day in office, he was given
a copy of the "passback" from the Office of Management and Budget for the
USPTO's budget for FY 2003. The "passback" informs an agency what level of funding the financial officials in OMB have decided to allow it to request. The budget
proposals requested by the USPTO, to which the passback responds, were sent to
the Department of Commerce and then to OMB many months earlier. Thus, Under
Secretary Rogan essentially had no realistic opportunity to shape the operating plan
or to press the case for adequate funding for the Office.
This is also not a criticism of the career employees in the USPTO. Having observed first hand what occurs when a new Administration comes into power, I can
say that it is very difficult for career officials to represent adequately the interests
of the patent and trademark systems to a new Commerce Department administration. The lack of an appointed political leader in the Under Secretary's position
makes it very difficult for the career managers to be heard. In fact, a very good plan
could have been prepared and forwarded, but then rejected: we will never know.
Of course, a roadblock that continues to plague anyone in the Office who seeks
to develop an effective plan for addressing the problems confronting patent applicants, trademark applicants, and, very importantly, the public, is that the individuals who control the decisions neverhave to publicly justify their decisions. While
no Under Secretry/Director or career official can do anything but support the position dictated by Commerce Department and OMB officials, the individuals who
make those decisions never have to justify those decisions before this Subcommittee.
You have heard from Under Secretary Rogan, this morning. We are extremely
heartened with what he is saying and doing at the USPTO. He has instituted a topto-bottom review of the entire Office to eliminate duplicative, wasteful, and low priority programs. In the statement issued late last month, Under Secretary Rogan observed"
"The Business Plan was completed before I assumed office last December; in re.

viewing it I prefer to think of it as a "First Step Business Plan." I am preparing

tobegin a "top-to-t-tom-reve-w--all non-examintion aind administratiVe support operations, and will expect to see a compelling justification for every nonexamination operation within the agency."

We are encouraged by these comments; we hope he will be permitted to succeed.
AIPLA POSITION ON THE 2003 PTO BUDGET AND BUSINESS PLAN

It will come as no surprise to anyone on this Subcommittee that AIPLA strongly
opposes any diversion of patent and trademark fees-irrespective of the clothes it
wears. If there is a need for additional resources for some urgent program or service, the President and the Congress should explain that need and, if the existing
tax revenues are insufficient, propose a tax increase on all citizens who will receive
the benefits of such program or service. It should not be hidden away as a stealth
tax increase only on America's creative community.
In addition, we strongly oppose any fee increase through the mechanism of a "surcharge" as proposed by the President. This procedure denies the user community
any opportunity to participate effectively in the evaluation of the increase or the
p urposes to which it will be put. It also, quite frankly, undercuts the role of this
Committee in its oversight of the USPTO. This procedure not only dictates the details of the operation of the Office, but also the level of contribution that users are
forced to make to the general tax coffers.
Finally, we wish to be very clear on one point. As we stated at the outset, AIPLA
wants the United States Patent and Trademark Office to be, simply, the best in the
world in terms of quality, timeliness, and full electronic processing. If the current
level of funding from user fees is inadequate to allow it to achieve this status, we
are prepared to consider the increases needed. We would support a reasonable statutory fee increase to implement a five-year plan that would achieve the goals Congress and we seek.
The AIPLA looks forward to the next iteration of the Business Plan promised by
Under Secretary Rogan. As previously noted, we urge that the next iteration include
an action program designed to enhance patent and trademark quality. While we
agree that pendency is important, especially for applicants in rapidly moving fields,
the competitors of those applicants and the public have an equally strong claim to
freedom from challenges based on questionable patents.
With the assurance that only quality patents will issue, we also wish to see the
Office propose a detailed plan to achieve the long standing goal of 18-months average total pendency. In this regard, it is very important that the fluctuations in
pendency among the various technical fields not have great disparities. Not only do
rapidly advancing technologies deserve protection before obsolescence, but the public
also has an interest in patents expiring twenty years after their U.S filing dates.
Finally, we urge the Office to develop an effective, user friendly, electronic filing
system and an internal electronic processing system. The Office should look to every
source available for assistance in developing an electronic filing system, especially
the European Patent Office, which a number of observers believe has already developed such a system. The obvious savings in personnel, space, and the elimination
of errors which would flow from the ability of the Office to electronically receive,
process, and communicate with applicants make the prompt development of such a
system an imperative.
The AIPLA recognizes that these objectives will not be attained without a price.
As we have already noted, however, we are prepared to support a reasonable statutory fee increase to fund a sound plan to achieve them. This may mean that this
Subcommittee should hold a follow-on hearing when the USPTO has developed its
"Second Step Business Plan," perhaps in conjunction with the fee restructuring
promised in the President's Budget submission.
LONGER TERM SOLUTION

As the members of this Subcommittee are fully aware, the USPTO has gone
through twelve consecutive years during which it has failed to receive all of the fee
revenues it collected. During this same period, we have seen the services the Office
provides gradually deteriorate. Concerns about patent quality are higher now than
at anytime in memory.
Congressional appropriators are not solely to blame for this situation. The Executive Branch budget proposals have similarly followed the political expedient of funding other more favored programs by suggesting the use of USl-TO fee revenues. Is
it realistic to expect that the USPTO can engage in sensible long range planning
for major automation projects such as electronic processing when the funds available fluctuate year to year?
We believe that the perennial problem of under-funding the USPTO will be solved
only by transforming It into a wholly owned government corporation. As this Subcommittee knows well, this suggestion has been raised several times during the past
decade. This question has been studied by the National Academy of Public Adminis-

tration
(NAPA) several times. In its 1989 study, NAPA concluded that USPTO
"meets the
criteria for conversion to a wholly-owned federal corporation" and "could
be placed on a fully self-sustaining basis within a reasonable period after its activation." In a follow-on study in 1995, NAPA again found the USPTO an appropriate
candidate for becoming a government corporation and added that it should have the
power "To retain and utilize its revenues for any purposes of the corporation."
A number of bills that would have "corporatized the Office were considered in
the 104th( 105th, and 106th Congresses, including H.R. 1659 and H.R. 3460 in the
104th Congress, H.R. 400 in the 105th Congress, and H.R. 1907 in the 106th Congress. All of these measures met with strong opposition due in large part to other
features such as inter partes reexamination, prior use defense, and 18-month publication of pending patent applications. We submit that it is timely to try once again
to achieve this change, but with the authorities needed to effectively manage the
USPTO.
The earlier bills, for the most part, never solved the funding problem. Funding
for the proposed corporation was generally subject to the flawed process that we
have today. Contrary to the recommendations in the NAPA reports, these measures
did not allow the corporation to actually run like a corporation where it could set
its fees to obtain the funds needed to carry out its responsibilities under the oversight of this Subcommittee and a representative body of users. Although efforts were
made, these bills did not, for the most part, give the managers of the corporation
an exemption from title 5 of the United States Code so that they could set competitive salaries to attract and retain skilled engineers and attorneys to provide the
quality services users and the public desire.
In addition, these earlier measures flirted with, but never quite overcame the cultural ties that placed the policy authority and the management authority in the
same individual. The President needs an individual of his choosing to whom he can
turn for advice on intellectual property questions, both here and abroad. This is a
critically important and demanding, full time assignment; America's future depends
on worldwide protection of its intellectual assets. However, a $1.365 billion government corporation responsible for the examination and grant or registration of reliable patents or trademarks also needs full time attention. Moreover, while there are
dedicated public servants like Under Secretary Rogan who are prepared to serve at
Executive Level II salaries to assist in conducting the Presidents agenda, we should
be realistic and understand that talented COO's are not going to be attracted to a
job paying that same salary and offering job security only until the next Presidential
election.
These and many other details need to be discussed and debated to develop an appropriate legislative remedy for the problems which the USPTO is facing. But we
need to become engaged in this exercise now. If we do not pursue this or some other
permanent fix, we will return here next year at this time for our annual handwringing exercise.
Thank you for the opportunity to present our views. We will be pleased to work
with the Subcommittee in any way we can to resolve these difficult funding and
operational problems.

Mr.

COBLE.

Thank you, Mr. Kirk.

Mr. Williamson, before you come on, I went to the PTO office recently. Spent a couple of hours there. And I would urge any Members of the Subcommittee who have not gone down there to do so.
It was an illuminating exercise for me, and I learned very much
having been there, seen it hands on. And I benefited from that visit
and, as I say, urge the rest of you to do likewise if you're so interested.
Mr. Williamson? Pull that mike a little closer, if you will, Mr.
Williamson.
STATEMENT OF JOHN K WILLIAMSON, PRESIDENT,
INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY OWNERS

Mr. WILLIAMSON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. I was going to say
I believe the idea for your visit to the U.S. Patent and Trademark
Office came from a visit that we paid to you and suggested that
that would be a good idea. I'm glad that you followed up on that.

I appreciate the opportunity to testify today on behalf of IPO. As
some of you know, 1PO is an association of U.S.-based owners of
atents, trademarks, copyrights, and trade secrets. In the world of
usiness-speak, we would probably be known as the ultimate endusers of the products coming from the Patent and Trademark Office.
Ofr members account for about 30 percent of the patent applications filed in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office by U.S. nationals and pay about $200 million a year in fees to support PTO operations.
We acknowledge the important work being performed by the
many dedicated employees of the Patent and Trademark Office and
want to congratulate Judge Rogan on his appointment as Director.
We strongly support his efforts to make the PTO operations as effective as possible.
And not surprising, IPO enthusiastically supports the President's
proposal for a 22 percent increase in PTO funding for 2003. We believe a spending increase of this magnitude is necessary in order
for the PTO to take steps to improve patent quality and to reduce
the backlog of unexamined applications.
However, our support for this major funding increase is premised
upon the PTO having in place a 5-year strategic plan that addresses four important issues: improving patent quality, reducing patent
pendency, implementing full electronic processing of patent and
trademark applications, and financing the PTO.
The 5-year plan must be cost-effective, and it must set priorities_
that should incorporate measurable goals and objectives that can
be used by Congress, the Administration, and the user community
to evaluate progress.
Improving patent quality is vital to the 5-year plan for the PTO.
There is a huge cost to the economy as a consequence of granting
invalid patents, a cost which is paid initially by industry but which
is borne ultimately by consumers. It is perhaps time to rethink the
current practice of measuring national innovation and PTO productivity solely in terms of the number of absolute patents issued annually, and time to eliminate the incentive simply to grant more
patents without an opportunity for appropriate counterbalancing
quality.

Patent quality in the context of the PTO requires excellence in
analyzing the written description of claims; finding and analyzing
the relevant prior art; applying the substantive criteria for granting a patent; and, finally, creating a reviewable record for the patent examination.
IPO members have a number of suggestions for improving patent
quality, a few samples of which are given in my full statement.
The average length of time it takes the PTO to examine and
grant a patent application is also a very important issue to us.
Pendency now is about 26 months on average and is increasing,
compared with the longtime goal of 18 'months, which IPO has always endorsed.
Long pendency times cause enormously uncertain legal rights
and can discourage investments in inventing, developing, and commercializing new technology. The 2003 budget proposes hiring a
large number of additional patent examiners in order to reduce

pendency. We support hiring additional examiners. But given the
need for also addressing quality and electronic processing of application, it appears that resources will still be very scarce.
We applaud Director Rogan's statement that he is preparing to
do a-top-to-bottom review of all non-examination and administra-

tive support operations and that he will expect to see a compelling
justification for every operation within the agency.
I should add that despite the need to hire more examiners, PTO
investment in information technology also must be given high priority. We must give the new examiners and their colleagues the
necessary tools to do their jobs effectively.

Finally, IPO strongly opposes the proposal in the President's
2003 budget to divert $162 million in patent and trademark fees
to unrelated government programs. The President's budget contemplates raising $207 million in additional income through fee
surcharges. Subject to a satisfactory 5-year spending plan and an

end to fee diversion, IPO would favorably consider appropriate legislation to restructure and potentially increase patent and trademark fees.
We cannot at this time, however, support an increase in fees
merely to facilitate more diversion of fees.

I want to commend Chairman Coble, Ranking Member Berman
and the other Members of the Subcommittee for their excellent
work in overseeing the PTO. Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Williamson follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF JOHN K. WILLIAMSON

Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:
I appreciate the opportunity to testify today on behalf of Intellectual Property
Owners Association (PO). I am the current President of IPO. My company, PPG
Industries, Inc., with headquarters in Pittsburgh, is an IPO member, and I am the
Chief Intellectual Property Counsel for the company. The views I am expressing
today are those of IPO.
IPO is an association of U.S.-based owners of patents, trademarks, copyrights, and
trade secrets. Our members include about 100 American corporations that are
among the largest patent filers in the United States and worldwide from all major
industries. Our members file about 30 percent of the patent applications that are
filed in the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (PTO) by U.S. nationals, and pay
about $200 million a year in fees to support PTO operations.
We view the PTO as one of the most important agencies in government, vested
with the responsibility for making correct and timely determinations on whether to
grant patent and trademark rights in order to encourage invention, innovation, and
investment. The PTO has a highly dedicated and competent staff of professional employees who-have worked very hard to maintain and increase the level of excellence
in granting patents and registering trademarks during a time when the PTO's workload has skyrocketed. We want to note that the PTO is in very capable hands under
the leadership of its new Director, the Honorable James E. Rogan, and we congratulate him on his appointment. We strongly support Mr. Rogan s efforts to make the
PTO operations as effective as possible.
As patent owners, our members want to obtain high quality patents that can be
relied upon. We need to avoid surprises arising from prior art that was overlooked
by the PTO or other issues that may not have been properly considered by the PTO.
Equally important, when our members are commercializing new technology, they
want certainty as to the scope and validity of patent rights of other parties. And
we want a patent system that operates at a reasonable cost. Similar considerations
apply to trademark registrations obtained by IPO members and their competitors.
MORE RESOURCES FOR THE PATENT AND TRADEMARK OFFICE.

A year ago when IPO testified at the annual PTO oversight hearing held by this
Subcommittee, we said the PTO was likely to be in crisis soon if it was not there

already. We were concerned about patent quality, and about backlogs of unexamined
patent applications that were climbing out of control, with a projected patent application pendency of 38.6 months by 2006. The prospect of American companies waiting on average over three years to obtain a patent was unacceptable. Such delays
would cause huge uncertainty about legal rights in new technology. And last year
no relief was in sight.
This year, while the situation is still very difficult, and we are still deeply concerned about patent quality, the Administration's 2003 budget for the PTO provides
some hope for improvement. The proposed record 21.2 percent increase in funding
for 2003, together with Director Rogan's comprehensive review of all PTO-operations, causes us to believe the PTO may have a chance of obtaining the resources
it needs to do its job.
IPO enthusiastically supports the 21.2 percent increase in funding, which would
raise spending to $1.365 billion in 2003, a level that for the first time in many years
actually would be somewhat higher than projected fee income, if fees remained at
their current levels. We believe a spending increase of this magnitude is necessary
in order for the PTO to take steps to improve patent quality and to work down the
backlogs of unexamined applications.
Our support for a such a major funding increase for the PTO, however, is premised on the PTO having finalized a 5-year strategic plan for (1) improving patent
quality, (2) reducing patent pendency, (3) implementing full- e-processing of patent
and trademark applications, and (4) financing the PTO. Completion and implementation of such a 5-year plan, with greatest emphasis on paint quality, is an urgent
matter.
SUGGESTIONS FOR 5-YEAR PTO PLAN

The recommendation for a comprehensive 5-year strategic plan-stressing enhanced patent and trademark quality, reduced patent pendency, and an effective
electronic system for use by the PTO and the public for all aspects of patent and
trademark processes-wivs first made in Chairman Coble's bill H.R.2047, which has
passed the House and is awaiting action in the Senate. That bill contains an excellent outline of the components for a 5-year PTO strategic plan, and we strongly support its enactment.
The plan must be cost effective and set-priorities. It should seek accountability
and feature measurable benchmarks that can be used by Congress, the Administration, and the user community to evaluate progress.
Patent Quality
Measuring and improving patent quality is vital to any 5-year plan for the PTO.
Industry and inventors cannot be confident about the status of legal rights in technology without high patent quality. There is a huge cost to the economy from invalid
patents, which is paid initially by industry but is borne ultimately by consumers.
It is time to rethink the current practice of measuring national innovation and PTO
productivity simply in terms of the absolute number of patents issued annually.
Quality must become an integral part of these metrics.
Quality is an elusive concept with many facets. In essence, patent "quality" in the
context of PTO work is the degree of excellence achieved by the PTO in (1) analyzing the written description and claims, (2) finding and analyzing the prior art relevant to the invention that the applicant is seeking to patent, (3) applying the substantive criteria for granting a patent, and (4) creating a reviewable record of the
patent examination.
To illustrate what we are talking about, the following are examples from the
many suggestions that have been made by IPO members and others for possible actions the PTO might take to improve patent quality:
" Insure that the PTO is able to recruit, train, and retain the best possible examiners and supervisors.
" Establish performance goals for examiners that will incentivize and reward
superior quality, in addition to rewarding superior production.
" Expand the current business method patents "Second Look Initiative" to all
classes of patentable subject matter.
* Reduce the number of patent examiners assigned to each Supervisory Patent
Examiner to allow for more "hands on" supervision.
" Adopt procedures to ensure that an accurate and detailed record is made of
all patent prosecution proceedings.
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" Review whether the appropriate level of resources is being devoted to reclassi-

fication of search files, and promote international cooperation on harmonization of patent classification systems.
• Develop plans to use patent searches from other patent offices to save examiner search time.

In order to improve patent quality, the PTO also should plan to improve its capacity to measure quality. Measures of quality should be as objective as possible. Resuits of quality measurements should be published and used to drive improvements
in quality. To measure quality, for example, the PTO could:
" Track reviews of examined applications conducted by the PTO or an independent outside organization and publish a detailed error rate index.
* Track changes -in the confidence level of specific industries in the validity of
patent granted in their industries as indicated by polls conducted by the PTO
or an independent organization.
" Track patents for which a reexamination request was granted and claims
were cancelled or amended, and patents in court litigation in which claims
were invalidated.
" Track the number of and reasons for rejections of patent applications that are
reversed by the PTO Board and the Court of Appeals for the Federal Circuit.
Patent Pendency
Patent quality is the most important issue for IPO members. The average pendency time of patent applications in the PTO, however, also is a very important issue.
Pendency is now at about 26 jnonths and climbing, compared with the long time
goal of 18 months, which IPO has always supported. Pendency was last close to 18
months in the mid-90's. Long pendency times cause enormous uncertainty about
legal rights in new technology and discourage investments in the inventing, developing, manufacturing, and marketing of new products and services. Reasonable
pendency time often is as important to manufacturers who are utilizing technology
as it is to the patent applicant. The continued viability of the patent system requires
both high quality and reasonable pendency time.
Moreover, pendency times of the magnitude now being experienced are resulting
in automatic extensions of the life of many patents under the American Inventors
Protection Act. Data presented at a meeting of the Patent Public Advisory Committee in March showed that 26 percent of patent applications are not receiving a
first action within 14 months after filing, which is needed to avoid an automatic extension of the patent term. This is inconsistent with the Congressional decision that
patents should generally expire 20 years after filing.
The 5-year plan must include measures for reducing pendency time and keeping
it under control. The PTO's recent Business Plan that give details of the proposed
2003 budget calls for hiring a large number of additional patent examiners in order
to reduce patent pendency. We support the hiring of the additional examiners, but
given the need for also addressing quality and e-processing of applications, it appears that resources will still be very scarce. We applaud Director Rogan's statement that he is "preparing to begin a top-to-bottom review of all non-examination
and administrative support operations, and will expect to see a compelling justification for every non-examination operation within the agency."
We note our concern, however, about a statement in the 2003 PTO Business Plan,
prepared before Director Rogan took office, which indicates that the PTO expects to
ask Congress for authority to allow applicants to opt to defer the examination of
their applications. The business plan estimates that this would allow the PTO to
avoid ever examining 10 percent of applications and free up resources to reduce
pendency time of other applications. In principle, IPO is opposed to deferred examination, which creates uncertainty over patent rights in pending applications that
have not been examined. Instead of deferred examination, the PTO needs a 5-year
plan for substantially accelerating the examination of all patent applications. In response to the proposal in the PTO Business Plan, however, IPO will undertake a
review of its position on deferred examination.
Electronic Processing
Despite the need to hire more examiners, PTO investments in information technology cannot be neglected. It appears that the PTO has had to forego information
technology expenditures to focus on current workloads. The e-filing system for trademarks is proving very effective, but a great deal of work is needed before the PTO
reaches the objective of an electronic system for use by the PTO and the public for

all aspects of the patent and trademark processes. H.R. 2047 properly requires this
objective to be a key part of the 5-year strategic plan.
DIVERSION OF $162 MILLION TO OTHER PROGRAMS

The President's 2003 budget proposes to withhold or divert to unrelated government programs $162 million in patent and trademark fees. We believe the members
of this Subcommittee already agree with us, but we want to take the opportunity
to strongly reaffirm our opposition to withholding or diversion of patent and trademark fees. The PTO should have access to all of its fees collected in the current year
and previous years.
This is a subject that we have raised with this Subcommittee and the Appropriations Subcommittee every year since fee withholding began in 1992. By the end of
2003, according to current projections, nearly a billion dollars will have been withheld or diverted. IPO believes this practice of withholding or diverting fees is a primary cause of the situation in which the PTO now finds itself.
We continue to support H.R.740 (Coble) and H.Res. 110 (Berman), which propose
to limit or eliminate the authority of the Appropriations Committees to withhold
fees. In the long term, this type of legislation may be the only way to assure adequate PTO funding. User fees in the PTO account in the Treasury are funds that
have been paid by American corporations and inventors for specific services that
they expect to receive.
We are opposed to an increase in patent and trademark fees only to enable more
fee withholding. Indeed, if the previously unavailable fees are merely temporarily
withheld, as accounting records indicate, then the previously unavailable funds
should be made available to the PTO as a part of the 5-year plan.
PROPOSED PATENT FEE SURCHARGE

The President's 2003 budget proposes a 19.3 percent patent fee surcharge (i.e., an
across-the-board fee increase) and a 10.3 percent trademark fee surcharge, to raise
$207 million. As we view it, $162 million of that surcharge is being diverted to other
government programs. The budget also indicates that there is a forthcoming "feerestructuring" proposal to support the PTO's 5-year plan and goals and objectives,
to be effective in 2004. The fee restructuring, as we understand it, will include a
fee increase.
Subject to a satisfactory 5-year spending plan and an end to fee diversion, IPO
would favorably consider appropriate legislation to restructure, and potentially, increase patent and trademark fees. The PTO should include the details of such fee
legislation in its 5-year plan. Accordingly, at least for the present, IPO opposes the
proposed 19.3 percent patent fee surcharge and 10.3 percent trademark fee surcharge for 2003.
We offer our assistance to the Subcommittee in working to find an acceptable financing plan for the PTO that will enable the PTO to improve patent quality, reduce patent pendency and implement full e-processing of patent and trademark applications. PTO users should not face the threat that any increase in fees will be
accompanied by continued diversion of fees to unrelated programs.
PATENT REEYAMINATION LEGISLATION

-

We would like to reiterate our support for H.R. 1866 and H.R. 1886, bills developed
by this Subcommittee that have passed the House and are awaiting action in the
Senate. These two bills will improve the statute governing patent reexamination
proceedings in the PTO, and passing them is one of the actions that can be taken
to improve the quality of patents. Patent reexamination, based on earlier patents
and publications that have a bearing on the validity of a patent, is a relatively quick
and inexpensive proceeding for eliminating uncertainty about the validity of a patent, We hope these bills can be enacted in this Congress.
I want to commend Chairman Coble, Ranking Member Berman and the other
members of the Subcommittee for their excellent work in overseeing operations of
the PTO. I will be pleased to answer any questions.
Mr. COBLE.

Thank you, Mr. Williamson.

And we have been joined by the other gentleman from California,
Mr. Issa. Good to have you with us.
Ms. Kelley.

STATEMENT OF COLLEEN KELLEY, NATIONAL PRESIDENT,
NATIONAL TREASURY EMPLOYEES UNION
Ms. KELLEY. Thank you, Chairman Coble, Representative Ber-

man and Members of the Subcommittee.
As the national president of the National Treasury Employees
Union, I very much appreciate the opportunity to be here today.
NTEU represents over 2,300 employees in two bargaining units
at the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office. The employees of Chapter 243 are involved in all phases of the patent and trademark application process, from handling the mail, to other tasks directly related to the adjudication of the patent and trademark applications.
The Trademark Society, Chapter 245, represents the attorneys
who process trademark applications. With me today are Ollie Pearson and Amy Perkins, vice presidents Chapter 243, and Howard
Friedman, the president of Chapter 245.
The PTO's employees are vital to the successful operation of the
office, and they can and should play an important role in increasing efficiency and productivity.
Agency management and the American public are very fortunate
to have this dedicated, progressive, and innovative workforce. They
are extremely computer literate, professional, and open to new
ideas.
Two years ago I testified before this Subcommittee, and I said
that PTO was an agency in crisis. I stated that the Office was
grossly understaffed for its growing workload and that pendency
for applications was at an unacceptable level, and that turnover of
staff was entirely too high. Some things have changed, at least on
the trademark side, and let speak to that first.
Thanks to cooperative labor-management relationships, the leadership of Director Rogan and past directors, and the ongoing interest and support of this Subcommittee, the situation is much improved at the trademark office.
Staff turnover is down and customer satisfaction is heading in
the right direction. Greater efficiency is being achieved thanks to
labor-management initiatives such as electronic filing, flexiplace,
and flexible work schedules.
I believe the trademark office has turned the corner. But it will
take ongoing attention to stay on course.
The resources proposed in the President's budget for trademark
will provide an opportunity to reduce trademark pendency and to
address those challenges.
One example of a near-future challenge is the proposed Madrid
Protocol, which, if adopted, will require significant changes at the
trademark office. Resources need to be allocated so that employees
can be trained and prepared for those changes.
Additionally, the trademark office needs to direct resources to
improving the quality of trademark registrations. As the national
economy improves, even greater numbers of trademark applications
are likely. And now is the time to put in place systems to improve
the quality and the efficiency before the trademark office is overwhelmed with new work.
On the patent side, as we have already heard, staffing and inventory problems exist. Pendency will continue to climb even next year
with increased resources in the President's proposed budget.

American inventors deserve better. The Federal Government has
an obligation to see that the inventors receive patents in a timely
manner. And for reasons of privacy and accountability, the work at
the PTO should not be contracted out to private, commercial entities. Funding is needed to provide services that inventors expect
and deserve.
And, of course, last of all, I would like to address the issue of ihe
proposed surcharge on the patent and trademark application fees.
NTEU certainly supports setting the fee for patent and trademark
applications at a level which produces the needed revenues to run
the agency properly. But as has already been noted, under the
President's proposal, $163 million of the revenue will be diverted
to the general revenue.
NTEU has objected to this diversion in the past, and we object
to it today. We believe that PTO should keep all of the revenue
from the fees it collects. The Administration has said that these
monies are needed for homeland security. NTEU fully supports
every authentic initiative for homeland security at our borders, our
airports, our seaports and across the country. But this surcharge
will be deposited into general revenue and is not dedicated to any
particular program from these diverted fees.
With these diverted fees, if it were retained by PTO, PTO could
give the customer speedier and higher quality service, more staff
could be hired, better training could be implemented, and improved
retention incentives could be developed.
Mr. Coble, you and Mr. Berman .have been very outspoken on
these issues, and I know we can count on your continued leadership, help, and support.
Again, I appreciate the opportunity to be here and look forward
to any questions you might have.
[The prepared statement of Ms. Kelley follows:]
PREPARED STATEMENT OF COLLEEN M. KELLEY
Good morning Chairman Coble, Representative Berman and members of the
House Judiciary Subcommittee on Courts and Intellectual Property. My name is
Colleen Kelley. I am the National President of the National Treasury Employees
Union (NTEU). I very much appreciate the Committee's invitation to be here today
,to present our Unions views on the operation and proposed budget of the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (PTO).
NTEU represents more than 2,300 employees in two bargaining units at the U.S.
Patent and Trademark Office. The employees at NTEU Chapter 243 are involved
in all phases of the patent and trademark application process-from handling mail,
to other tasks directly related to the adjudication of the patent and trademark applications. The Trademark Society, NTEU Chapter 245, represents the attorneys who
process trademark applications. In the audience today, are Amy Perkins, Vice-President and Legislative Coordinator of NTEU Chapter 243, and Howard Friedman,
President of NTEU Chapter 245, our two units at PTO.
As the Subcommittee is well aware, the Patent and Trademark Office plays a critical role in the development of new industries in our economy. PTO's employees perform the quasi-judicial function of adjudicating patent and trademark applicationsan inherently governmental function that appropriately belongs in the public domain and is of Constitutional authority. The American public and business community place great importance on the registration of patents and trademarks in the
United States as a key to the protection of valuable intellectual property rights.
The PTO's employees are vital to the successful operation of the Office and can
and should play an important role in increasing efficiency and productivity. Agency
management and the Anerican public are very fortunate to have the young,_progressive and innovative workforce represented in NTEU's bargaining units. They
are extremely computer literate, professionally savvy and *opento new ideas.

Mr. Chairman, two years ago I testified before this subcommittee. At that time
I told you that PTO was an agency in crisis. I stated that the Office was grossly
understaffed for the growing workload it bears, that pendency for applications was
at unacceptable levels and that turnover was at an intolerable magnitude. You may
wonder what I think today.
Let me first speak to the trademark side. Thanks to cooperative labor-management relations, the leadership of the current and past directors Todd Dickinson and
James Rogan, and the poking and prodding of you and Mr. Berman, the situation
is much improved at the Trademark Office. Staff turnover is down and customer
satisfaction is heading in the right direction. Further, greater efficiency is being
achieved thanks to labor-management initiatives such as electronic filing, flexiplace,
and flexible work schedules.
I believe the Trademark Office has turned the corner. But having turned the corner, let us not reverse course. Pendency in trademarks is starting to creep up. With
the resources proposed in the President's budget, we have a chance to reduce trademark pendency. This is the right step, but many challenges remain. One example
of a near future challenge is the proposed Madrid Protocol, which, if adopted, will
require significant changes at the Trademark Office. Resources need to be allocated
so that employees can be trained and prepared for these changes. Another challenge
is the need to retain experienced and skilled staff and for the agency to invest tor
the long term in its human capital. Additionally, with the advances the Trademark
Office has had on some fronts, it needs to direct resources to improving the quality
of trademark registrations. Mr. Chairman, let us move to address these challenges
now. As the national economy improves, even greater numbers of trademark applications are likely. Let us put into place systems to improve quality and efficiency
before the Trademark Office is overwhelmed with new work.
While on the trademark side, things are getting better presuming PTO stays the
course,
I cannot say the same on the patent side. Pendency will continue to climb next
year even with the increased resources in the President's proposed budget. American inventors deserve better. Patents are the institutional protection of intellectual
property rights. The ability to lay claim to the fruit of one's intellect is a basic right
and one of the examples of positive rights mentioned in our Constitution. The federal government has a fundamental and Constitutional obligation to see that inventors receive patents in a timely manner. I would emphasize that the Constitution
gives this obligation to the government. For reasons of privacy and accountability
work at the PTO should not be contracted out to private, commercial entities.
Let me also point out an issue that may be otherwise overlooked. The PTO will
be moving to new facilities in Alexandria in 2003. NTEU is in a partnership relationship with PTO management regarding space allocation and other issues concerning new space PTO will occupy after the move. We are confident the new facilities will provide an environment in which our members can work efficiently, productively and safely. We have already come to agreement with management on important issues such as space allocation and look forward to the many benefits this new
site will offer. As much as I think the issues around the move have been a model
of labor-management cooperation in the federal sector, even in the best of circumstances, office moves are disruptive to employees. Commuting patterns change
and car pools dissolve. We must make sure that this does not result in the loss of
productive and experienced PTO employees.
Finally, I would like to address the issue of the proposed surcharge on patent and
trademark application fees. NTEU certainly supports setting the fee for patent and
trademark applications at a level which produces the needed revenues to run the
agency properly. I must note however, that under the President's proposal, $163
million of the revenue from these fees will be diverted into general revenue. NTEU
has objected to this diversion in the past and we object to it today. We believe that
PTO should keep all of the revenue from the fees it collects. The Administration has
said these monies are needed for homeland security. NTEU fully supports every authentic initiative for homeland security at the border, in our airports, through the
movement of currency or any other means. But to be honest, this surcharge is simply deposited into general revenue and is not dedicated to any particular program.
t is unfair to the inventors that they pay a fee for a service they are not getting
the full benefit from. With the resources from these diverted fees, our members
could give the customer speedier and higher quality service, more staff could be
hired, better training could be implemented and improved retention incentives could
be developed. Mr. Coble, you ang Mr. Berman have been very outspoken on this.
We need your continued leadership.
Mr. Chairman, I appreciate the opportunity to testify today. I am happy to answer
any questions you or the members of the committee may have. Thank you.
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Mr. COBLE. Thank you, Ms. Kelley.
We impose this red-light rule against us as well. You all have
complied very favorably.
Let me start with Mr. Williamson and Mr. Kirk. Gentlemen and
panelists, you all and the Subcommittee have one thing in common,
if not more: We want the PTO to succeed.
What is the reaction of the user-I think you've touched on this
but I want to reiterate it for emphasis.
What is the reaction of the user community to the surcharge anc
fee restructuring proposals in FY '03 budget without having a com.
pelling 5-year plan in hand, A? And if your members are not will.
ing to make a leap of faith in the absence of such plan, are there
circumstances in which they could support the proposed fee in.
I

creases?

Mr. Williamson, why don't you start off? And then we'll heag
from Mr. Kirk.
Mr. WILLIAMSON. Well, as stated in my testimony, and mayb
more lucidly in the written testimony, we are opposed to the sur
charge as it's currently proposed. It's probably best stated by one
of our members who, in discussing the proposed increases with hi
chief scientist, received the response that we must pay what we are
charged to protect our technology in the U.S. through patents; however, every dollar I give you is a dollar that I cannot spend on research and development. That from the chief scientist of a major
construction equipment manufacturer, who is competitive internationally and accounts for a favorable balance of payments to the
U.S.
As to the second part of your question, we understand that some
of the things that we're asking for has a price tag. And our members are willing to pay that price tag, provided that we can be
guaranteed that we are going to get, in return, what is promised
I to us.
Mr. COBLE. Mr. Kirk?
Mr. KIRK. Mr. Chairman, AIPLA cannot support the surcharge
under the current conditions. We have yet to see a 5-year plan that
gives us the encouragement we need to agree to an increase in fees.
Of course, as I indicated, any increase in fees should not involve
a diversion of fees to some other agency. But at this point, that's
not even an issue, because the 5-year plan has not shown us any
compelling need.
Like Mr. Williamson, however, we would be prepared to support
an increase in fees for a 5-year plan that provided the quality,
timeliness, and electronic processing goals that we have.
In this regard, AIPLA congratulate the Undersecretary. I am
aware that he has started a team to-not only took at the top-tobottom review of the PTO to eliminate any nonproduction-type activities that may not be affordable at this particular time, but also
to look at developing a 5-year plan which, it is my understanding,
at least, and I stand to be corrected, is targeted for roughly the
June time frame to be available.
And we would think that, if it were possible to perhaps have a
review of that plan in the June time frame, then it might be appropriate to come back and revisit a statutory fee increase to support
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those parts of the plan that we felt and believed were going to accomplish our goals.
Thank you.
Mr. COBLE. Thank you, sir.
Would each of you, starting with you Judge Rogan, summarize
the ongoing success of the ongoing effort to make the PTO
paperless agency? Now, I think I'm correct in assuming that the
trademark sphere is doing a better job with regard to electronic filing, assuming I am correct there.
And along these lines, why are the patent filers are experiencing
problems with the electronic filing system at the agency?
Judge, if you would respond to that?
Mr. ROGAN. Mr. Chairman, during my time at the agency, what
I have been hearing from our management and also from the user
community essentially is this: It's been very difficult to plan ahead
on the patent side for moving to a totally paperless office because
of the uncertain funding stream and the type of investment that
has to be made up front.
The decision had been made to essentially deploy that on the
trademark side first. We're moving in that direction.
And in fact, under the President's budget submission, it would
enable us to have a fully automated trademark operation by 2004.
The decision was made to try to work the kinks out on the trademark side first before fully deploying on patent side. Under the circumstances, I think that was a wise decision.
But the Administration is fully committed to moving to an electronic operation on both sides at the earliest possible date.
Mr. COBLE. Thank you, sir.
My time has expired, but we will have a second round.
Mike, I will get to you on the second round.
Mr. Berman?
Mr. BERMAN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
A couple of issues that have been raised from the outside, and
Judge-Congressman-Commissioner-Undersecretary
Rogan
[Laughter.]
I was wondering if you could react to them.
One is on the issue of the business plan and-to the calendar
year 2002. You filled 750 new positions at full-year cost $770,600;
500 of these positions were for new examiners, who make about
$50,000 a year. For the other 250 staffers, then people say, "Well,
that leaves an average of $210,500. Yes, we want to upgrade the
quality and hire the best people, but that seems like a high per
capita rate."
Can you give us an explanation of how this adds up and where
the money is going?
Mr. ROGAN. The short answer is no. And it's not because I don't
have it available; it's because if I read it into the record, I'm not
sure it would explain it to you.
I understand where the question is coming from, Congressman
Berman. And we've actually looked into getting the appropriate answer for you.
It has to do with OMB's forward hiring mathematical accounting
calculations. I can assure you that there are a number of examiners at the PTO who probably deserve to earn a quarter of a million dollars for the work we do, but we operate under title 5.
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I will be happy to get for you, from our CFO, the actual accounting explanation of how all of those figures work.
Mr. BERMAN. Great. I can understand any explanation that puts
the blame on OMB. [Laughter.]
We've all talked about going to an electronic filing system. We
get complaints about PTO plans to get rid of the paper files of patents. People complain that electronic files are incomplete, particularly with regard to foreign patents, or they're unusable. Some
claim that PTO is violating statutory mandates contained in the
AIPA.
Can you address these concerns?
Mr. ROGAN. We're sensitive to the requirements under the American Inventors Protection Act. Last year, I understand, they had
two public comment periods. We're going to have an open forum
some time in May to allow further public commentary. We have
published a Federal Register notice that we would like to remove
the paper in the public search room and rely on the other formats
that are available, such as CD-ROM, electronic searching, DVD,
and microfilm.
The truth of the matter, Congressman Berman, is that the paper
takes up an inordinate amount of space. It eats up an awful lot of
resources. If somebody removes paper to photocopy it, the file is
therefore incomplete anyway.
And to those folks who just don't want to move to an electronic
system, they won't be able to do a search there that's complete anyway, because ever since March of 2001, when we went to the 18month publication, all of those applications -are only stored in the
public search room in electronic format. So for them to do an electronic search, they would have to--for them to do a full search,
they would have to do it electronically anyway.
Mr. BERMAN. Thank you. My last question for you on this time,
because I think it will be running out fairly soon, is, do you think
it's consistent with the spirit and philosophy behind the Contract
for America to take the patent fees and divert them to general fund
purposes, as opposed to spreading those costs over the taxpayers
generally.
Mr. ROGAN. Congressman Berman, thank you for that question.
[Laughter.]
The Administration believes that, at this time, a 1-year surcharge would be appropriate, particularly because of homeland security and homeland defense issues.
The President has proposed a one-time surcharge that would give
the PTO what would be the equivalent of all of its statutory filing
fees, the first time that I believe that's occurred since it went on
to become a fee-based institution. And of course, the balance the
President would like to see appropriated to homeland security and
homeland defense.
Mr. BERMAN. Well, I have a little more time. On the issue-and
I do appreciate and I think I acknowledged in my opening statement the importance of the President's budget, but that it still
leaves, under a different name, the fundamental diversion problem.
I'd like to ask Ms. Kelley, though, one of the-there's a bit of an
inconsistency in the budget submission. One of the arguments for
the surcharge is to cover the retirement, full retirement costs for

the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office employees. Then, of course,
we note that a substantial amount of that money from the surcharge will go to homeland security.
What does-well, you sort of told us what you think of the diversion. But at this point, what is your opinion about the proposal in
the context of retirement security for Patent and Trademark Office
employees?
Ms. KELLEY. We are opposed to the requirement of funding retirement in the agency budgets. And we have been briefed by OMB,
and we have expressed our concerns at every opportunity, because
all this proposal does is really call for an accounting movement of
money, if you will. And it only provides that the money will be
funding in the agency's budget for this first year. After that, it's not
clear that the agencies will be provided with funding to in fact continue to absorb those retirement costs.
So we believe that should not be occurring, and that the system
that's currently in place to fund those through OMB, through other
OMB vehicles, is what should remain in place.
Mr. COBLE. Thank you, Mr. Berman.
The gentleman from Tennessee.
Mr. JENKINS. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
And, Mr. Rogan, welcome back to the Committee. You've had
some nice compliments here on your work, and I'm sure those are
going to continue.
You mentioned that it may be time to make some changes in the
basic ways that you do business in your office. We've heard that
thought expressed before in this Committee by folks who have been
here from the office and who've testified. Are you far enough along
in your analysis of what needs to be done that you could outline
for us any of those very basic changes that you feel, at this point,
we should look at and possibly make in the future?
Mr. ROGAN. Congressman Jenkins, it would be premature for me
to do that at this point. I recently was able to coax back to the PTO
a gentleman by the name of Brad Huther, who spent about 32
years at the PTO and is known by all here at the table with me.
He spent, I think, the last 4 or 5 years at WIPO.
And he has just undertaken the lead role, in the last week or so,
of putting together a working committee where we have been able
to start really diving into that. And I'm afraid it would be premature and probably unfair to the individuals who are working on
that if I attempted to go any further than that right now.
May I just say, while onMr. JENKINS. Judge, are you relying on the fifth amendment,
too? [Laughter.]
Mr. ROGAN. Well, as a former Member of this Committee, I know
how that's been used.
I don't want to give anybody the impression that I'm somehow
distancing myself from the business plan that has been submitted.
Quite frankly, Congressman Jenkins, under the current structure
of the PTO, that may be about as good as it gets. If it ends up that
the government and the user community are unwilling to take a
real hard look at the way we do business there, then we have to
deal with some very basic facts.

And the facts are that we will get this year about 350,000 new
applications. We will have 3,200 examiners to review them, and we
have about 350,000 files sitting in the backlog.
Every examiner gets about 20 hours per application. We will
issue about 176,000 patents, and it will just get worse.
Unless we are going to take a look at the structure under which
Thomas Jefferson used to examine these patents over 200 years
ago, and take a real hard look as to whether we can do better in
the 21st century, that business plan may well be about as good as
it gets.
Mr. JENKINS. How long is it going to take to make a determination?
Mr. ROGAN. I'm hoping that we'll have a preliminary outline to
share both with the Administration as well as with Congress in the
next month or so.
Mr. JENKINS. Okay.
Mr. ROGAN. But I'm a very cautious fellow, Congressman Jenkins. Before I upend 212 years of practice, I at least like to take
a month to give it some thought. [Laughter.]
Mr. JENKINS. Thank you.
Mr. COBLE. I'm sorry. I was talking to Mr. Berman. -You've finished, Mr. Jenkins?
The gentlelady from California?
Ms. LOFGREN. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, and also Mr. Berman.
I appreciate that we are having this hearing today, and that the
witnesses are all here-all of your testimony was useful and enlightening.
I have, and I know Mr. Rogan was frustrated when he was sitting on this side of the room. And now he's on the other side, probably also still frustrated that we can't seem to get ahead of the
problems that the agency faces in terms of backlog. And that's despite everybody really being in agreement that we need to put the
resources in, and people working hard. We're not getting to where
we need to be.
And as I look at the proposal and the resources available, as
you've just mentioned, Jim, it's going to get worse. It's not really
going to get better, best-case.
So I very much support your looking at reinventing the way we
do business. Obviously, I've got to reserve judgment, depending on
what it is, but clearly it's not just working faster. It's working
smarter, it's working differently, that we need to look at.
Having said that, the idea that we would up the fees to divert
them is very offensive to me. And I really think-you know, as I
was listening, really what that is, is it's a tax. I mean, if it were
going into the operation, it would be a fee. But if it's going to be
diverted, it's a tax. And of all the things that we would want to single out in this country, to tax inventions is craziness. I think it's
just-I mean, let's tax bullets instead.
I mean, taxing the engine for the economy is a crazy thing to do.
And so I was captivated, Mr. Kirk, by your suggestion that we
revisit the idea of a separate corporation and do only that, strip out
the things that drove some of our colleagues crazy on the floor and
maybe seriously pursue that.

And I'm wondering, if I could, Ms. Kelley, I don't know if you're
authorized to speak for your association, but what would the employees say if we were to seriously, in a collaborative way, put renewed emphasis on a government corporation that would, by its
structure, prevent this kind of diversion?
Ms. KELLEY. Well, I think, in general, the-I would need more
information about what that would like, obviously.
Ms. LOFGREN. Of course.
Ms. KELLEY. And I know

there have been past looks, and I'm
very interested in what Mr. Kirk suggested.
But in general, on the question of employees' interest in being involved in change, and a pretty drastic change, I have found Federal
employees to be vely, very interested in being a part of the change
process, rather than having change happen to them and being told
what will happen. They are very interested in playing a role in defining how the agency, how the office, can do its work better.
Most recently, NTEU has been involved with the IRS in the largest reorganization of a Federal agency that's ever been undertaken.
And frontline employees, NTEU and the IRS, work together and
have been for a number of years to not only look at the structure
and reorganize in accordance with a law that was mandated by
Congress but also to look at processes and-literally reengineer processes of how the work of the IRS is done. And that work is ongoing.
And I believe that the employees-represented by NTEU at PTO
would welcome the opportunity to be fully engaged in that kind of
a venture and to build something better for the inventors as well
as for themselves as employees in the office.
Ms. LOFGREN. Mr. Kirk, we made an effort with H.R. 400 a while
ago, and fell short despite our very best efforts on the Committee.
And I think, unfortunately, one of the key elements was the structure that really I think were not the gist of the objections to our
colleagues.
What is your vision of what would be in the stripped down structure version that you alluded to in your testimony? What would the
elements be?
Mr. KIRK. I would see, first of all, the structure fundamentally
being changed. The position of Undersecretary of Commerce for Intellectual Property would be separated from the Director of the
United States Patent and Trademark Office. They are both fulltime jobs. I think it's inappropriate and unwise, really, to ask a
single individual to try to hold down both those jobs and do them
both well. I think it's an impossibility.
We came very cd;se to having a structure like that during the restructuring discussions, but, unfortunately, we were not able to
make it.
I think the Undersecretary position has to be a political appointment to serve the President, to advise the President on intellectual
property issues domestically and internationally. It's a very important full-time job.
The management of the Patent and Trademark Office is also a
very important full-time job. You're talking about a medium-sized
corporation with a $1.3 billion budget with 7,000 employees. That
is a serious management task that takes full time.
I don't believe the two jobs can adequately be done together.

Secondly, I think title 5 needs to be relaxed. The employees in
the Patent and Trademark Office need to be paid their value. Right
now, we're losing patent examiners and trademark examiners to
private practice because we cannot keep up with the private sector
salary demands. They get paid less, considerably less, than their
counterparts in the European Patent Office, and their counterparts'
pay is tax-free. It is no wonder that we lose people and there's constant turnover.
It's inappropriate, I think, to have the positive employment situation that we have right now that results from the fact that we've
just been through a mild recession. We should not have to rely on
that to make this occur.
The most important thing of all, in my opinion, however, is to
deal effectively with the funding issue. As long as the funds have
to go through the Department of Commerce and the Office of Management and Budget and the Appropriation Committees, I see no
end of diversion and no real opportunity for the office to improve
itself.
Mr. COBLE. The gentlelady's time has expired.
The gentleman from California.
Mr. ISSA. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Returning to what the gentlelady from California had said earlier, since the obligation of the government to provide for patents,
trademarks, and copyrights to their inventors for an exclusive period of time in order to promote their continuation is an obligation
of government, Mr. Rogan-Jim, you've got so many titles, I'm not
sure anybody knows which one to use anymore. But "Mr. Secretary" is the one I'll use for now.
Would you say, not as a member of the Administration, but sort
of if you were back on this side, would it be fair to say thatMr. ROGAN. I'm starting to wiggle uncomfortably in my chair,
Congressman. [Laughter.]
Mr. ISSA. Well, then I'm doing what I need to do.
Would you say that it is fair to say that if something is a constitutional obligation, and if you divert a fee, then you are taxing
a constitutional obligation, and, thus, perhaps violating the original
intent within the Constitution that this be a service provided for
which there was no statement that it could be taxed in the-while
you were providing it?
Mr. ROGAN. Congressman Issa, thank you for the question. I've
learned long ago never to sit at a Committee hearing table and
start to preach to Members of the House Judiciary Committee my
opinion of the Constitution. It cost me my job the last time I did
that. [Laughter.]
Mr. ISSA. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. I'll take that as a yes, you
agree[Laughter.]- it would be inappropriate to tax a constitutional obligation of the government.
And so I would second the gentlelady's statement that, although
I'm not sure we can talk about taxing bullets in this particular
Committee, but that in fact this diversion of funds, it's just flat
wrong and should be reconsidered by the Administration.
But switching gears for a moment, as you probably know, I have
about 36 of my own patents. My company has quite a few beyond
that. And I'm concerned that there doesn't appear to be, as part of
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the ongoing reform, an effort to reduce the number of patents
granted; that, in fact, we have a pervasive problem within your
agency, which is that there's a belief that the applicant is entitled
to a patent. And as a result of that, the patents you grant have a
tendency not to be upheld in court.
Now, we could go through categories of companies, and we could
look at pharmaceutical companies of very large size versus a small
inventor, but are you doing something under your leadership to do
a reality check on the patents you grant and particularly the patents that you re-exam and affirm that are later not upheld by the
CAFC?
Mr. ROGAN. Congressman Issa, that certainly is nothing unique
to my limited leadership, my temporary--or, my 4-month leadership, rather, I should day, at the office. That has been the standard
for all of my predecessors, Democrat and Republican.
I'll give you a perfect example of that. There was a lot of criticism after the Supreme Court essentially opened the floodgates for
business method patents. At that time, some 60 percent of the patents were being granted. My predecessor, Todd Dickinson, stepped
in and instituted a number of reforms, such as further education
of the examiners and bringing that education from private industry
in partnership with them; instituting a second look on all business
method patents.
In fact, right now, because of the-and significantly increasing
the number of examiners from I think 16 or 17 back a couple years
ago to about 120 now.
We reject now almost, I think, something like 60 percent of those
business method applications.
The fundamental principle behind the United States Patent and
Trademark Office is, in relation to patents, is to make sure that we
do not give that right of exclusivity that the Constitution contemplated unless someone's invention is new, useful, non-obvious,
non-infringing, and meets all of the statutory guidelines. And if we
fail in that regard, the statutes allow for a reexamination.
That opens another area that I think is ripe for discussion, as to
whether our current reexamination procedures are -adequate or
whether those should be reformed.
This Committee has been in the forefront, with Chairman Coble,
Mr. - Berman, Congresswoman Lofgren, in that area. And those
have been bills that the PTO has supported and have been working
very closely with, irrespective of who was the head of the PTO or
who was the President at the time.
Mr. ISSA. Just one follow-up question. If you had some of those
funds that are not being diverted, would you say it was fair to put
some of those funds into improving the quality circle, if you will,
of: You grant a patent; it goes out there; it gets challenged; it goes
to court; it fails to prevail, if you will; and bringing a loop back in
to find out where the mistake, if there was one, was made, whether
it was too little time being spent on it or some other problem that
led to a patent that ultimately, under the light of day, did not survive.
Mr. ROGAN. Congressman Issa, I'll take it a step further than
that. When all is said and done, after all of the reviews and all of
the restructuring proposals have been unveiled and rolled out, if at

the end of the day it really comes down to deciding whether we're
going to put out a patent quicker for the sake of pendency of we're
going to take longer to ensure quality, while I am Director, we will
always err on the side of quality.
Mr. ISSA. Thank you.

Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. COBLE. The gentleman's time has expired.
By the way, folks, as I said before, I think this warrants a second
round, so we will have a second round of questions.
The gentleman from Florida.
Mr. WEXLER. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I think Ms. Kelley's comments were very apropos in terms of reviewing what you said about 2 years ago, in terms of your characterization of the condition at the Patent and Trademark Office. And
I think it bears repeating in some sense, in that we have obviously
made great strides, as you have said. And in that regard, I compliment everyone that has been a part of the process and also
share the compliment with Secretary Rogan.
It seems obvious to me-one of the things that I enjoy very much
about intellectual property is that the issues are rarely partisan, if
ever, so it gives us an opportunity to objectively evaluate people's
performances without respect to partisanship.
And I think you've got an incredible opportunity as an individual
to transform an agency whose economic ramifications are so extraordinary. And I think you've brought a degree of energy, a refreshing degree of energy, arl a degree of sensitivity to this process that will greatly enhance your ability to do innovative things.
And I think the idea or reference that Congresswoman Lofgren
made, for instance, is something that I think you should pursue in
a very bold fashion.
And in the context of the kinds of changes I think you've talked
about, I would just highly encourage you to be as aggressive as possible, because I've think you've got now a scenario where all the
parties that are related to it will support you in your efforts after
you've had time to consider them.
And I think it bears noting that the increase to 21 percent is significant. And I congratulate everyone for obtaining it. I hope it's
the first of many.
And I think that you'll be very sensitive and very critical in
terms of how that money is spent. And I think you've heard some
very good comments today from the Committee Members as to the
division of the money and so forth.
I just, without going on and on, I just want to make the point
that, at least from-this one Democrat's point of view, you've got an
opportunity that's incredible, and I support you in your efforts.
Mr. ROGAN. Thank you.
Mr. WEXLER. And I think the President made a very good choice
in terms of you, in terms of bringing about a lot of change.
I guess I would make one other observation, and I know you
know this or appreciate this. Intellectual property issues are not
just extremely important in California and North Carolina. They're
very important in South Florida; they're very important in many
parts of the country where the institutions are not as strong.

And I would highly encourage you, in my limited experience in
talking with people in my community that are involved in the process, one of the things they feel is that they're very isolated from
the opportunity of participating. And to the degree you have the
opportunity, if you as an individual, as a leader in this process, can
go out to the communities, and it's a small universe of people, and
just present yourself and talk about your ideas, I think you
would-and I think you've done this already-but I think you
would find an incredible reception, and it would do an enormous
amount of positive good for particularly the smaller people in the
process, if they had an opportunity to hear from you at their associations as to the changes you're hoping to make. And I think that
would generate a lot of-a groundswell of support that would help
the political process as well. So I would encourage you to do that.
The one question I would ask of you is, as it relates to the piracy
issues, international piracy issues. At the end of the game here 2
years from now or 3 years from now or whenever that is, what
would you hope that we, the Committee and you together, could accomplish in terms of protecting American rights oversees? And how
would you suggest we go about doing it?
Mr. ROGAN. I'm first compelled, Congressman Wexler, just to
thank you for your very gracious comments. That means a lot to
me, and I appreciate it.
If you saw my travel schedule, and the number of IP groups before whom I speak, you would agree with my wife. She thinks I'm
going through congressional withdrawal. [Laughter.]
Piracy is a fundamental responsibility, not just of the U.S. PTO
but clearly for the Administration as a whole and the United
States Congress. One of the things I keep reminding people is that
it is my job to help protect American intellectual property. And nowhere is American intellectual property more threatened than the
areas of piracy and infringement.
And you certainly don't need a lecture from me as to how that
is playing out on the worldwide stage.
I don't want to go beyond the red light, Mr. Chairman. I willMr. COBLE. You may finish your response.

Mr. ROGAN. From an agency perspective, we're working with
multiple agencies across the government, from Customs to the
United States Department of Justice, with the USTR. We're working at numerous fora, from WTO, WIPO, and trying to work as
closely as possible with all of our counterparts, to make sure that
we get as tight a rein on that as possible.
Mr. WEXLER. Thanks.
Mr. COBLE. Mr. Wexler, you just mentioned piracy.

Folks, piracy and these diversion tactics are going to make an old
man out of me. Strike that. I am an old man. [Laughter.]
But piracy and the diversion tactics are accelerating me chronologically. [Laughter.]
And I hope we can resolve both of them. It's going to be a full
day's work.
The distinguished gentleman from Utah.
Mr. CANNON. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I'd like to associate myself with some of those remarks by my associate from Florida, Congressman Wexler. This is a matter of
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great opportunity now in the transition that we have going on. I
think it bodes well.
And I'm thrilled to have you over there, Jim. It's nice to have you
back. I think you're a great choice for the job, and you're doing a
great job.
John left; I was just going to point out it was bad enough for you
to go, but to take the brains with you and take John Dudas was
maybe a little over the edge. But you can pass that on to him when
he gets back in.
You have a huge job. You and the PTO are largely responsible
for the orderly processing and legitimizing of innovation in this
country. And you have this job in an age where the pace of innovation is increasing exponentially.
Moreover, when you don't have the resources to do your job to
process innovation and invention quickly, it creates a bottleneck
that slows technological process on a massive scale in America and
creates a backlog.
I know that you have a budget request this year that you back,
and you must deal with the Appropriations Committee, too. But hypothetically, if you're allowed to retain an even greater percentage
of the fees collected by the PTO this year, what would be your top
priorities for additional funding?
Mr. ROGAN. I think if you look at the President's budget request,
Congressman Cannon, you'll see where the top priorities are. And
he's right on target.
The amazing thing is that the Administration recognizes the im-'
portance of American intellectual property and the function of the
PTO even in these heightened days of national security concerns.
I'm told that most non-homeland defense, non-defense related
budgets, have been increased across the board about 2 or 3 percent.
The President is recommending a 21.2 percent increase for the U.S.
PTO.
And those funds, if we get them, will go directly into hiring more
examiners, trying to move to an electronic file wrapper as quickly
as possible, and modernizing the PTO so that we cannot only keep
up with the pace of technology but that we'll be able to start addressing the backlog.
But having said that, it will not be a silver bullet in 1 year, 2
years, 3 years, 4 years. You could let us hire 10,000 new examiners
today and pendency would go up because we have to pull experienced people off the line to train new examiners.
And when we lose one, it's not like we can replace them if you
lose a hamburger-maker at McDonald's. It's not 20 minutes of
training. It takes about 6 years before one new examiner can sign
off on a patent without supervisorial review.
And so it requires a sustained investment for us just to tackle
the backlog that we're facing, not to mention what I expect will be
a continued increase.
Mr. CANNON. I agree with Mr. Kirk's assessment earlier stated
about the importance of paying these examiners in a way that will
allow you to retain them. That'seems to me to be the key, especially considering the intense training, and then their increased demand out in the market where companies are looking to hire.

Let me ask you about the move toward electronic filing, how
that's proceeding. I've had a couple of visits over the year or so
with lawyers in the IP field who have cited a study on electronic
filing at the PTO, and that study showed that while great strides
have been made toward the initial electronic filing of applications,
the processing once a filing arrives is not electronic at all.
In fact, it was shown that sometimes a filing went through 60
separate human touches in hard copy form from the time it arrived
electronically to the time it reached the patent examiner's desk.
To your knowledge, have we made any progress since you've arrived toward actually processing the filings electronically once they
arrive and eliminating some of the hard copy shuffling that was
cited? And if not, is this also a question of inadequate resources to
upgrade your system?
Mr. ROGAN. I had indicated earlier that the decision had been
made before my arrival to essentially role out the entire process on
the trademark side. And that's what the PTO has been attempting
to do.
We're hoping to have it fully automated by 2004. They've been
making tremendous strides in that regard.
It's been slower on the patent side. The patent side is far more
complex. And if there are bugs in the electronic filing and application system, we would prefer to find them out on the far less expensive-in an area where there were far less resources committed,
where the fix would be much easier.
We have a wonderful fellow named Doug Bourgeois who came
over from FedEx who is leading our IT program over at the U.S.
PTO. He's bringing a business model to it.
Beyond that, I've asked Brad Huther, who is heading up the
team looking at restructuring, to look at other alternatives. Are
there technologies that are already on the shelf being used in other
major offices that we might be able to license or get our hands on
that will allow us to move quicker in this area?
I said earlier that one of the difficulties that bedeviled my predecessors was the inability to plan in advance for what would beto be able to plan in advance to upgrade systems when the system
relating to funding was always in question.
Mr. CANNON. Thank you, again. It's a pleasure to have you back
with the Committee, one way or the other.
Mr. ROGAN. Thank you, Congressman Cannon.
Mr. CANNON. I yield back my time, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. COBLE. Thank you, Mr. Cannon.
The gentlelady from Pennsylvania.
Ms. HART. Thank you, Mr. Chairman.
I apologize for my temperamental attendance today. We have a
markup in Financial Services.
I want to thank the panel as well for dealing with this. And if
I'm a little redundant in my questioning, I apologize. But I believe
that the gentleman from California has properly briefed me.
Regarding technology development in -the United States and
some of the, I guess, the really growth spurt that we had during
the '90's, I understand the Patent and Trademark Office is extremely busy with new innovations. Has there now, as a result of

the economic downturn, been a downturn in the actual applications
for new technology patents?
Mr. ROGAN. On the patent side, Congresswoman Hart, filings are
flat. Right now, they're about where they were last year. It's hard
for us to tell whether that is from any downturn economically or
as a result of September 11th.
We've been dealing with a very practical problem post-September
11th, dealing with the United States mail service delivery. We've
had to encourage filers now to use FedEx or some other method to
try to get their applications to us because, for months and months,
hundreds of thousands of letters apparently directed to the PTO
were diverted off to Ohio. They sat on flatbed trucks for months to
be irradiated sometimes three, four, five, six, seven times. And by
the time we do get them, many of them on diskettes, are coming
in warped and unusable. We have to then contact the applicant
and have them start afresh.
And so I'm not sure how much-I guess what I'm saying is, we're
not really able to put our finger on whether that is why they're flat
at this time or whether there are some economic factors involved
on the patent side.
Ms. HART. With the current flat situation, is there still a very
large need for new examiners, then?
Mr. ROGAN. Yes, a huge need.

Ms. HART. Even if you don't see an increase or any kind of spike
in the upcoming years, you need-I don't know. The number that's
been tossed around is like 950 more people. Is it that many?
Mr. ROGAN. That's what the President's budget would allow us
to hire. That doesn't mean we expect to net 950, because there will
always be a natural attrition rate.
I think the estimates, if we were able to hire them in this fiscal
year, would be about 700. But as I explained earlier-I'm not sure
that you heard it-hiring an examiner, it's not like hiring somebody for a food service job, because the amount of training and experience that has to go into preparing them involves years. It takes
about 6 or 7 years before one is able to just sign off on a patent
on their own.
And so for those examiners that we bring on board, even if we
brought on a 1,000 a year this year and next year, we might even
see a drop initially in pendency because we have to pull experienced examiners off the line to train the new examiners.
So it is a very complex process that involves a commitment to investing in the examining corps and helping us to retain experienced examiners, because when we lose them to the private sector,
it's more than just losing one person and replacing them with another. There is a tremendous economic cost to our government.
Ms. HART. Okay, thanks.
And I guess this next question I'm going to direct really to anybody on the panel. And I apologize again if you've discussed it already, because I believe you have to some degree.
But the issue of quality-and, basically, there have been some indications, especially some complaints, that quality has become a
problem at the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office, not necessarily
recently.

But I think maybe from the organizations that would represent
applicants maybe the answer.
Can you explain to me what they mean by that? And has it been
addressed in the new Administration?
Mr. KiRK. Ms. Hart, I think the issue of quality, first of all, in
terms of what it means: It means that a patent has issued with
claims in that patent that are not valid in view of prior information-called "prior art"- that exists that the examiner may not
have found or that may not have been in the files. A patent could
also be found to be invalid in court because there's an inadequate
disclosure of the invention.
There are many reasons why a patent could be found to be invalid.
The concern that exists is that-there appears to be, because of
the turnover the office has experienced with constantly having to
bring on new examiners, train them, get them up to speed, there
continues to be examples of patents that should not have issued.
And I think right now that, within the user community, we are
'100 percent in agreement with the statement that Undersecretary
Rogan made regarding quality first. If you have to chose between
quality and pendency, quality first.
We have got to establish some means by which to bring quality
up. How will we do that? I know that within AIPLA we have established a task force to work with the PTO to address this issue. In
fact, we're meeting with them tomorrow morning. The task force
that we'll be meeting with is headed by Brad Huther, the individual that Undersecretary Rogan has mentioned.
We would endorse efforts to think outside the norm. It was mentioned that, in the business method patent area 705, they've established a second-look technique, so that every patent that issues
goes through a second pair of eyes before it leaves the organization
to become a patent. That has caught numerous situations where
there was an error that was called back and corrected. Maybe this
is a technique that needs to be expanded more broadly into other
troublesome areas or meybe across the board.
Another area to look at is the span of control of supervisory examiners. If you have a small unit called an art unit, which is the
basic management unit in the PTO, and you've got 15 examiners
with 11 or 12 of them brand new, it's unrealistic to think they can
get adequate supervision by their supervisory primary examiner.
Maybe what we need to do is shrink the size of the art units to
allow better supervision, to allow better training.
There are a number of steps of this nature that could be taken.
They all have a price tag. And we are looking forward to working
with the office' to design the most cost-effective way to deal with
the patent quality issue.
Mr. ROGAN. Mr. Chairman, may I just follow up on that for 30
secondsMr. COBLE. Sure.

Mr. ROGAN [continuing]. Because I think it's important that everybody understand this.
I will be coming forward with some proposals, both for the Administration and for Congress and for the user community. But ultimately, we're not trying to propose things that just sound good

for us in government. The purpose of these proposals are so that
we can treat the PTO like a business that is servicing customers,
and our customers are seated-represented here at the table.
If it's not going to work for them, then it certainly doesn't do me
or the Administration or the Congress any favor to start making
structural changes that are going to be of no benefit to those who
are depending upon the service that we are supposed to provide.
Mr. COBLE. The gentlewoman'sMs. HART. Thank you. I'd like to say, with that philosophy, it
sounds like you're on the way to, you know, answering everybody's
concerns.
I want to thank you, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. COBLE. Thank the gentlelady.
And, folks, I hate to impose inconvenience upon you all, but I
want to have a couple more questions. We have three votes. I assume it'll be one 15 and two 5s, so if you all will rest easy, we will
return imminently.
And without objection, I want to have the Ranking Member of
the full Committee's statement, the gentleman from Michigan, Mr.
Conyers, his statement will be made a part of the record.
[The prepared statement of Mr. Conyers follows in the Appendix]
Mr. COBLE. So you all rest easy, and we will be back shortly.
[Recess.]
Mr. COBLE. Folks, I apologize. My comment was correct. It was
one 15 and two 5s; I didn't know the 15 was going to run into 30.
But we're back.
I felt this was important enough to go a second round.
Mr. Kirk, your body language told me you wanted to insert your
oars into the water regarding the electronic filing question I put to
the judge.
Mr. KIRK. The one comment that I wanted to add, I think the
electronic filing system, I believe the question you put was whether
or not-what our reactions and views were on that. And I would
share the views of I think of a lot of users, that the patent eleqtronic filing system is lacking, it is very difficult to use, and it obviously needs a great deal of work.
I think there are reasons why it is where it is. Among those reasons I think is what I would call a rapid turnover in the position
of Commissioner of Patents and Trademarks at the time, now Undersecretary and Director, because each new Commissioner had his
own view as to how that should work.
Funding is an issue, because if you get lots of funding for a given
year, you can gear up to begin moving in the direction of letting
contracts and bringing people on to design and implement an electronic processing system in the office. The following year, the funding is not there; you cannot renew the contracts; you have to let
the people go. So you're on a constant yo-yo, which makes it impossible, I think, to really design this kind of a system.
The other thing I would mention is that it is my understanding
is that the PTO is looking now to work with the European Patent
Office on their electronic filing system, to try to, in effect, workshare and come up with a common system. The European system
I think is somewhat more advanced than what we have here in this

country. And I think that kind of cooperative endeavor should be
fruitful.
And certainly, we look forward to seeing what results come from
that.
Mr. COBLE. I thank you, sir.
Ms. Kelley, you stated in your written testimony that you oppose
outsourcing work at PTO. Now, I think-I may stand corrected, but
I think there's very limited outsourcing going on right now. I don't
think there's that much going on. Is that correct, first of all?
Ms. KELLEY. My understanding is that is correct, Mr. Chairman.
Mr. COBLE. Okay. How about elaborating a little bit in more detail, Ms. Kelley, on your concerns about this?
Ms. KELLEY. Where it is occurring now, as far as I know, seems
to be in areas like information technology. We have concerns about
that, about any work of the Federal Government that is being performed by contractors, and we will look into that.
But the bigger issue of competitive sourcing is-and my concern
comes from the Office of Management and Budget's recent directive
to each agency to look at positions on their FAIR list of commercial
activities and to competitively source 5 percent this year and 10
percent next year.
And one of the things that I wanted to have on the record was
the concern that the work of PTO is work that I believe is exactly
the kind of work that should always be done by the Federal Government and by Federal employees.
Mr. COBLE. In-house? In-house, you're saying?
Ms. KELLEY. Yes. Yes.
Because I believe that if Federal employees and agencies are provided with the appropriate budgets, with the appropriate training
and support, there's no one who can do the work of the Federal
Government better. So the concern is just ensure-keep this is as
a visible issue and ensure that that work continues to be done by
Federal employees.
Mr. COBLE. I thank you.
Judge Rogan-well, strike that. I'm going to ask it a different
way.

Will you be tying the fiscal year '04 fee restructuring to the 5year plan?
Mr. ROGAN. Yes.
Mr. COBLE. Good. I think that's a good idea to do that.
Finally, let me- ask Mr. Kirk, Messrs. Kirk, Williamson, and
Rogan this question. In which technical fields are pendency rates
most acute? And what, in your opinions, is the best way to eliminate or reduce such fluctuation?
Mr. ROGAN. Well, if I may, Mr. Chairman, I think, hearkening
back to something Mr. Kirk said before the break relating to title
5, that could be an area where we could get a lot of help.
For instance, we have the most acute pendency problems in the
electrical arts. Part of that is something Congress and the PTO
cannot fix. We graduated last year I think about 60,000 electrical
engineers here in the United States of America. Law firms are very
competitive for those engineers, and I think our starting salary is
somewhere around $40,000 or so a year. We have a signing bonus

up front to try to get the, but we simply cannot compete with the
private sector. And that's one of the problems we have.
The average pendency right now, across the board at the PTO,
is about 2 years, but in the electrical arts, it's over 3 years, because
we just simply don't have the talent that we need to attack that.
Mr. COBLE. Anybody else want to be heard on this?
Mr. KIRK. I would just like to second the comment about title 5.
Right now you have lawyers graduating from the top law schools
with an engineering background, some going into clerkships and
then going into private practice.
Many of these recent graduates going to work for law firms
where, were they to take the Undersecretary's job, they would have
to take a pay cut. That's wrong.
Mr. COBLE. I don't disagree with that.
Ms. KELLEY. Title 5 surely is an issue that NTEU would be willing talk about to address issues, human capital issues, at PTO.
But I think we need to take a step back in that the whole issue
of Federal pay goes a step below even the title 5 issue. There is
such a gap today in the Federal pay comparability system by every
estimate and every study-what was supposed to happen, based on
a bill passed by Congress in 1990, was to close that gap that exists
between the Federal employee pay ystem and the private sector.
Today that gap is somewhere between 16 and 30 percent, no
matter what the occupation and what the location is. And I would
hope that Congress would address the issue of the gap between the
private and Federal sector as a first giant step. And it would be
a giant step that would begin to address some of the very valid
issues that are being raised in addition to the question of title 5.
Mr. COBLE. Well, folks, I want to thank you all for your attendance today, your appearance. I apologize for the belated return.
Mr. Rogan, I think you have heard from the Members of the Subcommittee: You have our support.
Mr. Kirk, always good to see you.
Mr. Williamson, it's good to have you and Ms. Kelley here.
You all know that our door remains open. You need no visa to
come acalling on us, and I hope we don't need visas to come
acalling on you.
The Subcommittee very much appreciates your contribution
today.
This concludes the oversight hearing on the U.S. Patent and
Trademark Office operations and fiscal year 2003 budget. The
record will remain open for 1 week.
Thank you again, and the Committee stands adjourned.
[The prepared statement of the International Trademark Association follows in the Appendix]
[Whereupon, at 12:12 p.m., the Subcommittee was adjourned.] -

APPENDIX

STATEMENTS SUBMITTED FOR THE HEARING RECORD
PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE HOWARD COBLE, A REPRESENTATIVE IN
CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF NORTH CAROLINA
"Good morning. The Subcommittee will come to order.
'Today we will review the operations of the Patent and Trademark Office in light
of the Administration's budget submission for fiscal year 2003. As I stated at our
last oversight hearing on PTO, it pains me that we must continue to address the
ongoing diversion of agency funds to other government programs. Our witnesses understand how-this harms PTO operations, and ultimately how it can harm that sector of our economy which is dependent on the creativity of inventors and trademark
owners. Once more, I pledge that our Subcommittee will work in a bipartisan manner with those in the intellectual property community to do whatever is viable and
necessary to reverse this trend.
"That said, I am a realist, and realistically speaking, I do not believe that the appropriators will cede their authority to control PTO funding in the near future. We
can no longer afford to chant the same mantra of more money. To my mind, the
agency will be better positioned to acquire greater appropriations if it can do a better job of demonstrating how it is using available resources to meet clearly defined
objectives, which ultimately means improving quality and reducing existing pendency rates and backlogs.
"Speaking of money, the Congress cannot blindly endorse a request by the Administration to raise patent and trademark fees as a stop-gap or even long-term solution
to this problem. Anyone who has reviewed the fiscal year 2003 budget request for
PTO is aware that it contains a recommendation that Congress apply new one-year
surcharges to existing fees: 19% in the case of patents, and 10% for trademarks. I
will be most interested to learn whether the user community endorses this request.
Will implementing this change really reduce pendency and backlogs, or will it merely subsidize other government programs?
"In closing, I emphasize that I retain the highest confidence in Director Rogan to
help us solve these problems. There is no doubt in my mind that he is the person
best suited to lead the PTO into the 21st Century.
"I look forward tothe testimony of the witnesses here this afternoon, and I now
turn to the Ranking Member from California, Mr. Berman, for his opening statement."

PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE HOWARD L. BERMAN, A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF CALIFORNIA

Mr. Chairman,
I am happy to join you for our annual, oversight hearing on the operations and
budget of the Patent and Trademark Office.
I welcome our former colleague, the distinguished PTO Director and Undersecretary of Commerce, in his first appearance before the Subcommittee on which he
served. He is to be commended for sacrificing his lucrative private practice to take
on the difficult challenge of running such a large and complex agency.
I also welcome our other witnesses, some of whom are quite familiar to the Subcommittee, having testified before us many times. Your willingness to appear here
and continued engagement on these outwardly mundane issues is much appreciated.
This year, I think we have cause for a muted celebration. It appears that our collective efforts over the ast few years to secure adequate funding for the PTO have
had measured success.basedd on the pressure applied by relevant stakeholders testi(45)

tying today the PTO itself, and many Members of Congress, the President has submitted an K 2003 budget that recommends the PTO have use of all its projected
fees. This request indicates our message has finally gotten through: Without adequate funding, the PTO cannot carry out its criticalrole in stimulating innovation,
technological
advancement, and business growth.
Unfortunately,
this forward movement comes with a price. The Bush administration has not repealed the innovation tax, it has simply renamed it a "surcharge."
The Bush Administration's FY 2003 budget request proposes a surcharge on patent and trademark fees. This surcharge, which will generate $162 million to be used
for non-PTO purposes, would be almost 20% on patent fees and over 10% on trademark fees.
In other words, the Bush Administration does not end the fee diversion, or innovation tax, of which we have long complained, it simply raises the fees so it can
have its cake and eat it too. I do not intend to place the blame entirely at the feet
of the Bush Administration, because there is no reason to believe our appropriators
will end the practice on their own initiative. Indeed, we need remain vigilant lest
th attempt to divert more.
To be sure, the surcharge approach to diversion is an improvement over the previous situation. It is still not the preferred course, however. Ideally, there would be
no innovation tax regardless of whether it was called a carryforward, diversion, or
surcharge.
I believe the surcharge approach is not an adequate solution because it will not
solve the pendancy, quality, staff retention, and technology problems facing the
PTO. For instance, even assuming that the PTO has use of all its projected fee income through 2006, the FY 2002 Corporate Plan of the Department of Commerce
still predicted that patent pendancy would increase to 38.6 months by FY 2006. Il
repeat that: Even if the PTO can keep all its projected fees, patent pendancy increases from about 24 months to nearly 39 months.
Whether 24 or 39 months, such patent pendancies are too long. Such pendancies
hamstring the ability of inventors to commercialize their innovations, and when
combined with increased fees, may even persuade inventors to rely on trade secret
protection rather than patenting their inventions. This result would be the worst
outcome, as it would deny the public, other inventors, and researchers the benefits
of ublic disclosure of innovations.
for these reasons among others, Chairman Coble and I have insisted that the
PTO complete a 5-year strategic plan. This strategic plan, as proposed in H.R. 2047,
would set a course for the PTO to achieve its critical mission by improving patent
quality, reducing pendancy to reasonable levels, and increasing PTO efficiency. We
look forward to receipt of this strategic plan, and look upon it as a key to demonstrating that patent and trademark fees bear a direct relationship to achievement
of the PTO mission.
In conclusion, I believe the President's FY 2003 Budget request doesn't keep a bad
situation from getting worse . . . it just keeps it from getting a lot worse. While
we can feel some optimism that, throughout 2003, the PTO will not fall further behind in achieving its mission, I do not believe surcharges are an adequate permanent solution to the challenges the PTO faces.
Thank you again, Mr. Chairman, and I yield the balance of my time.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE HONORABLE JOHN CONYERS, JR., A REPRESENTATIVE
IN CONGRESS FROM THE STATE OF MICHIGAN

I'd first like to commend our former colleague and current Director of the PTO,
Jim
a short inventors.
time, he has done a wonderful job of addressing the challenesRogan.
facingInAmerican
The U.S. Patent & Trademark Office always has played a crucial role in America's
economy. The last decade has seen an unprecedented boom in technology, due mainlyto the invention of new technologies and patents granted on them by the PTO.
The importance of patents to technological- advancement is evidenced by the rapid
increase in the number of patent applications. As our economy grows and technology
advances, our oversight over the PTO becomes even more important.
Past oversight indicated that we needed to streamline the PTO. We were able to
accomplish that to a certain extent with the American Inventors Protection Act of
1999. Among other things, the bill restructured the agency to make it more efficient
and effective at examining patents and registering trademarks. Unfortunately, the
PTO still faces obstacles to becoming completely efficient.
As you all may be aware, the PTO takes no money froin taxpayers; instead, it is
fully funded by user fees and generates approximately $1 billion per year in reve-

nues from those fees. This success has been an Achilles' heel-appropriators take
advantage of the revenues and treat the PTO as a cash cow, diverting hundreds of
millions of dollars of fees every year for other government programs. That diversion
is making it exceedingly difficult for the PTO to hire or even retail qualified examiners.
But these are not just concerns about personnel and efficiency-there are real
world issues. The lack of resources has caused the time period between the filing
of a patent application and a final decision on it to grow from 19.5 months to 26
months in just a few years and is expeaed to be 38.6 months by 2006. At that rate,
inventions will be obsolete by the time they're patented. Our technological advancement and our economy can only suffer if Congress and the Administration sit idly
by while this happens.
Fortunately, Chairman Coble, Ranking Member Berman, and I have worked on
several pieces of legislation to address these issues and hope to work with other interested parties to secure their enactment into law.
PREPARED STATEMENT OF THE INTERNATIONAL TRADEMARK ASSOCIATION

Chairman Coble:
The International Trademark Association ("INTA") is pleased to submit a statement in connection with the subcommittee's oversight of the United States Patent
and Trademark Office ("PTO"). We respectfully request that it be made part of the

record for the hearing of April 11, 2002.
INTA is a 123-year-old not-for-profit organization comprised of over 4,000 member
companies and firms. It is the 'largest organization in the world dedicated solely t6the interests of trademark owners. The membership of INTA, which crosses all industry lines and includes both manufacturers and retailers, values the essential role
that trademarks play in promoting effective commerce, protecting the interests of
consumers, and encouraging free and fair competition. The members of INTA, who
routinely apply for and maintain trademark registrations, are the customers of the
PTO. I TA therefore has a strong interest in the agency's performance and in working with the Congress, PTO officials, and others to ensure that the PTO can operate
efficiently and in an effective, business-like manner.
INTA's statement will deal principally with the operation and examination procedures on the trademark side of the PTO, and acknowledges the following:
" That the slowdown of the American economy in 2001 and early 2002 led to
a reduction in trademark applications, which permitted the PTO to reduce
certain key trademark indicators like pendency and the backlog of applications untouched by an examiner, as well as stem the tide of experienced
trademark examiners who leave the agency for the private sector.
" That while the February 2002 PTO business plan represents a first step in
presenting the means for maintaining efficient and timely operations at the
agency, there remains a need to fulfill Congressional and private sector requests for a more substantive 5-year strategic plan.
" That the proper planning for the future must absolutely include a fully fund- ed PTO, one that retains all of the money it raises, whether it is through normal fee-related functions or surcharges to handle special needs.
State of Trademark Operations
Beginning in 1992, the PTO experienced a steady rise in the number of applications for trademark registration. This rise peaked in FY 2000, when the U.S. economy, fueled in large part by a technology boom, had also reached its apex. During
that year, the PTO received an all-time high of 375,438 trademark applications.
But, a year later, as a result of the slowdown in the U.S. economy and the stilled
euphoria of .corn companies, trademark filings decreased dramatically. During FY
2001, the PTO received 296,388 trademark applications-a 21% reduction. As the
American economy is only now beginning to recover, the PTO predicts zero percentage growth in the numbers for FY 2002. Some have argued that this connection between the economy and the trademark office, is nothing new. As a recent article
pointed out, this "parallel path" between trademark applications and the economy
has been going on since 1995; that article concluded that "One could argue that the
[quarterly] rate of trademark filings are the result of general economic performance
as plotted by the NASDAQ listed companies."
This slowdown in trademark business has provided an opportunity for the trademark operation to "catch up" on the backlog that had accumulated, creating unac-
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ceptable delays in processing trademark applications. Timeliness has improved.
Today, first action pndency is at 2.8 months, down from a record high 7.2 months
in FY1998. The baclog of applications untouched by an examiner has also been reduced to 39,900, a marked improvement from 130,600 at the beginning of FY 2001.
This means that trademark owners do not have to wait as long to receive their federal trademark registration. The trademark registration provides important presumptions and protections to trademark owners and acts as a symbol that puts the
public and potential infringers on notice that the owner of the mark has made a
substantial investment in its product or service.
In addition, the slumping job market caused by the recent economic downturn has
resulted in a slowdown of experienced trademark examiners leaving the agency for
private practice, a temporary solution to a problem that had long plagued the PTO
and its customers who rely on the examiners for quality service. According to PTO
officials, the attrition rate, which was once as high as 14% during periods when the
economy was moving at full steam and filings were high, is now down to almost
nothing. When FY 2002 began, there were 389 examiners at the trademark office.
Today, there are 383. The PTO has not needed to replace those examiners.
Preparingfor Tomorrow
The real test for the PTO will be to maintain low trademark pendency and backlog numbers, as well as continue to retain experienced employees, especially during
a period of sustained economic growth. Our collective goal - for the agency, its customers, and the Congress-must be to work towards an efficient trademark operation in a healthy economy. It is during times of prosperity when consumers and
trademark owners alike need the protection afforded by a federal trademark registration.
INTA believes that the trademark office, under the leadership of Director Jim
Rogan and Trademark Commissioner Anne Chasser, shares this vision. As the
PTO's recently released business plan states, the agency must "keep the time for
making decisions on applications at acceptable levels" and work towards enhancing
quality of examination. We also note that the PTO makes reference at a number
of points in its plan to promoting increased voluntary usage of electronic filing and
processing of applications through automated means. INTA is on record both with
this subcommittee and the PTO in supporting greater usage through voluntary
means of new technologies to improve trademark office operations. We have actively
supported trademark office officials in their education of the trademark bar on the
advancements made with respect to e-filing. Also, at our upcoming annual meeting
here in Washington (May 18-22), which will attract over 6,000 attendees, we have
scheduled a program on how to file trademark applications and other documents
electronically.
The PTO's 'business plan is a start to providing for a trademark office that can
maintain high levels of efficiency during times when America has a fruitful econ-my. But, as we say, it is only a beginning. INTA agrees with the proposal in your
bill (H.R. 2047), Mr. Chairman, for a more detailed strategic plan, one that includes
"milestones and objective and meaningful criteria for evaluating the progress and
successful achievement of the plan." We know that Director Rogan is committed to
producing such a strategic plan, and we are currently workin with the PTO to
come up with specific goals and projects for the agency over tie next five years.
Below are some examples of specific ideas trademark owners would like to see incorporated into the strategic plan.
Enhanced Electronic Environment
Provide explicit dates, stages and/or milestones for steps that further the goal of
creating an enhanced electronic trademark office operation (beyond the goal of a
preferred 80% e-filing rate), including wider use of e-mail by examiners, incorporating more forms into the electronic system, an up-to-date assignment database,
and a search database provided for public access that is the very same search database currently used by trademark examiners.
Qualified Personnel
Develop a means for increasing total compensation for trademark examiners to
discourage them from leaving the PTO during times when jobs in the private sector
are plentiful. It is when experienced examiners leave that quality of examination
suffers and pendency tends to increase. The same consideration should be given to
increasing the salary of support staff. The PTO should closely analyze its ability to
attract qualified candidates at all levels, including administrative staff, compared to
the relevant private sector market and should implement programs to address significant differences with the market that place the PTO at a competitive disadvantage in hiring and retaining talented personnel.
Training

Establish a detailed training program for examiners, including regular meetings
among the examining corps that encourage sharing of ideas and best practices and
promotes internal coordination and consistency of examination results.
Quality Assessment
In addition to the prototype internal quality review program that is planned for
FY 2003 and, if successful, scheduled to be made part of the business practice for
FY 2004, we suggest that the following be considered with respect to quality assessment:
1) Creating a trademark benchmark for a quality first office action.
2) Measuring the number of refusals to register trademark applications that
are withdrawn after a request for reconsideration.
3) Measuring the number of refusals to register trademark applications that
are reversed by the Trademark Trial and Appeals Board (TTAB).
4) Developing a template with timeline targets for all steps in the trademark
registration process, rather than focusing only on first action and disposal.
Such a template could provide insight into "bottlenecks" that may emerge.
StructuralReview
Develop a plan for reengineering the overall structure of the PTO and for making
recommended changes that result from this examination. For example, one proposal
that was recently dscussed by members of the INTA PTO Subcommittee was to
look at the way the assignments branch is currently organized and consider whether
it could more efficiently operate if integrated into patent and trademark examining
operations. There are very likely many other options worth exploring.
Human Resources Evaluation
Conduct an examination of the allocation of human resources within the PTO. Inorder to ensure efficient use of resources, the agency should regularly analyze
workflow in both the patent and trademark examining operations to identify areas
of capacity and areas that are creating backlogs. The creation of an ombudsman's
office could assist in this process. A regular review can facilitate efficient allocation
of personnel and ensure a fair workload for everyone. Because any increase in staff
will need to be tied to demonstrable need, such as increased filings or pendency, the
PTO should regularly survey the entire examination workflow for both patents and
trademarks to identify trends that may point to a need for additional staff.
We look forward to working with the PTO leadership and our colleagues in the
intellectual property community to incorporate these and other ideas into a detailed
5-year strategic plan.
Funding
INTA appreciates that the Administration understands the need for the PTO to
have the financial resources necessary to operate efficiently and provide services in
a timely manner. This is evident by the fact that for FY 2003, the Administration
proposes a 21% increase in allocated funds beyond that which was provided in FY
2002. To help provide for this increase in funding, the Administration requests a
1-year surcharge on trademark and patent fees that will generate $207 million dollars. INTA would consider supporting such a request, provided that all of the money
raised through the surcharge is used to fund the initiatives mentioned above and
meet long term goals related to pendency, quality and e-government. But this is
clearly not the case. Of the $207 million raised through the proposed surcharge, the
PTO will be permitted to keep only $45 million. The remaining $162 million will
be diverted to unnamed projects or agencies. We oppose this $162 million diversion.
The PTO was never intended to be a source of income for the federal government.
The agency's mission is clear:
* Administer the laws relating to patents and trademarks while ensuring the
creation of valid, prompt, and proper intellectual property rights; and
e Advise the Administration on all domestic and global aspects of intellectual
property.
To accomplish this mission, the PTO is funded just like a private sector business--exclusively through fees paid by its customers. The trademark operation has
been self-sustaining since FY 1983. Congress affirmed the PTO's status as a private
sector-like business when it adopted the "American Inventors Protection Act," which
was designed to allow the agency to keep pace with customer demand through independent control of budget allocations and expenditures, personnel decisions and
processes, and procurement. This means that government red tape, which drastically reduces PTO efficiency and operations, was to be reduced to the bare min-
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imum. It is this red tape that has often, in the past, led to delays in obtaining space,
equipment and personnel.
Sound business practice suggests that if additional funds are to be raised by the
PTO, whether they be through a formal fee increase or surcharge, that they be entirely set aside as a contingency, for a point in the future when the trademark office,
for example, is faced with increased filings and when the conorny is stronger and
trademark examiners must be paid higher wages to stay at the agency. The money
paid to the PTO is NOT taxpayer money. It is money paid exclusively for a service.
If the past teaches us anything, it is that the PTO should have a contingency fund
in place so that when filings rise, there is the capacity to quickly deal with this fact,
prevent delays and provide quality service.
Conclusion
Mr. Chairman, as always, INTA is appreciative of your efforts and those of Ranking Member Berman to ensure that the PTO has the resources it needs to do its
job and serve its customers. We look forward to working with you towards that end.
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The Honorable Jim Sensenbrenner, Jr.
CMinnan, Committe on the Judiciary
Houe ofRepresentatives
Washington, D.C. 2055

The Honorable John Conyera, Jr.
RI g Mmber
Commitif on the Judiciary
How ofRpresentatives
Washington D.C. 20515

The Honorable Howard Coble
Chairman, Subcommittee on Cours,
the Internet and Intelectual Property
Committee on the Judiciary
House of Representatives
Wehington, D.C. 20515

Te Honorable Howard L. Berman
Ranhog Member
Subcommittee on Courts, the Internet
and Intellectual Property
Committee on the Judiciary
House of Representatives
Washington, D.C. 20515

Gentlemen:
To meet the needs of intellectual property owners inthe 21 Century, the United Statn "
Patent and Trademark Office (USPTO) - a fully fat-supported agency that does not rely
on taxpayer funding - hWs
deloped the USPTO Business Plan (copy enclosed This is
a mA ajotp toward a long-ranage sirategy to strengthen America's patent and trademark
system by refocusing the agency's priorities on biproving quality and timeliness in the
products we deliver to out customers. This Business Plan a1so responds to the concerns
of the Administration adthe Conues that the USPTO establish realistic gosh to use
automadon more effectively. The goals outlined in the Business Plan are ' imporam
and, many feel, ambitious.
In recent ye s we have seen enormous private sector invesumnts in rew ad
development, resulting indrmnmat inc aes in te fiting of patm aMlicatos. This,
coupled.with an inablit to hire sufficient numbers of exiamin to keep pace wilb
increased workload demands, d acipplingatrion me ca d by mr experienced
examiners ainj to highe paying privm se" jobs. bas cre aed a burdensome backlog
far both our cummer and our examines. As a result. avage patent pendency Isnow as
24.7 months Furthermore, the very nature of unpredictable levels of agency funding
over the pas decade has resulted in star and stops. i IT projects atha
w ivly pact
overall agency performance.
Our Past anaysis has shown tha unless dramatic chanes ameimplemented, in the fact
of unprecedented gowtb in the niumbeir ofpent applications filed, not to mention
incresgly technical and complex applicatios, average patent tendency would have
escaate to 38.6 mount by FY 200. This Business Plin will however, avoid dtha
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ouMMe and reduce that projected pendency rate to 26-month pendency by 2008, an
improvement of more than one year over the proJected me.
President Bush's 2003 Budget proposes a very significant increase in funding for the
USPTO. This investment by the Administration will allow us to fund the hiring of 950
new patent examiners, thereby beginning the lengthy process of training them to attack
increasing patent complexity and workloads. History shows that such an investment will
create a short-term increase in pendency (since experienced examiners must take time
away from examining in order to train new hires). The long-term prospect for our being
able to see improvement and continue to support the technological growth underlying our
national prosperity from such investment is more encouraging.
While the most significant challenge facing USPTO is hiring the examiners necessary to
keep pace with an increasing workload, I believe additional steps can be taken to deal
with the pendency issue. The Business Plan was completed before I assumed office last
December; in reviewing it, I prefer to think of it as a"First Step Business Plan." I am
preparing to begin a top-to-bottom review of all non-examination and administrative
support operations, and will expect to see acompelling justification for every nonexamination operation within the agency.
USPTO leads the Federal Government in the transition to e-Government, and we will
continue to accelerate our goals to use this more efficient and customer-friendly means
of doing business.
Thus, to improve patent pendency and quality, I am committed to shifting resources
to the frontline examination process at a rate greater than the current Business Plan
anticipates if it appears such changes are warranted. I am also fully prepared to propose
other changes, including both regulatory and statutory reforms, that will allow the
USPTO to streamline processes to accomplish what I know we all want: efficiency,
quality, and timeliness.
I expect the agency to focus on these core principles. This Business Plan is a significant
first step toward that refocusing, but only a first step. President Bush and Secretary Evans
are committed to ensuring that the USPTO continues to lead the world in producing the
most timely and reliable intellectual property rights protection for American innovators.
I look forward to helping them succeed in that vision.

Sncerely/

Und Ser retarya
Enclosure
cc: Members of Judiciary Committee

director

USPTO Business Plan
February 2002
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ExECTtw SuatAtY
Overthecourseofthepest decade,theUnitedState Patent and TradenerkOffioe
(USPTO)hasfacedunprecedented challenges inducing airing worldoada,increasingly
complex
technology.
growosg
demands
fromourcustomers,
resource
IIiltatios. our
eatablleinent asa perfosoranarce-based
organtztloc. newleglisletive
mandates,
end
unprecedented
fledforpolicy guidance
In allflIedaof Intellectual
property
Including
patents. trdemrks,
andcopyrights.
It
is ebuidenrly clear,however,
thatIstetectual
property
lawshave become
tle ^currencyof the210century"TheU S economyend
globaleconomyaredrivenbynewleirsology, which
is spreadbytheincentives
provided
byourinlellectal property
Laws Nowmire theaever, ItIs ortic; thatte USPTOfurther
establieh itselfasthe leading
inletlectual
propertyc galizabon in theworldbyproviding
the
ignhestqWality
patentsandtrademarks
in a -ty mariner.
P

TofurtherestablishtheUSPTO astheworldInfe tual property
leader.theUSPTOhas
assessed
Itsneedstoachievetoesinmple
goalssetllsthitsbustress
plan I] enhant~the
qultyof USPTO produds
endservices,
end2)rrdnitnze
patent endtrademark
applicant
processing
tie
ThePatentBusiness
targetsandstrategies
identified
in thisbusiness
planwillreverse
the
trendofinressing patent pendency
andaddress
thequoldyissuestha:hve been
ewpreassd. WhiletheUSPTOsFY 2002b
tdget
request
predictedincrea
lng pendencyto
38.6rontls to2006 tis bisIness planestablohes
initiative torede that by I full
year
to 288 snonths
andto establisha trendtoan ultimate goalof 18months pendency
Iito
future.Further,
bolsering confidence
Inthequaly ofU S.patentsIsessential.By
decreasing
the patentenrorrate IothelowestlevelsInhistory andbyincrels our
customersatisfaction
rareto world-clase
service levels,IheUSPTO
wil uitlhretebihthe
confidence
in thequaliy ofproducts andservices
needed
toincresugly spuroureconomy
andreduceunneeded
litigation coes.
Pat"e"business
quality intives
includee
Increaaed participation
byapplicants
and tIrd
partiesinaidingthe USPTOin theexanrion process
toimprove
quality.
TheUSPTO
wllalcoreenglneer
processes
tofreemoretrnefor
the crtical examination
functions
performed
b exeMniners.Addlionely,
byoggtosSivaey
roving towardcoonplete
electronic
processing. greater levels
ofqually end customerservtce will
be achieved.

Timeliness
goals.even
inthefaceofunprecedented
workload
increase. writbemat
through a balanced
setoftieltness Lnitial
vs thatinclude
Increasing theexanining
stall,
reducing
altritionrates evenfurther,outsourcing tron-crbcal
functions
1 freeexaminerime
to addressbacklogs.
endredesigning
prooeses. Additionlly, custome will
beoffered a
choiceinVraprocessing
fone, providing
a 'Rocket Docket'thatwilldelver Ireproursee
of
eXtremOeyteot
Processing forthoee applicatol eWtrere
tie e ritcal
Suinlarty intheTraderiark BusIness.
thisbusinessplan
Identities
the htghresttanderd
of
qualityexanination tobeachieved
Trough oaneptete
electronic
processing
oftrademerk
applcanions
fromfting topublicationhih
tlslecnornc processing, vorld-class customer
relationship nrlnagesent isattaina bethroughtheleveraging
of Iheinfornnrtoon
available
in
aneledronic
environment
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Trnelhness goals for the Trademark Bus iess have been established ahrnpracedented
levels - two months to firstaclion, and 12 months total pendency. Through the use of
electronic processing, innovative mrinagement processes such as creative incemne award
programs based on a illabIe hours' concept andBreexpansion of a sJocessfMl
telecommuting program that roasreduced tlhe aStrlton rate and Increasedproducity. tre
Trademark Business will continue to be successful In achieylng its timeliness laraets
Tile resources needed to achieve theresults set lorth In this business plan are inexcess yE
ourcurrrlly projeced fee income in FY 2003- FY 2007. A podion of the k4ncrsses
needed to fund the inil alnes identified in lhs plan to mneet
plan goals and objectives whle
another potion Is needed to over full retknenerefcosls (e g current strd post-retiren
benefits of USPTOenlptoyees). corstrstn withthe Aderinistralion'srequirement for all leefunded agencies. We will finance this pien by proposing c one-year surchargeon patent
statutory fees and selected trademark teas to esrure suffcient funds to begin plar
Imorpenlator IfFY 2003 We wll subsequently propose regulationsto raise trademenrk
fees end c legislates proposal to realign cuoet patent fees to s
ort the longer-term
goals of tWns
business plan Our approaclls to adopt a fee slrcture commensurate with
USPTO bus ness requirements.
While the details of Iis plan are set forh below, tneobjecve of ths plan is clear - to sel
forth tie needed initiative and resources tofurther establish the USPTO as the preerrrnel
intellectual property organization e the world By performingour core busiess functions.
the processing of patent and tredemarlapptlcetions- withthe highestqualityof products
and services and the shortest pendency times possible, our goats will be c eved
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CuRRNTnr ENvOmimrr
The United StatesPatent and TrademarkOCfice(USPTO)isen agencyotweU S.
t T a
OeprlnthenIof Commerce, srvtoy Ing over 6000 full-lime equivalent (FTE aff
the Crystal City
agency Is located in Arlington,Virgnle, where we occupy 18 buildings gI
relghborhood
Tle USPTO's missionis to promote industial and technological progress in the United
States andstrengthe the economyby.
" Admenisterng thelaws relating to patents and trademarkswhile ensuring theoeation of
vard, pornt. and proper ritellectial property rights and
" Advistng the Admnistritlon on all domestic aid gobta aspects of intellectual property.
Although the USPTO'smission in adminsterng tire intellectual property laws isa
conlnious tradtion stretching back to ttrsfourdirg of the republic, the econortlc
environment in which i undertakes that nissiornhas ,.tfnged inthe past decade.
Technological innovation and te inairkeling of new goodsand services have increasingly
driver U S economic growth This has led to prolanged rapid grnowlhin demandfor the
USPTO' prinipal products - patents and trademark registrations, Recognizing the
tie
foititring rportarnce of intelectual property rights. Cogneesshasenactedlawsmaking
USPTO responsitle for additlonat frictioit andreformingI orgintzatlonII powers At the
annetime, lye giob lzation ofeconomlc activity has led to new ooopetattve initiatives
between the USPTO, ttermtItoa bodies, ndlother Intellectual iropertyoffices
his undellkenr majo procts to cometo grips with those chalr gas. In
Tie UISPTO
doingso, we have beer recognized as a lesider in i-Goverrrment initiatives,especially with
tial
regard to the Trademark Business applicatons TheUSPO hs appliedtechnology
t facilitated examiners'searches of prot at reevat to patenlability and of potetially
conflicting marks relevant to the registrabdilyof Iredermaa and slowed for the fitingorboth
patent ard trademark applicationsover the Internet ;hereby enhancing le efficency of
Intearcfbops beOweerrthe publicand the USPTO.
Nevenefts, the USPTO finds itilln tryng to catchrp In Its evlorts to maintain anedImprove
accuracyfilms n patent and trademark axsaninatinis andkeep thelm ficr naWmaing
decisns on applications at acceptablelives. In planningfor the next fine yearn the
USPTO must ftrst enarnine factorsthatwillaffect Is effortsto break the cycle which it is
continually in danger of tatling turther behind The flowing describes customer
ir. demand fo( ousprotds devetopmns inlegislatrve direction, and
expectation, trends
international initiatives which wiit rernain key elements of the environment inwhichwe
currentryworfl andwhich willhevettiture Impacts on oir erndearor to provideaddedvalue
to ovr c stomers for the next Eyeyears
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Target Custome
The USPTO has many differentcustomersand stakeholders. tndidual Inventors, as welt
as those tll sled with small businesses, corpOrations.government agencies, and
academia fileapplications w,I the USPTO to obtainvaluableittllectual properly
protection.
T"reUSPTO recervee patenterd ardemarkapplication from alt ovs the world. For
patents, roughly 55% of the applicants are trom the United States with the remaining
applications coring from noe-l $ citizers For trademarks. &5%or the applcants are
from trIo United States with the remaining applications corming from non-US. citizens
The USPTO invests considerabletime and resources irsunderstanding the inique needs of
these various market segments. We hold focus sessions and roundtable discussions to
identify customer aid stakeholder needs and expectiaions,We patnerwith customers
from various market segments to further our knowledgeand understanding of new,
emerging, and ever evolvingtechnologies We survey our customersto understand how
well we are mnee,,g treir expectetoire. And. 'we leverage information and feedbck from
the membership of our Public Advsory Committee$ to gans clearer understanding of the
future ends of our customers and stakleholdersWe have used this adviceandessistairce
In shaping our bus-niess strategies.
The Market Envkonnment
During the n9"0', the patenl and I edemark operate
one both faced sir
inr chalenges in
satisfying customer demandas a resultof steadily ncreas$,g workloads. Ttetdenand.
however. has diverged somewhat In FY 2001. Patent applicatens rose at an average
annual rate M18
percent per year throughoutthe 190s. but ros over 12 percent In FY
2000 end FY 2001. This riseshows no sign of slowirg despite the dowrhurtnin economic
growth In FY 2001. The USPTO has foundtisut patent application volumes often ets
antopaled byrhe behaviorof nutloral researchanddevelopinent expenditures twolto four
years in the past. Whie endinggindicators ate currently sII predicting strong patenting
growth, continung economic weakness over an exirded period could negaleey affect
future tlrig p;ace.
Trademark applications grew at more trian a 13 percent annualrate between1990 and
1998. and by 27 percent peryear in F? 1999ano F Y2000 However.te accelerating
tre d in traderkaik applicationfilings came to an abrupt alt In FY 2001when tie fting rate
for new epplications droppedoy approximately 20 percent
These filingtrendssuggestthat, whilefirms recogiize the long-tern
nrecesstyof
ciorktinual
r
innovation andprotectionotrights toinvention$, ommercialzaior of new productsand
services end lhe consequentneed for trademark proleclion, can rise and fall more
unpredictably Deep-Itthese fuctuat-one.the USPTO expects i,
ed growthin demand
forpaterll exaninalois in FY 2003- FY 2007 while trademark applications areexpeced to
grow modestly during thissame time penodafter declinirg duringFY 2000 andFY 2001
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ramea In Potet and TrademarkAptplvelton Growth
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Todays technology Is advancing fester lhan everbefore in history. withi nw tecnologes
emerging on the horzon. Well-known examples are in the corrouef software. business
methoos. tseomtmuriconls and biotechnology areas, As" potentialvaes of raw
Inventloa Iicreeses. the denned forInteltedu property protectionwi Increase The
value now being gen to intellectual propetry is seedingou toehrnology-bed lowsy as
the exclusvly ed economic Ite cycle or an innovativeproduct becomesthe primary
for en eonlrpreneer or business
morelry strumern
New technologies re also merging withexisting IechlnologieIn more ooarWlweys. This
n exanlo is re field of
rests In Increasedtechrological coipoleoftyofinvention
sIoinforrnlc This Itnerolay of tolt noiog lee ciI eg greater interdielpenderclesbetween
lec nologles, expending eecn new Ite nt'sfled of sffed Tils saa growing Inrrec onto
Increasing s pe of new innovatione throughout sl lecinnotogy disciplines. Adte o e
tarre,fte globalization of sonorres has further expart*d a business'range endinterdeperdencies When taken s a whole, a bu ncess' encoulers wilin marke ls end crossliagers to new and modified lecrinologa are almost without Ilit for theforeseeable
future. This etluaTty WliOe relmof po:arlial innovation definesInc scope and co nlexly
of technology currently berg filed at the USPTO and anticpted ftOrthe future.
Looling at the ctiange in demand Forpatents Intdifferent businessarenascan help
l neg orwnochthe USPTOmusl p epare Although patent apnhcaton,
lsnrtate th tha€
tilings hae grown steadily at 12% per year Inatt llc nological srea In the past 2 years.
that growi' has been peticulrlyexplosive ri theelectricaltechnologieswh;chexperience
lg% growth The USPTOcan cxpe tis trend Io continue
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PatnsApbctos GrewlhbyTo-aeeigy
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Finally, to.USPTO
hasexperienced grow i neaty evolving technologies,
as wetl
as t,11ng
growth inareas that have arisen due to daification oflowby the courts, suchasitho been
thecase fo bo!.eclnology and business etiod. Rather thanru yon court decisions or
other Mlngs, tie USPTO nst be preparedto predict
ou future workloadarld Me types of
palwrs that vil1 be desired This
will require ustoIesesamarta production, andscetc
trends. This assessment will siow us to forse
*trends that will Inturn allow
us o creek
the ap opriafa police,and organizations and hn fire lypes of individuals necessary to
handle requests for new types
of palenli
inthefulure.
Trademarks
The Trademark Business has a kng history
of increasingdemand for registering and
riralinininig tradernarlk Over the pastten years. trademark applicationsafor ragistration
havetripled
from 125000 to more titan 375,000 a year. wth Increases of 27% i both FY
1999 and FY 2000 ConsIstnll wit tladec0l Ilnra US economy, as refecded by
reducllonsl ibuls,ness-lrslaed markets, trade nark yplcaton failing are now prooted to
decrease forn FY 2000to PY 2001 by 20% with increass beginning
agin in 2003 of 10
percent each year based on hiltorcal rends.Filings for It. continued natrlearance and
renewal of registered Iraderrnkacontinue to nee"t
protection. The trademark rseiter
curerity contains more than millionmarksin use We cannot project with certairtywhat
ourfilings will
be several years int the future, and ir the short term. we must be prepared
to manage fluceti$s
thedemand forour service,

The LeqIslaSIve' EMnloment
fThe
lypes of products and services and corresporidrgfees. theresources available
to
rneetworkloaddemands.ard te nature of theUSP'O organzton Iself
are
predonnantly determrinedby law. Congresston acolton.therefore. constftes a ctical
Ornerfor te USP7O's operations and Ousinessplanning.
Legislative c ngaes
in ithe
Patent end Trademark Acts can be xected to continue. In
199. for example, Congressmandated lhal
the USPTO adrnn oera process for adjusting
patent terns. publish pending patent application, and offer oytional reexamination of
parents In the current Congrslisonat session, bills are pending 1ointegrate trademark
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applicationprocesses with lie Madrid Protocol regime and expand procedures far
administreirve review of patents after issuance
The resources evaifabileo theUSPTO aleo remain a rnattero pubic debate Forth epast
decade. theIJSPTO hasbeen funded from the fees it chargesforits services. Congress
hasrequired the USPTO to petorn a stay ofits fees. The outcome of suchdellbetartons
will of course affect
USPTO operaons.
This business planseeks toericipate thechallenges and opporlumifiasthl legislative
aco rnaycreale However, oulcom"esare somelimesunpredicale and beyond the
USPTO's coniro inlight
of this, the J$PTO has developed this
planiospecificallyidentify
its quaTityandtinreliress perfornrice goalsfor its
core business ard the resourcesneeded
to meet these goals. Our challenge will be the integreticn of thesegoalsand objectives
with otter legislative actors and delberatona.
The InternatoridEnvironment
As pat oF policy
respondbilitien theUSPTO isactive in cooperative effortswith Ia mayor
courterpats, t e Europeari Patent Office(EPO), Japan Pate t Office (JPO,arid Euiropean
Unons Offte for Hanornizat-on In trie Internal Market (O-iM)for trademarksard desigrs,
as wellaswith international organrzatiors such as the World intellecal Properly
Organizaion (WtPO) andWorld TradeOrganization (WTO) Efforts
are under way towa d
developing a substantv parent rawtreaty Ioharenionize requiriments for oblsnrig
patent
protection throughout the world The USPTO is alsoengaged n ffolrs related to prteding
Geographcal Indications and in substantial Iraining efforts In irltelecruel properly
enforcement TrheUSPTO is working with WIPO to considersteps in harmonizing national
andregional patent and trademark law, ontrademark seaes related to domain names,and
coyIghl Issues Finally, we are engaged Intire irtenaatloral arena seeking support for
simplt',g the Patent Cooperation Treaty.
All thle of themajor Interational Intelece Wproperty offices
PaveexperleKed the rapid
Increase Indemand forinlerlecual
Propertyandlie resulting conseqcinces The USPTO
hasbeen working witnlie JPO and EPO in address In increasing around ofois ineal
of theoffices and seeking opporrunilles forwork starrr aridefficiency Progressor issues
such as mutfatrecognition of searc/exarrinalion results
and harmonizing class-icatior
sy'sters and electronic filng system could garner substartal eiciency benefits foral
threeofficeand ther customers
We expectall of ,eseactivities to enrarce international cooperaton, as esclbel
to corrtnue during trie FY 2003 - FY 2O7 tOrneilrare.

above.

Comparison wilh Other Intellectual PropertyOffices
Obtai lng inlellectual property protection is based on national or regional laws. For
exanwte,applicants wanting intelecrual propertyprotection intheUnited States must hiein
the United States, and U.S.protection does n confer p electionninother countries.
Therefore. the three major intellectual propetycffices. the USPTO. EPO. and JPO are not
market compefilors in a Iradioa sense but rather counlerparls. The USPTO compares
very favorably to both in. EPO and JPO intimeines s andcost
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In regard Io a-Commerc actiities, the USPTO rains the first nationaleintelectual
propedy office in Ire worldto offer electronic filing over the Internetfor both patentand
inademeri applitrons. Although both the JPG and EPO offer asuneelectronic fling.
reit er has achievedthe level or breadth of services as tie USPTO. The JPO
Inwlerented electronic iling In 1990 buthas done so through a closed system uSing
dedicated lines versus en internet approach Tie EPO ties offered Interet fling since
2000, bul oly allows paent tappcatIon to be filed electronically.

Eotan
Tihe USPTO, EPO, andJPG grant the majority of the world's patents. At the end of 1999, a
totalOf 4 4 trillion pate-,ts were in force The contracting iates of OneEuropean Paert
Convention (EPC). JPO, and IJSPTO coverabout 84% of the total patents granted
worldwide In the EPC contractingslates, patents are granted by the Natoral Officesor by
tfe EPO.
There Is corsilerable diffiulty in prsentifg a cornparton with respect to Oreoperatins,
aficiancy, and even workloadof the three offices. This is becausethe tree offices operate
within differ legaland cultural environments These dilfernoes result in practical
$tinc'lions in the productsand actions thet are srbrectto measurement Thussehtirgojl
the offices' workload statistics is in large part an 'applesto oranges' exercise
Nevelhelese, an accountirg of the productionof tese threemajorofficescar help giee on
idea of re USPTO's rolein the International intellectual
property system The char below
grees key pant stat tiecefor each organizationfor calendar year 2000

Application Filings
Paeeron Granted
Applcat os Awaiting
Reqwuest for Exarrtnatoni
Pendency to First Offica
Acron in Months '
Overall AveragePatent
Pendency in Morthsr
Patent Pnce '
Total Examnes
Numbero A>plcacmrs
Examined Per Examiner
ExarinerAtiton Rate
Error Rate

EPO
100 92
27.523

JPO
436,865
125,880

USPTO
295,926
157,497

16.788

2.152.416

NotAppficable

207

213

13

72 7

Not Reported

24 7

$37.323
2653
Not Reported

$2.058
1,068
177

57 740

23%
Not Reported

Not Repoted
Not Reported

14%
8.8%

2,905
85
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The USPTO,
OHIM, ard JPO issue themajority of the world's trademark registrations
As is the casewith patents, there iaconsrd ble drficulty in presenting a mealingrul
cornporleor witn respect to the operations efficiency, one even workloed of e three
offices that register trademarkcs FOrexenple, the European Comrnultles reculre that
trademark application be filed elecing a primary and secondary Communlty language of
which there exist eleven choices. The Europear Cornrunlties could recognize sgqicant
efficlencles in the tirnly exarnilnatlonof applicstlons were onlyone language used as the
offel lonLge iortrade'nark lings. The political realiniesin the European Cornrnnty are
such loat OHIMcannot dsel Imposesuch an "efficiency"o its trademark users
Of the three offices, the USPTO rectves the largest
rrrberof applications Inffact.L e
LSPTO is. by volume of applications received and processed, the largest government
traderaar organization in# world.
Al three office offer sutantilve axa n lton of trademarkappltcatolrs, however.the
USPTO offers a moralcompleteeamsnnatlonpractIcaby cons;dering
existingnnarksIn
delermr ng registration This neais that each application is reviewedfor legal and
regulatory compliance. The USPTO is the only oneo the three offices thatpublishesis
pendency slatsI cs including average months beleen filing and exarniner'sfirt actor
and between filing regislrat n, abadonmentor issuance of a NoUe of Allowance,
'i ci art belowgives key trademarkstallstcs for eachnorganization for calendar year
2000

TrademarkApplicetions
TrademarkRegisltriors
'
TrademarkPnce
Tota xba,,ners
Nurnbr ofAPplicali-or Examined Per

JPO

OHIM

USPTO

121.861
9,4,369
S4203
142
962

57324
34242
$4,159
78
772

375.428
127.794
$2,475
383
602

Not

0%

Examiner

Examiner AttritionRate

enraeeo
I esses
anre
nrww

Not
_Reported

13%
I_

Reported

ErrorRate

Not

34%

Reported

Ecricmugwams
rut rem
'li tr0 ad 1r Cur tvi )c-

-
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PATEwT GoALs AND SmATEGlEs
The continuing ioresseinthe demand forour produ c s arid services reflects an
apprecation fIor
thevalue ia we provide Wowt customers. Additionaly. highquality
stand
hds Iotpe ent~ Ilsued by USPTO muslt
be maintlined to Instill
confidence in patent
ho;rmsendthie
spblic ingeneral to preserve lhatvalue
Throuhout tie 1980sandinto the
1990s. tineprincipal
vehicle
toaddress timerienessand qualtRyde9mnds was singularly to
hir more examiners. We need to expand t is focus
i
Int
ud creative mnragemeri,
Inoviatile business prices. and tah latest Iachiology. Accordingly.the Patent Business
ies setthe fotowing goale and strategic nitiatves:

Gools
The goalsofthePatent Business are Isfollowed

" Enhancetlhequaidyif ourprducte andservices
" Minmtze patent application processing time

f

OnusityTarget;

Improvequality of patents by 55% tougn

reducing ta error rate
fro

6%b3%byFY2006

Increase
overallcustomersabusftce fromt64%to 80%byFY 2006

Trends and Targets In Patent Error Rati and Cstomier Satlefaction

3sca

-

ar

1

-

25

Fiscal1Year

.S .

-

.

FiscaiYour

The Patent Busine*ssqualy targets afedorivdfrom ilemal object re dota anncustomer
satislfadiondata obtained throughour ilrt
survey Orobisclivesto reasuir our
performance wAttrespetl to both thequality olthe palertsweisse and ina service we
render to theusers of the patent system While benchmaring againstore patent offices
In thearea of quality isdifficultbacaue of thetack
of data available. our target ofa 3%
arror
ratewouldbe theloweet that we hiveachieved inti 25 year that records have
been kept Addlonaliy. customer s
tacon in world-dasa Nti ocorgan
llonniArto
tie USPTO cart be btir nhaed
at the 00% lvel.tncreasngly, however,thiqjolity Of
US patents ahaben questioreid isa resultof
litigation
resultsand otherqullty IndIces
The Patent Business will develop a quality inde)nthat m Incorporate a numberof metics.
Induding tiose mentioned above, as wellas external pol sxaminlaon data to achieve a
balanced measure ofquality. That index will be baselined and used inthefuture isa rrare
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balanced toot for inmeurng our performance with respect to quaily Three quality
inlatiives are set forlh below that
witl immediately begento rmovethe USPTO towardie
quality targets

Ti'nenes target: Reduce averagefirst action pendency Io12 months by FY 2006
Reduce averagetotal penidency o 26 rortnhs by FY 2006

The Patent Busl'Iesslnneliess targets are derived tmor cuslomnerInputrid IneAnerin
Invenrors
ProtectionAct (AIPA) racted in1999 The AIPA p'oodes3tat isLerceM a Clrs
Offi.action onthermerits of th claimed ,we icnmore that 14 months fromthe filing
result ina
dale.
or issuance
ofa patent noe that 3d morth for 'te flrg dale, will
commnensurate
restoration ofpatent teemto the appicarl. The U palenl systern
las
encompasses both tne incentives offered to inverlors to share heirdscoveres as well
the benefits that accrueto society as a whole from thed settosre oftheiventive
concepts
isincumretupon tre Patent Buie to
Trerefore. to support these parallel oObjct:ves. ,t
bol raxnerze Ire Ie-n of patentprotectloOfor Ihetinventor oy reducingInternal process
tg,
as well as i rinr
mrze the legion ofpatent term resulting fron processing delayed.
drives
for a total pendency ofVlmonthsto grant a patent.
The Patent Business ultimately
Rationale 'orths target is based on thewoktwide slandaid of publishing
applcaitsn 18
r'orths
after
filing While no ma e intelleclual pr perfyorganization inthe world comes
close
to s%.ingpatents in18 nnorths,ourult
inmategoal wouldserveto fuel
investmentsen
backlog and fling rates, parteculaty in the
our techroogp-driven eonoiny. Current
eledcnoatarl,peevent us from reaching the 18 morts total fedlentcy durit g the course of
be a Cotaltenge In11he
this 5-year business plan. Trc 18 months total pendency target will
electrical arts However tI Patert Bsi ss,scnfident that we car move toward tli
mrestone In the ionger-term,first inthe mechanicaland chemical ateas, andeventually In
the alectncal
area
Overall Pendency by Disclpllne

30
32
24
If

22
20
tilue Yes
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have deferent demands for processing time
In addition, we recognize that cusltomears
depending on lhe invent-on shd technology. For exempt3., epplcants in Ithe compita
areas may need a quicker turrirou d time ocuse of tne eo lie cyce ofoomp,.ter
products, whereas some applcants, poSiri in the botectrnobgy snd pharmaceutical
vabiltty of their
areas,would ratherhave additional time to determine the commercial
inverdiors. Vith this In mind we have designed as IMtativs where cuslornrswUi iave the
to their reedsSoi timeliress irilitNes
option of choosing tis prsoterg time best SwRed
are e forth below that wil begin to drivependency down towardo.r uNtmrtetarget

Quality initiativs
irociess ReInrerlrig
Enhance nlts

We have a numbrof actlv,tes cfr ratlyunderwaytthat we wi cortinual enhanceas pat
we wiI focuson enhancirg tre qualiryof our ,
ofie quality improvementactions 11,s1,
palaitr by using process redesign and rnprovement One waycf raising tw qineuvytve
through an enrhancedreexurnalion process whereby boilnpatentowners andthird pares
have e abilly to request that the USPTC recns der pF Pntabtlily f new evdelce is
presented, Reexarniinationisan economical ard pcteriy? higherquaityalematve to
Imnprove
itilgatt for testing patent vatdiy. We foesuee thalreexarinralon services mwi
qailtiy and reduce the msielosrercost of re-evajuatirg the patentability of Isled patents
ou cuer reexailnator
rather thers usirg hlgation+ Leg slative aco is needed to rrodify
profs to rae f viable aterar ve to lHgetber Throughthis initlal", we expectgreater
applicantrnd rird-parly padrc patron in the patent process andgreater confidencein the
quality ofthe paterts that we slnie
We will aso strengthen ojr in-process reviewsa work pertforned by examiners This wl
be aocoerrplished by cordudcng quality reviewsor patentsopticatiora prior to thei disposal
andusing a number of ortr 4ror level Quaity Assurance Specialiststo fnct.o as a
"tocond Pair of Eyes"by rev:ewngforcorrectress each a' owed appticaticnina target
cror
all is rot
technology insIs particularlyuseful for erne-ging iechnologleswriere e
staff IS ess exorenced. This evtaned revrw Is
well establshed or where theexanmirning
aeo sefut In
the issuance of invalid patents, bt
not oiny effective In preventing
in exaninationwhere training is headed ine ihfirae esti beingbetter
identrifyingtrn
qua ty pallrIs.
F.rally, we wrliexpand our process reengireerrig studiesto look for ways to e nnaie or
transfer dt as traditionaly petorred by patentexaminers to other siaf Ths redistltso
of lirc'cirse frees examers' nre to focus on the technical ane ega aspects of patent
exanniratoln such as search and petertabidry determination. wi l:e racing paralegai hke
ditiw to sUpDortstrtI Whocan wosonarde such actities, We w:1ilso test and I'nrlemnt
other concerts that pener motl w th applicants end Industry expels to erpower and
rae them ar active participant in he exanation process, We furlier expect to pelrforn
oher studios and scope out ways Iv use knowaedge nianega-nientsyler$ to bettarifain
ot examiners

ISerch ToIEnhcnn

78-675

D-4

Crftcal tothe ,all yof the exan1inalion process Istte search by an examinerforpnr aft
pertrent to tie rventoe claimed In an aptication. Tne search Is a irvestgation of
relevent patenl, and rion-patentliterature (techical Joprals. Trrltas etc )to deitlien I
a c aied nvenilo isnew.usetl, and norobvious In perfomilg te search. aint n"ler
relies on prior art and the body of pubic knowledge disclosed at Inetime the inventionwas

-
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created - MLchof the non-patent literatureis avatatle olyythr0og commerdal database
vendors. We will Incrwse ascess to commercial daltabees, ron-parent Ideradure, "n
foreign patent documants We will aeo herrnont,ze uebject matter Indees of the other
tilstoe ral orgAzeatione to esse our abiltyto sharethe burden of reating Patent
ClassractltiOnSystOnie
erd c1asfyig petenta

[

oe

Z IZ ]

The continued groh in our workloadcannot be ffeislveotymnraged In our currentpaperbased environment. Implementing an e-Govenment llegythat incdes electronic
receipt, processing,raportig, and piblcat-on w*itenableus to migrateto a more efficient
operating environment ftl support our bstnesa goals to prov;dequllty services lend
produce in a Umely manner oourcustonars end slakeholers
At the cnteof our e-Govemment Intdiate Is MreTools for Electronic Aplicatlon
Meniagerner (TEAM)project TEAM is e docume" management nd wordow system that
will provideus the capabilty to electronically process a patent applcaton. It ill Intogr e
and captiate on fee ira, from variety of rifom'natontechnology systers currolty in use.
TEAM will relyon the input o4 electrorlIclly submlted applications andoontnue the
prowecurt4o of patent appl :sone in eltdronic formal Sd1odL od fra rowing deployment
throughout the Patent Business durog FY 2006, TEAM will be based on the creation of an
elecronic his wrapper (EFV) AJIthe individual paper donjmenta ovoltd n the backend
forthexchrangee between "e USPTO end potentapp icanlsoll be capturede c oniclly
'
In the EFW TEAM will orovtde rew electronic workflow tracking and document
tnrgero ert capabiltes that wll Improve application prooess g and provide ircased
tfoWo
to exleral Cousrniers.With ti tiis coticapt. the e-PtlOts program will be
4
Irlemeried It 2005. TEAM wi umately result n ameectron recordbeingour oIt e
legal record of patent app pcatlon procesing. A pretin,rary benefit coat asessment
Indrs
cot that tie TEAM project wll more than pay for Neal through publication, space, end
conrad labor coeo avoidence

Inore

F,,minler Stift

]

In order to meal our tirmliresa goalt andoffer a choiceof services, an assenbalpal of
atralegywill be to hire new examners aid expa nd our exsm ing staffing level Though we
are reenginee'ing ourprocesses,ohaiging our procedure. and irniplementeg intormston
technologysolumtons
tire tol numrerof patentapplicatons proceeed is principally
determined ibythe numberol patent examiers Ths t becausethe heat of the patent

exarniratoo
proeta Itie ietual etotputforthbyenltndtduat petoesteaidinw Our
plan Is to hire 90 new eenineris acihyear._ Some of thee hlrs wit replace exanilners
lost ihmgh adrtton andothers are necessary o reel he growing woriloede. The
folowengchartdisitays our projected on-boordex"nrr staff during Ih
" e of tI

business
pies
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Mroll In Exambw~SIaM
6000
5000m

2.000
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ni
Tneseaggressyetimelinessinfalives rail rrrprovethepenitencyforeca§Tnnral
to Congess Uniterthisbusinessplan,wewitl
out ined no6r FY2002 budget ybimilted
andachieve an averageoverallpenitency
312,000
first officeactions
issue approxirmately
oh27 rnomths
in FY2003.ByFY2004.
tofirstactionwit begIntrenlrig
to
downwardByFY2006.ourobjecolve
is toac, eve or averageol 12rnoithspendentcy
Tmisis asibttanthst ItMrovae~nt aim.,
firmtsctior end 26 rrontts, Woalper-daincy.
first
action
budget,
lilty
assjmnev
28.8
mnonthsa
against
the
USPTO's
FY
2002
contraited
pisndency and38 6 average
amonthas tota&I
peitsency
in FY2006
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We will offer
our customers a choice of processig nme
I
oplonl, including an expediled
review a d the abitMyto choose a separate searchard examinetonapproach for
patent
applicatona. Customersvll have tne oprl:o
of choosingltependency tqiretflerre best
sted to theirneecs while receivingts saerv highquality examratlot regardlessci sie
optto they coose.
Seaanda Procaesig
Under thestandard processing opton, customerswill
receive
the current searchand
examination
services. Standard procesing wilt continue I, comprise the vast majorty of
our workloa oy PY 2006 our objective isto achieve anaverage Perdency of12 nrotls
to first action rd 26 mort r total pendency
Expeisted Procesling (Rocket Docket)
In t is option tre Paenrt Businesw guarantee custorers 12 monthspendecytrom date
ofalr
no patentissuance Custorneis who choosetris option *11 payan addtlcral tea for
the quicherturnarourd
andag e to crlaln atprtlons and actions to ensure the12r.old
t1rrvfiraee These ecionrs include:
Mandatory electronicsppkatiorrCsig
M
" Mandatory appicart search of p,,jr
art beforeubrilO ofapplication
a Limitontihe umberofct:msm
" Exm4nal nof
Crt.ctirrred Inventlon
* Applctntwa
roexcersors oftirre
* Limitto e single applicald-initleted errerdrinent
SPr-exearrintton slteerinn that claeinnwill
stand orfaltogeltor
Expeditedprocesng wilbe offered to meet the needs ofthose cuslomeers rrrose business
reeds require a quic deciscanon otheroaleml
app!cetion We anticipate that
ourstandard
processirg will
be sata
lfctoryto Irie rn oiy of cuslorrns
e" t-itonlye
small segmnenl
of
our customers.will request this option
Dokrrd Exn niatIf
The deftered exrrilrtlor option wtl allowcuetomers to protect tefintelle ui property
whiledeterrinrg its
future market viebilty. Under te optov. cutrorefs wilpay thetrgal
feesfr preexamination arc therepay the $archand eXarnine
feeonce they decide
which
appca,oreto pums. Upon lherdetermiraatior of commrcial vablily,
$ ic rnt will oily
require tie full
patent processing ard its
associated costs for those they wish to further
pursue We eslrte Mel 101%
of epplIt.ons flied may dropoul and ass a
resltUSPTO
exmretior resources wit no4be expended Ir fapplirotons tha irenciorordered
scrreo
valy
able Mandatory pJblcarbon
and sacrificeofany patent term adjuslm"rnt
would be required of tiroa apyltcana choosing this option, Legielailie action Isneeded to
rodlfy oursuran leeatrLclurato allow for tris&petcopi0 .
These processingcrolces will also ensure tat tie USPTO minimizes
patent term
extensons enadprovdesprodu'a and serncestit ontine to ahrrltate the U.S end
global economies
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effects our a hievement of buemess goalsis our abily to recnuend
One crftcel factor that
reltin a quaelyworkforce. A well-educeted, experienced andproperly rained sLaff s key
Statstics
to achieving highe quallty ad lowerpendency tliefrannes, The Bureeuof Labor
hasprojected that he demand tor electrical ergineers scientists, end orrpter and
Informnaton systems specialists - all
critical postlor for the USPTO - wl grow by 40%
over the next 7 years

rio1

will be sleep We Iavatocompete wlh firl
privatesector
For tieUSPTO, Irs compmfifor
for thelalert we need To do so will require us to employinroval v metrods ro,
reouIrneIrt end retitiors The USPTOs effortswl be focused on rifering our employees
technology
aeas wih e particular emrphats in Ihe
arvdexpanding
the exarmner corps in all
electrical dsciplne
Ti standard federal benefits we offer copar
e qulle favorably to thoseoffered by top U S
corporations,
incluclng
subslenlla holidey, Sc annualend conmensatory leaie Pae
to
overlinne, oislrrding health Insuarace; and excellent retirement packages In addition
these end lte generousFederal carar advancernl opportunities,we wit offerour currant
arid prospectie employees a vartyof otherbenefits to Iclude flexible work
pa ne , generous swards, end renruerevt
arrangernients law schoolandtechnical luiton
of Personrel Management
bonuses We have recently obtained approve fmr lheOffice
these
payscalefor patent professionals In theevent that
(OPS) to eseblish a special
benefits do rot alow us to hreed retain the beet candidates we will coinsderotrer
incerdives such aspayment of relocation expen es. repayment ofcotlego ioeas. or other
Incentives
to slay corvettilre
Finelly, the Patent Businesshasrecently irnilernented a telecommuting work plot. The
plot is geared towardallowingpatentexaminersto workremotelyfromhanm for oneday
coennsting andbalancingwork with flirly
eachweek w
Jout
the fatigue andsiress of daily
andpersonal acwtitles Althoagtrthis program Is still n itsinfancy siage,we beheved win
be successful
and planto expendthe programafler the plot We ea hopefulto expenie
tie somesuccessthat lire program intheTrademark siness has deronstuatedincluding
an incrase In produ tion perindividual examinerucongwth increases In quality ard
errployee satisfaction Addldonehy. as te program expands, moreefficient use cfoffice
space will be realized through space shinrg or holeling.

and
kneentivel
Prooluchivly
CareerTrack
Accelerated

I

The Parent Be eress delegatesthe authority and resporeibllty for making irdependent
palenlsbility decisions, including thedociscn to issue an appicaton as a palent when it
appolitsd e :enrir to be a primary
examiner.This achievement reflectsdre Iigheos
The current care rta requires about S years for
degrl oi competence arid expertise
r. Informabon gathered frontotrer patentoffices
en exsminerto beowre a ptiry ea
rndintellectual propertylaw firms Indicates that theyrequire between4 6 yars ot training
to reach a sirdIr levelof competency
quality of the work
Recgnriz i that gains in produdtivy muist baba arce with Ihe
produced, we will explore the inr'pernwntationof a raw parfornance -based awendesyslarn.
ur to apsed
wit bring a ,urioexaminer
In addition to producing more outpul, this indalrve
rersquickly by examining more ipplicatones By implemea!ing e generous mr netary
award,theexaminerwllbe eorced to producemonreworkandworkmoreelfic ently, which
witmake ourexarminers more knowledgeable in less tirne Combinedwith improved

is
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training prograis andknowledge-based management tools, lhesemechanisms "ay be
oonducive to aneupediled
path for reacItng full slgnafloryautority, where an exarinrercea
make palentability decsioms
irdependentlywhle inproving quality standards We expect
this
initative wi result in29,500 or aproxim etly 10%addtional patent application belng
processed annually.

We will oulsource claslftcabon fu actionscurrently performed by exrmnienstin the
exalratood pipehins
Aaa haul. exainer resources will be freed In Focus on theprincipal
patent examination functions. thereby increasing examiner productiviy The mandate to
publish patenil appiications 18 rnoAria after filing. pursuant to thePre-Grant
Publication
provision of the American Inventors Protection Actof 1 9. heaplaced a tremendous
additional burden uponfie U.SPTO. Inresponse, we iteord to elso coatracl owt the PraGrail P JinlCafoncklla
0aoFuunr0nscurrarryy benJg pet~orinred by patent pioessklaae
Adoltonay. other classiflcatio
duties required to maintain e U.S ctllicaton system
will be otsoi.rced ls needed, Thi In4tlativewill allow thePatent Business to redirect
aproximlatly 30 full-time
equivalent paearr etxanirsaid, associated hours to
exain~tio
:n,
Srmna Ioclassifcaion. certain slages of work or international applications that donl lead
to patent issuance wllbe conlracled ou. The search related tocompletion of Patent
Cooperation Treaty (PCT)Search Reports will be otsourced, thu freeing enarnaners to ad
onthebackog of IS.Clcato.Tlos.
thnIiative wilallow thePatent Bultres to redirect
an:roxlmatety 10vtot-time equivalent patent exariners and assocated hours to

examninaton
I WorldoedRilearnclrs

Traditionally thethree rraindisciplines within r re Patent Business havebeen categorized
ta chencal mechanical, and electrical at areas, w ic irefurther organized Into?
Tchnology Centers- 2 inchemical, 2 In rnnchanca;. and 3 In elecrical areas We ihave
seen an unprecedented growth inflings In Theelecircal engineering fiel,. Lastrecalyear.
we e eercev
n
a growth of 19% ae compared to 8% in the rechtical and 1% in the
lerircal areas. To address these worltoad Issuse and reach our tineliness goals, we will
balance thework In theTea nology Centers. Ttid approach enaoW t Ith,
very least.
Idett
g electr cal lecarnotogles tilreoverlp othe ds,$nes, and lteracling ther Into
thecorresponding cherncal ormcir nical erai The erergilng technologies hav
fewer
eaxperierrcedtsenlor axaniners ard managers,
resuirtinginchatlenge of incorporating and
gaining new exaa ners By rastrructrng tieTechonlogy Carterl we wil be able to take
fu!l
advantage ofIroexperienced staff avalabeingreat numers in the rerhanical and
cierrical Technology Center, to improve Iraining. relen<oin, qualdy, and eted venes in
the other related tecmnologiea We will also lake advantage of our movie tithenew
cam usto restructure ciforganization andi rebalanrce curwo kioad to streatline oar
processes andenhance our effectively,.

TR.'DW
PSUK
GoLSs ANDSTRATEGES
The TrademarkBusrness plane to ornplete is tvaraition from a paper-based process to
complete e;eclronic procssing by FY 2004 We haverladesubstantial progressover he
by applyrg sectronc conmunitcatlons
past eight years rmprl rng quality ardtiellnesls
and technology to our business processes CurrenMy. approxmately 25% of tradamar
applicatos arefiled electroncallyover Ins Internet all new applications arecaptured
eocion,aly lend areavailabte at evaoryonn oyes's deskdop,and ti Trademr Offcall
GazellI(TflOJispublished
wesklyon paperard eleclronically ortheInternal
Cenhpilsigthe transitoin from paper to processes primarilybased on eteotflo prorossing
function withgreater
flexblipy to
Wilnesfllin an efficient and effective
trademarkexamining
contrue to address
respond to fluctu tonsin demand for services Although we will
pendency. pdclivty, quality, and efficiency issuesthefocus in FY 2003 will
be on
irnplementrg changes that rely on technology and eectro.€con rinaicatrons to rparove
openatione and expand access totheFedera' regestator system in the L intedStates
systems Iet
Our cstomrs have slgntfl.eanty beneited from Internetaccess to IJSPTO
alow thermtocordictsearches of raoat t'adernara i'oteaton to mak busress
decisionrelated
to aooptng trademark checking hestatus of heir pending ipl cation
of reviewing theTMOGor-line The availabitty of theInternet for filing anddisse'inating
for low we respond to requestsfoir
informaticn nasincreased cslor-erexpectations
TrademarkBasineseto increasingly
inrormnatson
and sanvice intun.th has reqr.tredthe
and nraerrnt raw systems Elsc'oic
courier the rnpaclor customers whenwe design
access as pro-noted greater uderstand ng and awareness of the regletratior sylnn anid
pnovided customers ftexlIyand convenrenc relative
to how nheyInteract with tnio
QSPTO. Whilewe Pavewitnesked a drop IntraderarK fingsand a rectcton intendency
itseto
as an opoc i ,lty
to chDoton
tries In FY 2051, the Tradie-at Busnes$ views Ith.
expand the use of technology to address worhad flcJal ons and ma ntai hg's gut ty
l
S
ai limet ness standards We beleva at movingtoe Goserr"ent if atlow
businesses nonavebettl access to theva'ue that tows fromhs Fdear ragisraton Of
derraks
their Ila

Goal s
Tri goals of' s rrusmar, Buli sss areas lotows
t

* Enhance tnequa lye oo,rproducts nd se-vices
* Minimize trader'ark spylcapsor processing tine
Osal'y Target

Radice rhe eror rate from 6% to 3% byFY 20-4l
Increase overall
cs:omersalsract on

i
7o0%
o 83% y PY 23105

objective danaand
The trace-ate Es ness quality
ta gets areOe'vec from rternat
'rvey
Our cc)ect s is to
customer sat sfactlon data obtaleo through'ou'annual
s
&
reasu'e curperfornarce with respect to oualyo t'omarswe register and trsservice
we render to te uses ofte Iroden'ark system TheTradeana Rnness wrldevelop a
to
qjalty i'aexIi'
at wilincorporate a nu-terof mi cs. -lud ng nhosementor adabove,
8cr,
eve a ba arced measureo quality.
Thaiircexa, be tasel
ned andused r:the future
as a more balanced too for eantrrg oarperformance with respect to qua iy

1

T7-iaiiioss Target: Rediuceaverage f rsit adci pendenrcyto 2 rronthsby FY 2004
Reduce
averagetOtal wenrcy to 12 monthsby FY 20106

Trie Trademark & sneso w- Aocus or reversing the tre rid ofeve r-rcrea singgvernmnrt
spending byworkingwIthin Itseithoriation and rriirnn zrg tre 9 zeof It program
Intitle
to handlewo-kload increaes.. Oir goe's are des-grid *odeliver costetetv
1the
p-ogrerns in supporttoftteAmerican oeopietOat wil deliver su~tstenttly rnorevalu to
direct exanno
nnarketpiao-e
ard the U.S. scoromytr Ili* fees -jsedto sipticat
i16iW0VGO
U'operatg effciency by oiffscvlsy
operations. Our strategy is 100015'* 1O0
yto he national country by creatr ag
leveBraging
technology and cointIbue directly
peadictabia ard reiab a trademarks exa-nnation and regisla: on systemn

Quatity Initiatime
Gulaft ReviewUs

Cu ltmeleltimonshp

ng avail@tis resoerces we wt prototype a corp tiersiva itnlral quailly review
pogram focused on improving exavrratier qua it to comrplement the corpo-ste quality
.review prograira ready in place We intend to use the res torn the iternal q-ality
review orog-amr to identity areas most rr r e 4ot rfrrproverrienl l~Ite-naiqsa tY review
program wit inoorrate esj ts t-oirr rs fir ligs Irto examniierrefererce Ineleraig. sacmes
pactk-e mrg procedure gi de res. e-tdftusedtrslnrlig programnstomatchr rd vdualslIn
beneficial
to tram Theexpected
reel of oeraii traltr gw th Ie* type o train ng most
results i-clud. I-npnovedq,,- ty ard cvi slencyanda reduction In the numberolcasas
a internal quality rev ew orogranrwll be
returnedto esarniinaii if successful
nc-prorated iNo our bus rots practices i Fh 2004 based on the rests of the FY 2003
prototype

We wltras 9onr uex stt-g 7ralerr~ritAssista-tca Centertoatfull seiv-ceCusiorner
e soce of customr

NanagearteeRetat.onsrvio taraogcmvPi CRMI coee o reduce o'e m)ra.e

sector programs tial use CRV noethodoioges CR%4will provide a tes-ouce for 'he
conso dat ar and sl-arirg of info'rmation hat we col act regadn3 custorna, inccres and
proNle escL:ici Moving 0 GRtLAwi, cointi tueo~ !"tr engineerrg c'eu- pape--basad
p-ocessas!)y proearg cusiororbtased -eqjire-nenis 'ce@-sire hati-rw Tectuotogies
n-eel lye reeds of cur cusiiuesg and add-ess veir coner a n-s. We bet eon a CRM
sting er-ers, Plovrde
systems alpp cactiwEl mnpovecusicometsat Vacto q by reju -eng cmcce
a s-neotte' zaistio to e-Gcse I--nec-I an reoase cuo-nr s-pos-o to, the rove to 'ulS
eeclo^o proves sq Eventially. the rent of the JO1PTOwit "eatet!oeve-age !Ie
TPadernar.s Bsiness' esperiencsew ti CRY arc roltIhis system O" enle-pr se-wie

Tader-aro( systems"cI "- designed wdin t-e goa of implemnting a *pee Sopee!' Io21P)
snpioveire prorvuSleg of rraderer
p o ito ivesliga' w etVa, P2P vyii fort
veplical ons a-i4 educe costs once we corp ste eur et-Cove-rrn-ei: tn-as-s.Ire
FY 2X-3 aWeearedtthat P2P nas t-e potenral to signricant p n-trance *.1eccen 13 cf
ectro c crnrn,lcaLsoi)s to' arge volume ^usorers by c-eating a pairersh pfocused Oirrp-cy ng access toIn'o-railor specifically related to 0l-e custoe'rr Theconcelpt 011cmPi
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potential for improved procesaps using fewer resourcess,maxonizaton of tradernarx
technology investments, and reduction In processing and dasemnathion rres.

SMadrid
Protcol

TheMadrid Protocol requires that the USPTO process requestsfor eoenson of protedion
and otirer materials sent to and receivedfrom thetnternatonal Bureau IIS)of tieWord
tlte~lectualProperty Orgenization WPO) within linefraries establ ted by theProtocol. In
antclpation of the U.S Joilrg the tMadnidProtocol, alnew systemswill be Implerented
with a capability to electronically receiveand process rftearional registrations ana
request sfor exisfanion of prolecton. Requ remerte wit focus on cave op,ng a peerw11:pa"
operating enovnrmoenilbetween I". LSPTO and he B.
TreMad Protocol
providesa ofe-stop. strearrlined
registat-or process for L;S.
b,-slnesea that reed proleclon for their tr&dena rksoutside of the trted Stales The
trademark owner byfl hngone apprcation n re i)SPTO,,nEnglsr. car potert,ally
recere
protectionfor tie traderrark in each mernor country of theProtocol. Because neUS.
rotyeta memberofthe Protocol, Amercanbusinesses operate at adsadvanage to
bisnesses in Protocol member countries bIecase Americans mustseek Irade 'rare
prOecton on acountry
by-country bauisA slrea"lired, a ectro c system forftlrig for
trademarkapplicalors inollver co-rlr eswiltelpatlUS ,sinesses.
paniculaty sm'la-d
raedium-slzed b siressee, fiat frequently cannot afford
lo (:Is separate trademark
apphcatorin each fore gnrcounty
No arctlorai resources wils required unt Ithe U S joins
theP'otoco Howeve
Inonponating Protocot returements Into rew systems ast'ey are develoec wIn rim ze
thecostof future deve:oPront and permit the.S. to qwlcklyofe he beref oi
uIne
Protocol to ocr customers

Tinnilnos /niatives
aGovernr

t

TieTrademark Busnest plan to completeIts tanstion froma paper-basedto a futy
esciromic ope lion during
FY 20C4 The-e are a numba' of in ria'ves tobe accoroe'isad
over the next twofiscal
yea's to actreve thsgoal.
Trefirst
amiah:veinvolvesinceaa rigtermn-,mero applicatons fided eectronlca y. nFY
2003. we pan to increase
trerurnberof now aop nations fred eectroricaly
Zo80% Our
h
to coiducl neary alof their trademarx-reatedbusiness
customers currently ave theability
a ectroncally out use of• ectron.c corn-m-cation is relatively tow when compared to
co nrnication using paper. Specrlcally only 25% of new apo canonsare curenly tied
a ecloncally
and other electronic nte-cions
ae at lower levels
Oesplse
.hefacttia
electronic
fiirgreduces the timethat it takes fo ceptu-e and process applicanons and
ensures
a laveeto
qiuily and accuracy tha ,srot possible wilt paper filed cocrerls. :n
to prom'otethe vale and Drellsofeectrcn c f'!ng and the isrnrbblion
FY 2003, ae inle,d
corrmnircation ard educator plan designedto
of rformal.ia
by creating a formal
enorrage ire adopteor of e ectronic
corrunicton as thepreferred method of dcng
bisiess. We wlet a so considerIrmplerrenting changes tnoar riles and regJlatlos such
as rinslto,irg processing feesfor paper-filed documents and re-Tovl' g preference
for
paper Iies reated to
Ngdates, aswe I asconsider riandating electronic filrg as an
a errtaive
if other
efforts are unsuccessul In meeting curgoal
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BEST AVAILABLE COPY

The second Intialive. Io also be eCcomrpliahed
in FY 2003. will be to Implement full
examation ting efeclronic tles This willelimirae the ourrent use of paper filmsfor th
exernnshow pocess,
wO our
The fInal Mltole lobe Implernenled In FY 2003 a a "lotetlbn pln In conJurncdon
Irgitly $
sfjl wor1-e l-~rre pried., The imlaementallon of EXelntllon using
electronic flies faciltates notelllng, a conceptMwhclh 5-6 exarInng attorneys wlHshares
alngleoffice and wrllfuther reduce the numrer of days they spend working Inlote office
atUSPTO flcIities and allowsthe Trademark
Hote ilig minimizes fte need fo office 1spec.s
Business to recover office apace spaso for other uses.
In FY 2004, we wig complete our trnlsfornaton with theirpleerminton of the Trademark
Infof'aubonSystem(TIS). TIS witl inatgrale ex-sting electronic syslbrristo create an
alectrltc lie managementsystemthat wilt pemnt frl eleofrlrc processingand
ax"nlation of new a pptcalons andposb gIsrstion salell IS will Iiallcu tOprocea
arndexlminsemoreapptl tons w"thgreater quality In ls timniand wi fewer sources
TIS willel~nrnatiethe need for paper-biad recordsresiting in an iladronic recordbeing
our official legal record of traderkc epplicabotnprocessing

I
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We wll creel, a tabred d ready wor iftoce Ml providesmore flesblity in managing
and employeeswith more choice, Ourmost presesig challenge .to
fluct(uang workicOieda
have op(ors for Increurg or reducing elaffig related to our need for production capacity
We wi l consder creating variable positions andwork schedules as an aiteironativeto irling
perafllent ei oyees on a fl-Il t work schedule. We also believe new tectinofoglss
associatedwith our moveto an e-Oovernmentoperion will providetheUSP"OOte ablty
to belir manageworkby offerng moresnrnloyes the oppoftniy of working from home

TECHNOLOGY ASSESSMENT AND IWTEGRATIN
Our ful transition to an electronic, e-Oovernrmentenvironment as defined in Ihis bu siness
plan will result in the automation of lie rmajorly of complexrequirerents and business
processesfor both our customers and inrternaloperation We reJbt. however continue to
IrarnLaklour technological sujperoeryto allow us to ,meet customer demands.provide stateof-le-art products and services. maintainoperatoral efficences. and sinize
nsoperating
costs Cur approach includes thefollowing
* Ensure an nfornmatolechriology infrsslructiustaret ies all of our disinbuled web
applications, business logic applications, database servers. secury functns, and
backup recovery functions logelher mloa str clured, responsive architecture
. Undertake a conlinual fulni/oal essessmert o limplemrentmajor erabiing lecl-noogies
To butlddoi our transilion to a lechvnogy,-based environment, we wllestablish a strategic
arcntecture assessment program thai willproduce an esterp sie-oerited, integrated.and
cooorrated aproecn to Implementing emerging and erabling tecninooqgles.This will
Include coordnaflng and seSting strategic:d rection as needed io mseetinfornmalion
tec nology planning objecives. The result will be a more eficient, less cornetex
achtciers r ratincreases sysems pefornea-ce arid reduces the costs and Imetranies for
integrating new technlogies
We will) a:so estabish a team to evaluate a broad portfolio of technoiogca advances end
software packages,
sucn as kn'kowledgemanagemenVe-larning intel gent searching,
customer se fesarvcelcvstomerrelat rship0 management. worldlow/document
maagement, and web/e-Goverment. Thoughsore of our inor aton technology
Investments to date have been on tie "bleedlng edge', our i tert is to e6es$ new
technoogies and 10integrllei those that have proven heir capacityand capabilntie. Thus
will allowthe USPTO to onplinue to automaTte
manual processes and provide customers
and amployees with add;ltonal and/orenhancedtools and techrologies
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MovE To Cmi.n.
The USPTO plansto consolidateits currentoperations on the Cartyle
site inAlexandria,
Virginia.
about 3 rsiae from our current site Ths space oonsolidation s a critical step in
making the USPTO tie best In,
oneworld wth a world-clas facility. On Jure 1. 2000, the
General Services AdrTsn'strdon(GSA). as agentfortheUSPTO. executed a 20-year lease
form 2 mrllibin-square-lbo fellty to consolidate
theUSPTO'soperations that are now
dispersed among 18 separate Crystal City btItdirgs
spanning a I -mile
dist i ce, in space
covered by 33 separateGSA leases. On Oscember19. 2001, the developer LCOR
Alexandria LLC, closed thebond financing hat wiltcooverte costof nhaproject.purchased
theunderling land, and awardedexcavationand onsrucin conracts Relocator to
Carlyle
sorll
be phased o 0incde with delvery ofthefive
interconnected Carlye buildings
OccupancyIs expected to begin in late calendar year2003 ard be completed byimid-2005
Economic analyes completed during ft early stages of the project snowed thatllis
consolidationof agency operetons into an interconnected conrlex wilt generate $72rilion
in present valuesavings over the20-year Inaital lease, A more recent report issued bythe
General Accounting Ofie (GAO),datedJne 5,2001, concluded that becausethe
USPTO's Crystal City reurtalshaveoscatated faster than USPTO's studieshadprojected.
consolidalionnow has Ihnipotent,at
to realize $98rntlin in savings The GAO further
noted Ihat even if no
sawtgswere to occur, consoidation will
enable the USPTO to provide
better
sc
eiy
forstaff art to meet current Otre.iesanely,andaccessbilly standards for
Federal facihiteas Further, It owr-squsre-ool rate fon
theUSPTOs new consol4a ted lease
ls$6 lestthan the per-square-,not rate forspace recenty leased by a major Intellectual
property law firm rn a building di)cOtly
across from tre USPTO's planned Carlyi faolly
These square-footsavingsweRincreaseeven more over the20-year lese term, because
the bese peymnt ',r theUSPT(is consolidated lease
Mfatforthe20-year ease lfro
as
opposed to base rates for corn norcial leases that escalate annually
Consolidaloni s crlical lothe agency's
iransiion loe.Governnent. The USPTO now has
the oppoilunily to talor the cesign of a corrwprehenstve
slate -of-the art comrrunicion
bac bore forthefacity
arg to provide forcurrent corrmncation methods sich as
vdeocnferencig Also. in conjuncton waitn
the move and as part of th transfornation to
a fully
electron work place, t1 agencyplansto elirinale paper files inbotn employee end
pAblcsearch areas to the maximum extent possible
Corsolidation Willalso benefit ourerepoyes. We wit be able to provide employ"
ennenias such as childcare. cafeteria. andexpanded filness facilities, hlich
wiit aidin
recrudrixset and relention of talenled rersonl
The UJPTO wilfie nurerous logelcal
anid operational challenge in executing the nove
to Carlyte Ouaioperators, including
dual corrputer operations, will be requited duringthe
poising of the relocetlo, becausethe spacewilbe delivered over a protracted period.
Supporting employees and custonier atgeographlcully saparae locations wit require
careful planning Te USPTO wll alsocarefully t i otcosta durin project conestucilir
and ensure tratany Inteori purchases are competltive and consistent
withouar ldbald
space ulilzarton approach forIhe nw facity. However,the long-termbenefitwillbe e
world-class facitywith operatcinailefficiencies and rmprovedallocetion of workspaces to
accommodate ourgrowing and changisig workplace

ORGANIZATION AND MANAGEMENT
Trio USPTO's organizat on and managementphilosophy is basedon thedireclon that
Congress gave te agencyin theAmerican Inventors ProtectionAct enacted in M199Trhat
Act reestablsthedtheUSPTOasan agencywlfthin theDepartment of Comrnmerce.
Recognlzg theUSPTO'edual role ase policy arm of government providing
leadershipon
Intellectualproperty ses arid an operattonalunit Issuing patents andgrantingtrademark
regIstralors, the Act nedesignatesthe head of te agenyas tie Under Sceferyof
Cormnerce torIntellecluel Propertyend Director of the USPTO.
TrheAd desgriledthe USPTOasa performnce-based orgaizafton, which granted us
greater management flexblty Subject to the policy direction of the Seceetaryof
Corimnerce. tioeUSPTO is now responaibletorisown management andadmisration and
exercises Independent control ofsuch fturCtre s budget allocations ard expenditures
persouret dcdsons end processes and procurenrente Greater a0cosnte llity
accomparestha flexIblfty. TrieComnsloner for Patents and Comrrnssoner for
Tradenmarkshave esabilsred performsneeagreementswith the Secretary of Correnrerce
These agreements setout specific goals and performance expectatiores. TheAd also
createdtwoPubic Advisory Comrniees - one forPatents andone ro"Trademarks- to
prande the USPTO w ih onwng advice
on budget end managementissues of concern to
da conet tuiervts
The USPTO hasreorganized Its management structures In keeping
with the more
bLsinessi.te approach expectedofapelormanrea-basd organization te miS'o
management body Isan ExecuWveCorremlsee.at which each of tie major funcitonal unis IS
represented. Eachuntregularly reports to the Cormnelteeon cIs
progress toward meeling
performance goals, so that cfoss-disanal rionirng of theUSPTO'sprogressisorgooing
The Executive Co mtee is supported by Operatlons, Quality, andPolicyCommittees
The USPTO has als resructured is operating
drivisionsto make full
use of its
management flexibility Two now drvlione
with subslanlrve responsibiites ca ttng across
t"emain business areas have been created - theOffice of Qaily Managementand
Training (OMT)
arid the Office
oflGenera Counsel (OGC),OQkT haes orporale
respornctly to monitoring thequality ot piraduts fromboth te Trademark andPatent
exanining
operations. N alsoorganize training through theagency The OC cosates,
for
the fnst te, a unified managementetruclure forthseveral Independent unls
concernedwith legal revew end reprsenraton - the Board of PatentAppeals and
Inleferences andthe TrademarkTrial and Appeal Board; theOffce oftheSoliclor ard the
newly formed Oftice of General Lens; a IneOffice of Enrollment andDiscplire.
Fonlirlo of the Offce of General Law reflects the U-5PTO'aaddedadministrative
functions Likewise, too other ptoo.pal dlis
Ions of the agency - theOffice of the Chief
oformnetiton
Offer andthe Ofofie of
Crief Financi Ofcer andChief Adtinistretve
Cie
Officer- provide the hutrange of scpportoperaetonsneeded to operate the USPTO
Trise structureshireiow been In place snout a year. They gredesigned to criete more
feclex and accountable responsesto developments in tire enrinoriments in which the
USPTOoperates Crucial. however, to oursuccess isoverall planning based on
performance goals ARhough this buliness plan focuses on theperformance at the
USPTO's main business unit all pails of the agency conir buted to theplae' deveoprnerit
andall will
contribute to itS accomsplishment

.
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OrgarWatfonelStructwo

Management Teem
Jamnos

Roan, U niderSecretaryof Cornere forsnterleoti Prosert' and Director
t

Judge Rogan was sworn in as Under Secretary ofCorrmerceo,Into! ed ai Prop e".y and
Orectoroftie USP7Oon Decerrber .2001. Judge Rogarnmanages USPTO'scpeatoens
and .sprncipal pot oyavisor to the Bush Adnaniiistralonon all
domesticand ntentraonal
inteliectat
property mattersJudge Rogan was a rrember of [he Unitel States House of
Representatives from 1997to 2001. he was one of onty two n'embers of Me House of
Repleontatives to serve on toctr tieprestg ,s HouseCommerce Corrmlitee ancf'e
rose Judcary Comnrtlse His ery aeo 'Ihe
J dc cry Corrrlttee's Sybcornrittee on
Couds and Intllacat
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FhiANCL PLAN

Key Assumptions
This bs.neossplan has proposed a number of inilatives that support achisvesn l of our
quality s tieiness goals The,* a's, howevera nrrber of criticaldriven that can afflct
our pelormar ce The cha-s below outlire those faclo-s and the Key assumplos that we
have male in proec.ing our funding and perforrincr levels. Charges to these
assumptions ca) affect the leves of perdercy ard qualily we are able to achieve,
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Budget Requkirents
IdertfId
thefunding leave,needed to meet t
e remqrsrents
d
TMefollowing chart
Ide4nlfes
in the USPTO's business plan.This chart a'so dnlfies In. obligationsforthe socific
intsuives
in support of our goals. The amounts idenitded rlect Ihedelta betwenranounts
In our bass funding and the total cosls
As the USPTO was fornulating hisbusiness pler, which begins in FY 2003. 4 identiffso
op>odunities ard funding InFV 2001ard FY 2002 to begin some ofthese eitlves In
ltsligrIl the USPTO wasableto redret significant fundsto begir thePatent eGovernment development and autornatlon.aswell as begin hiring new Patenl Exarniners.
andto fund some portions o the remaining aouormationfor Trademark's transiton toai
electrone arvironrmiet.
e renoLtcesIdentified below are necessary to corpllethose
that comprise
this business plan
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Fee Strategy
The current USPTO fee structure had fIsgenes In legislation tial was crafted to fuly
recover operational costs (or Ihecustonne' s, foster use of tie red@ra trademark
registration system, and mitigate the Irmpacton smallbusinesses and widep ndent
inventors who applyfor patents andfradeirrarhl.
For Trademaras the Congress passeda feeschredule wic theUSPTO adopted, that
recovered 100 peroertof the lade,.ark coils and kept the filirgfee as low as possible.
Tle strategy for patents recovered50 percentof t e cost of processinga patent
applcation
through thefhing and Issue
fees. Tielegislation aso estabi stied
ra interance
fees to be
pa-d at tree stages tiroughourthe ie ofthepatent
to recover tie remaining50 percent of
theesi
nr ed cost Both paelnt fees and traderna'k fetecan be ad.usled
arnruarytola aecf
changes in lheConsJnnerPrice idex (CPI), However, fudanneintalchanges to the
underlying patent anld traderrarh fee amounts require legisation.
Tire capilal ,nvetrnert required to fhndIlhe
aitiatives
contained in thisbusirSsspflar and
thefllretirement cots fortUSPTO errqoyees as required by the Ad niisraton Will
outetrip projected tee income based on current estabished fee levels To nitgate
tnt'l
problem, the iSPTO wi propose a ore-year surcharge
forFY 2003to cover the coststo
begin initiatives
in support of the USPITO'slonger-term pendency qualiy. and a.
Goveirrent goals TheUSPTO willproposeregulatory chIargesto Trademark feesand
submit a fee restLtung legslaive
proposal to realign thecurrent pare tfee structure,
etecirve
jrFY 2004, Io provide suffKient
furdn to cover reirarnent costs and complete
tire initilrves andgoalsidetified In this businesspan
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PREPARED STATEMENT OF DAVID PEYTON, DIRECTOR, TECHNOLOGY-POLICY,
NATIONAL ASSOCIATION OF MANUFACTURERS (NAM)

Dear Mr. Chairman:
The National Association of Manufacturers (NAM) is the nation's largest and oldest multi-industry trade association. The NAM represents 14,000 member companies (including more than 10,000 small and mid-sized manufacturers) and 350 member associations serving manufacturers and employees in every industrial sector and
all 50 states. Headquartered in Washington, D.C., the NAM has 10 additional offices
across the country: The NAM wishes to submit the following statement for the
record of the Subcommittee's April 11, 2002 hearing on-"The U.S. Patent and Trademark Office: Operations and the Fiscal Year 2003 Budget."
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QUALITY MANAGEMENT AND MEASUREMENTS
The essential situation is that the PTO's performance has declined markedly over
the past decade. Pendency has risen from 18-19 months to 26 months. Dubious patent issuances have resulted in high costs for targeted defendants and in outside criticism, occasionally severe, combined with generally declining confidence in the agency's work product. Put plainly, the agency needs a turnaround with respect to its
patent business, on which these comments will concentrate.
Definitionand Requirements
While a working definition of patent quality may seem innocuous on its face, it
will have far-reaching consequences if followed to its logical end. A patent of acceptable quality fully meets all the statutory requirements and will withstand challenge
in court. That is, the prior art has been searched rigorously for references; the description is complete; the claims are drafted and circumscribed carefully; and the
prosecution history makes it possible to understand all the decisions that were
reached.
The first consequence is a fundamental requirements statement: For each patent
application, there must be" an analysis of the written description and claims;
" an exhaustive search of the prior art;
" a correct application of the law; and
" an accurate record of the prosecution history.
Timeliness and Quality
The NAM emphasizes the necessity of escaping the false choice of timeliness versus quality; compare the just-in-time inventory revolution, which overcame the earlier dilemma of timeliness versus cost control with anew concept of rapid replenishment. New initiatives must improve timeliness and quality simultaneously. At the
hearing, Undersecretary Rogan conveyed seriousness about improving quality in
stating that he held it ultimately as more important than reducing the backlog. At
the same time, a new emphasis on specifying and meeting requirements, and doing
it right the first time-the rudiments of quality management-will yield steady improvements in both timeliness and quality. To speak of trading off one against the
other indicates either a short-run outlook, or else thinking inside an old management paradigm, neither of which will yield the desired results in the long term. The
NAM understands and accepts that there will be no fast solutions to either the massive
backlog or the issuance of dubious patents, but one need not to be traded off
against
the other.
Electronic-CaseManagement
Stating firm goals for conversion to electronic-case management on an announced
schedule is indispensable. Stating the goals does not insure meeting them, of course,
but the failure to state them essentially guarantees further unacceptable delay. The
Securities and Exchange Commission had EDGAR running in pilot form as early as
1986. The sources of delay are numerous, but for the PTO tobe this far behind is
extremely disappointing. Numerous topics to be addressed include* electronic-file management;
* online searching,
* policy on Internet linking for applications and issuances;
* telework (one area where the agency h,, excelled);
* e-filing policies, prices and targets; and
• final documentation.

T79e Examining Corps
Upgrading the professionalism of the examining corps also is indispensable. Topics to"be addressed include* hiring and qualifications;
• in-service training (especially legal);
ssalaries and retention;
* flextime and telework* union relations;
Sjustiing the coat of initiatives by the reduced coat of new hires;

" learnings from other agencies (for example, the Food tnd Drug Administration); and
" exit interviews and focus groups.
The NAM notes in particular the hopeless staffing situation created by the strict
statutory limits on pay levels. The situation was already poor before the economic
boom of the 1990s, with law firms in the Silicon Valley leading the way, legal salaries reached previously unimagined levels. Today there maye only one other instance in the entire federal establishment with such a yawning gap between government and private-sector compensation: military doctors, almost all of whom are all
l---resume dteave-the-military -after-short service. The PTO must get out of the
Army-doctor syndrome." As it lies beyond the power of the government to make private-sector employment less attractive, it must make government service more attractive. Initiatives like flextime and telework should certainly be promoted to the
maximum, but weak pay cannot be disguised.
By contrast, examiners at the European Patent Office (EPO) in Munich earn well
over $100,000, tax-free. In effect, being an EPO patent examiner is like being a
World Bank employee in Washington: having a well-compensated, highly respected
job that is hard to get and that one seldom chooses to leave. The NAM notes with
regret that U.S. corporations often choose, when filing under the Patent Cooperation
Treaty, to have primary searches done at the EPO rather than at the PTO. That
U.S. corporations "vote with their feet" gives evidence of a clear judgment that the
EPO does higher quality, albeit slower, work, which is not surprising, given the
greater seniority of its examining corps.
Staff Management
Managing the PTO professional staff is another major area needing scrutiny. As
we noted last year, the PTO's initiative in Group 705 (business methods patents),
while not specifically designed for that purpose, stands as a case study or proof of
concept of sharply increasing the amount of examiner time per case, plus detailed
senior review, in sharply reducing dubious issuances. The PTO has proved that this
approach can deliver marked results, making it a clear candidate for quality improvement more broadly. In addition, reducing the size of art groups or the number
of direct reports to overstretched senior examiners is another idea gaining increasing currency.
Management Goals and Policy
Overall, the NAM continues to call for a formal policy of zero defects. As we stated
to the Subcommittee a year ago:
The matter of the overall quality of patents issued, in the business methods
area in particular, begs for order and discipline. Faced with the need to improve
quality themselves, manufacturers start by taking measurements, and the NAM
strongly suggests the same here. Just as the logic of zero defects as a stated
goal has prevailed in industry, we call on the PTO to declare a goal of zero patent issuances later invalidated by prior art. To be sure, attaining perfection in
practice isn't possible; against about 150,000 issuances a year, some mistakes
are inevitable. A key lesson from industry, however, is that setting such a goal
starts one on the path of what can be attained, which is continuous improvement.
The February 2002 Business Plan on the PTO Web site represents a highly welcome first step, and the NAM looks forward to improvements in successive versions
Furthermore, quality management should become the central feature of the agency's
annual report.
The PTO has publicly discussed creation of a quality index or indices. That approach may well have merit, once the baseline measures have been adopted and initiatives promising real payback have been selected. Then a primary PTO goal would
be improvement in the index at least on an annual basis. Conceivably, incentive pay
for senior management could be tied to improvement in the index. An index has the
virtue of comparing the PTO to itself. While benchmarks-that is, comparable measurement-with the only other similar organizations in the world, the European Patent Office and the Japanese Patent Office, would be desirable and may be attainable
in the future, they essentially do not exist today and do not seem to be immediately
forthcoming.
More Reexaminations
There are many more immediate steps that can and should be taken. Reexamination remains underused, and the NAM continues to support H.R. 1866 and 1886 as
passed by the House. Even before final passage of those bills, however, there is
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nothing stopping the director from ordering more reexaminations on his own authority. Faced with demands by computer programmer Bruce Dickens and his attorney
for payments based on a patent for the windowing, technique for Y2K remediation
(patent no. 5,806,063) numerous companies contributed prior art to back up the
characterizations of the patent as outlandish by leading Y2K experts. The resulting
Internet-based collection provided former Commissioner Dickinson with ample facts
to order a reexamination himself. However, he was reluctant to do so and it took
considerable persuasion from industry. That should not have been necessary.
A more recent controversy--one of a number-stems from patent no. 6,185,681 in
the field of encryption, which has been criticized sharply by recognized industry expierts including Bruce Schneier, Phil Zimmerman, and Matt Blaze. The NAM beieves the PTO should do an about-face on director-ordered reexaminations. Instead
of making them rare and hard to get, the PTO should establish an easy-to-find feature on its Web site where expert parties can deposit prior art, and the director
should state publicly his readiness to order a reexamination upon receipt of persuasive evidence. Today, too high a burden rests on outside parties to bear a financial
cost, especially when they have no immediate stake in the dubious new issuance.
This is one step that can and should happen promptly.
Domestic Quality and InternationalHarmonization
The NAM heartily welcomes Undersecretary Rogan's remarks in at the World Intellectual Property Organization in Geneva on March 26, and notes the critical connection between domestic quality management and international harmonization.
The Paris Convention is like the Eiffel Tower: a famous relic of the 1880s, reflecting
the best techniques of the time. But its country-by-country essential premise leads
to enormous amounts of rework, which, in the quality management view, is wrong
in principle. It is no exaggeration to say that a worldwide workload crisis exists. Mr.
Rogan aptly cited the work of the 1966 President's Commission on the Patent System, which envisioned "a universal patent, respected throughout the world." The
need to move in that direction is more urgent than ever. The rework-still almost
all paper-based-is significant cost drag on larger firms and makes it prohibitively
expensive for many smaller firms to export. Indeed, cutting the costs of foreign patent protection-most recently estimated by the Intellectual Property Owners several
years ago at almost $500,000 for the largest 50 countries for the lifetime of a patent-is one of the best steps that Congress could take to boost exports from smaller
U.S. companies.
It is here that the parallel between patents and trademarks is most evident. The
NAM again thanks the Subcommittee for its handling of legislation to enable the
United States to ratify the Madrid Convention to provide the same kind of "one-stop
shopping" for trademarks that the Patent Cooperation Treaty already affords in its
domain. As with patents, the useless rework will remain until national governments
sweep it away.
It would appear to be only a matter of time before one of the three major patent
offices establishes a zero-defects policy. It-is vastly preferable for the USPTO to be
the leader rather than a follower. Moreover, mutual recognition of search results-the key step Undersecretary Rogan outlined in Geneva-evidently will depend on
agreed-upon policies and procedures. All the better, then, that the United States undertake a fundamental requirements analysis now. All the better that a
foundational U.S. analysis if possible, serve as a starting point for negotiations.
Electronic filing must also work internationally. To avoid multiple incompatible
formats, the PTO should continue to work as fast as possible through the Patent
Trilateral with the EPO and the JPO to issue a standard template that will be acceptable in all three offices and, given their dominance, elsewhere in the world as
well. Patent practices must catch up with the pace of global industry.
The detailed quality management analysis and electronic format standardization
can also inform the statutory dimension-of harmonization. Like other business parties, the NAM last year indicated to the PTO, with respect to International harmonization, that it believed the time had come for the mutual sweeping away of eccentric
and cumbersome features of national laws, especially as regards European countries
and the United States. Ideally, the electronic exercise can be carried out in the manner that systems integrators call "transformational outsourcing," that is, clearing
away outmoded features and systems first rather than automating them.
To sum up, the PTO should* adopt a publicly stated policy of zero invalid patent issuances;
* establish a measured baseline with announced results;
* set clearly stated goals for continuous improvement; and
* make this effort a major feature of its annual report.

PTO FUNDING

The NAM remains convinced that the single most evident reason for inadequate
PTO performance is Congress's decade-long bad habit of treating the agency as a
convenient source of cash. After 10 years, the cumulative diversion or withholding
amounts to about $700 million. This situation continues to distress everyone who
truly cares about the effective functioning of the patent system. In our view, it has
become irrefutable that the continued funding drain has yielded deteriorating performance. Enclosed with the testimony is a series of charts detailing how continued
and rising fee withholding has been the key factor in deteriorating PTO performance, with average patent pendency rising from 18 months to 26 months.
Permitting the PTO to spend all the fees it takes in every year-from a public
policy standpoint, the only defensible outcome--,uuld also lift the agency out of the
dilemma of spending money to hire or to automate that.has been forced upon it for
far too long. Like quality versus timeliness, this is a 'alse choice. For the PTO to
add sufficient staff this year is a necessary step. Substantial progress on electronic
filing and quality management are likewise necessary steps. It is not a matter of
oie or the other, but all of the above. At the same time that the agency keeps staffing
us to adequate levels, full funding would enable automation to proceed as it
should.
To these ends, the NAM supports the $45 million of the Administration's proposed
surcharge that would go to the PTO to do its work but strongly objects to the remaining $162 million that constitutes, as noted at the hearing, a continuing hidden
tax on inventors. Moreover, the NAM takes vigorous exception to any characterization of the fee diversion as supporting homeland security. Funds will simply go into
general accounts in the Treasury; even if some new account were created, it would
be an artifice, as it would be masking the management of that part of the government that runs on a unitary budget. Moreover, taking money away from the organization dedicated to serving the inventors who desire to go public with their inventions-rather than keeping them secret--can only be viewed as self-defeating from
either an economic or defense standpoint.
THE NAM NOW CALLS FOR A BOLD, DETAILED AUTHORIZATION BILL

Mr. Chairman, the NAM supported your PTO authorization bill, H.R.2047, with
the aims of retaining all fees in the PTO budget and specifically calling for a major
automation program. But after another year with inadequate funding, issuance of
some dubious patents and little management progress, the NAM now believes that
the situation calls for a far broader and more detailed authorization bill that will
set in law the major goals the agency must achieve.
Findings
" PTO performance has deteriorated over past decade, marked by increasing
delays and dubious patent issuances in newer subject areas.
" Issuances of dubious new patents impose high costs on U.S. industry in terms
of time and money for investigation or defense, as well as diversion of research and development resources to invent around them and avoid legal defense costs.
" PTO has been precluded from spending about $700 million in fees it has collected over the past decade. The agency's inability to spend these funds has
led to shortfalls in staffing and computerization" that underlie the increasing
delays and questionable issuances.
* The only sound fundamental basis for fees charged by a federal agency to an
individual party for a particular service is the cost of rendering that service.
" PTO fees do not have an adequate cost basis today. They are not differentiated by difficulty of examination or modality of input; the fees are not directed in their entirety to their stated purpose of patent administration; and
some users bear higher fees in the form of a hidden cross-subsidy to support
lower fees for small entities.
* Discounting fees for small entities to promote patent system use is nonetheless a valid social purpose.
* Subsidies for social purposes should be open and transparent. Subsidies for
some inventors should not come at the expense of other inventors, discouraging them from using the patent system.
" Improved practices and measurements, staffing, and computerization-in particular, electronic-case management-are needed to cut backlog and increase
quality.
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FinancialProvisions
" The PTO is authorized to retain and spend all fees on annual basis.
" Fee structure is unified in statute, eliminating all surcharges. No surcharges
are authorized. Annual increases are authorized up to the higher of 1) the
Consumer Price Index; or 2) a moving three-year average of applications
workload increase. (A fee chart needs to be worked out, but users must be
prepared for significant increases.)
" The PTO is directed to offer discounts for filing electronically-to provide an
incentive for applicants to make the changeover-taking into account expected long-term savings by discarding paper.
" The PTO is directed to impose handling fees in rough proportion to costs imposed by the length and complexity of individual filings (to encourage less
lengthy appli.tions where possible, and the attendant costs of having the
lengthiest applications split up by the PTO).
" To pay for small entity subsidies, the PTO is authorized $150 million a year
from appropriated funds. (The amount of discounts would depend on sums actually appropriated.)
Performance Targets
" The PTO is expected to meet the following overall performance targets and
will report to Congress every six months whether it is on target to cut the
patent applications backlog and to eliminate paper case management on the
following timetable:
" By two years from enactment, the PTO will have all-electronic case management intrademarks.
* By three years from enactment, the PTO will have all-electronic case management in patents.
" By six years from enactment, the PTO willhave reduced average time to first action in patent cases to eight months;
and
have reduced average patent pndency to eighteen months. (The specific
numbers are negotiable, but clear timetables are essential.)
* In addition, the PTO will seek advice from its advisory committee as to which
industry segments have the greatest need for prompt action on applications
and whose needs would not be met by the above schedules. The PTO will report to Congress as to which industry segments they are and formulate a plan
to process their work faster than the overall averages.
Management Measures
* Pursuit of zero defects-that is, the issuance of zero dubious patents-s set
forth as official management policy for the PTO.
* The PTO is directed to consult fully and openly with all "interested privatesector vendors offering software and services in support of electronic filing
and to use commonly accepted protocols and formats. Furthermore, the PTO
is to lead discussions in the Patent Trilateral (with the European Patent Office and the Japanese Patent Office) on a harmonized, internationally accepted electronic format.
* The PTO is directed to undertak- a major review of patent-quality policies,
practices and procedures. After six months, it is to submit a report to Congress including 1) what collection of quality measures the PTO will use as a
baseline and will track over time; 2) what quality-management methods proven out in private industry the PTO plans to adopt; and 3) what specific steps
will be taken to raise the quality of patent applications, such that they better
take into account all prior art, fully disclose the technology and make precise
and defensible claims.
The discussion at the hearing raised the question of reconstituting the PTO as
a wholly owned government corporation, as some early legislative versions of the
American Inventors Protection Act would have done. While not part of an authorizing bill as such, the NAM welcomes the reintroduction of this concept into the current debate on improving the patent system. The NAM has favored the concept of
mana
the agency like Ex-Im Bank, for example, rather than part of a line agency and supports the testimony of the American Intellectual Property Law Association in this regard. The National Academy of Public Administration issued a favor-
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able report on the matter in 1989 that remains the basic document. Opposition to
this legislative provision rested on wholly unsubstantiated claims that corporations
would subvert the agency into issuing weak patents through large donations. Just
the same, the logic of the idea remains sound and would better enable the sorts of
quality-management initiatives now under discussion than does today's line bureaucracy status.
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Mr. Chairman, here is the NAM's vision for the PTO. By the end of the current
Administration, the PTO* will have completed the transition to electronic filing and file management for
trademarks and be more than half completed in patents;
" will operate as a true performance-based organization with the same continuous improvement techniques well known in industry; and
" will be poised to leave its inefficient, disjointed office space for modern unified
space at the new location.
If Congress shares that vision, then these implications are clear:
" Leave all the fees at the PTO, especially to ensure that full automation is
achieved before the move. Conversely, it is hard to see how the PTO can
make true progress if Congress continues to treat it as a convenient source
of cash.
* Enact detailed authorizing legislation as outlined above, with regular oversight hearings every six months.
I would be pleased to provide any further information and appreciate your consideration of our views.

THE PATENT BOTTLENECK IN THE LONG ECONOMIC EXPANSION (1)
Patents Contribute Centrally to the Expansion....
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THE PATENT BOTTLENECK IN THE LONG ECONOMIC EXPANSION (2)
And, Patents Lead To Growth and Jobs ....

Patents pull overall state economic performance
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LEADING EXAMPLE: Healthcare Technology
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THE PATENT BOTTLENECK IN THE LONG ECONOMIC EXPANSION (3)
But. The PTO Can't Keep Up
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